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Introduction 

I. Introduction

Nathan
Personal Financial Plan 
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

This financial plan was prepared by Nathan (myself), in the Fall 2019 semester. I 
prepared this financial plan with the help of my dear wife Eden D.. My wife and I are 
excited to have this plan put together to guide us in making wise financial decisions for 
our future as my graduation nears. If I take this assignment seriously, I believe that my 
family will benefit most from the long-term goals and financial plans-being 
retirement, home mortgage preparation, tax planning, and our giving plan. I believe that 
this financial plan will save my family over $1,000,000 in the course of our life. I am 
convinced it will do so because-if we follow it-our decisions and spending habits will 
change over time (in the most positive way). I believe that the exact opposite could occur 
if we don't choose to follow this plan. I know that money is the perfect servant, but also 
can be the harshest taskmaster. If we do not follow this plan, our finances will become 
our harshest taskmaster, and my family will not be prepared for the unforeseen future. 
Eden and I intend to refer to this plan often and to update sections as our financial and 
personal lives change (i.e. careers, children, location of residence). If we keep this plan at 
the heart of our financial discussions, we will surely receive the planned benefits.  
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Plan for Life: Vision, Goals and Goal Planning 

II. Your Plan for Life
Vision, Goals, Plans and Strategies, Constraints, and 

Accountability Nathan 
Personal Financial Plan 

MBA 620 Fall 2019 

Your Plan for Life: Personal (and Family) Vision, Goals and Goal Planning 

Introduction 

Family financial preparedness has always been a topic that is close to my heart. I 
remember the first tithing lesson that my mother gave me-it has shaped my life 
forever. I remember my mother showing me a dollar and teaching me that the Lord 
has given us all that we have. She then proceeded to tell me that the Lord wants us to 
give back to Him through His church by donating a tenth of the amount He gave us. 
My mom then spent another couple of minutes crafting a rather simple math lesson so 
I could understand how a dime was a tenth of a dollar. This was all fun and enjoyable; 
however, the most important part came next. My mother showed me two different 
dimes, one was old and rusty-like while the other was shiny and brand-new. As a 
child, my eyes were very attracted to the shiny dime. The next lesson that was taught 
to me is that we always give the Lord our very best. My mother taught me that the 
shiny dime was the one we should give to the Lord in our tithes. 

Now, I understand that in reality there is no different between the rusty or shiny dime, 
but the principle that my mother was trying to convey sank deep into my soul. As a 
child, I always proceeded to pay my tithes with the crispest dollar bill I had along 
with the shiniest coins I could use. Sometimes, I even tried to clean up the bill or coin 
before putting it in the tithing envelope. This behavior translated into my adulthood
I always put my best foot forward for the Lord. 

I have a testimony that personal financial planning is doing just that-putting our best 
foot forward for the Lord. I did not grow up in a home that was rich beyond measure. 
In fact, divorce and struggle plagued my family in my early childhood. During all the 
struggles ofmy childhood however, the Lord watched over me and my family. We 
always had enough to live peacefully and I'm grateful for all those (grandparents, 
neighbors, ward members, step-family) who imparted of their substance. They had 
the ability to do so because of their efforts in personal financial planning. I aspire to 
return the favor in my adulthood. 

In my reflections and studying for this assignment, I pondered over my favorite quote 
from President Thomas S. Monson which reads, 

Never let a problem to be solved, become more important than a person to 
be loved. -President Thomas S. Monson 
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Plan for Life: Vision, Goals and Goal Planning 

My hopes in completing my Family Financial plan is to increase my family's ability 
to give the Lord our very best. In doing so, we hope to apply the council ofMosiah 
which reads, 

And behold, I tell you these things that ye may learn wisdom; that ye may 
learn that when ye are in the service of your fellow beings ye are only in 
the service of your God. - Mosiah 2: 17 

I know that I will be giving the Lord my very best through serving my brothers and 
sisters. My hope and prayer for my personal financial plan is that it might serve as a 
way to love others-and not simply serve to solve problems. Prayerfully and 
thoughtfully following this plan will give us the ability to love others in a greater 
capacity than we would otherwise. 

Vision 

My Spiritual Vision 

I am the choice son of a God who lives and loves me. I was born into unideal 
circumstances but overcame much so that I might accomplish the mission that my 
Father in Heaven and sent me here to do. My unideal family circumstances have 
taught me how to endure well during trials and how to find the love of God in each 
and every day. I was taught the principle of the dollar and how the Lord blesses us 
both temporally and spiritually. I have a testimony that all I have is of God and I will 
always freely return to Him what is asked. I know that if I live my life as an example 
of Him, I will have to opportunity to take my family to live in His eternal kingdom. 

My Temporal Vision 

My temporal mind is full of gratitude towards my Heavenly Father. He has truly 
watched out over me and helped me to gain every temporal advantage that I have. He 
has blessed me with a bright and shining mind that has led me to tremendous 
educational and work opportunities. As a result, I am a critical thinker who has the 
abilities to solve complex problems as well as be the one who can envision the big 
picture-and even philosophize about said picture. Each day, I use these skills to 
better the economic situation of my firm and family. 

I am a team player who is always willing to lend a helping hand. I strive to use the 
Holy Ghost to guide me to those who need my assistance. I believe that the best 
learning comes from service and charitable giving. Temporally, I hope to provide a 
needed service and use my resources to charitably give back to the Lord's Kingdom. 
In order accomplish this, I live by the motto that, "the only place where work comes 
before success is in the dictionary." I am not perfect-I make mistakes often-but I 
will not give up. Rather, I will take a setback as an opportunity to pause, listen, and 
gather feedback for improvement. This is my vision for temporal success. 
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Plan for Life: Vision, Goals and Goal Planning 

My Family Vision 

I want myself and my family to be disciples of Jesus Christ. "Behold, I am a disciple 
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. I have been called of him to declare his word among 
his people, that they might have everlasting life" (3 Nephi 5:13). As a disciple of 
Christ, my first and most important responsibility is toward my Father in Heaven and 
Savior Jesus Christ. I show my commitment to them through my commitment to my 
wife and children. I will provide both temporally and spiritually for them in the hopes 
that they can be physically healthy as well as carry powerful testimonies. I have a 
great desire to be the priesthood leader in a home that is worthy to command them 
down from the heavens into the branches of my familial lineage. As they grow in our 
home, I hope that all my children can one be sealed in the temple to their wonderful 
spouses for time and all eternity. This is the great vision I have for my family 

My Individual Vision 

I am a humorous, caring, and an outgoing son of a loving Heavenly Father. Also, I am 
someone who is analytical, straightforward, and quick to get the job done. I am also a 
beautiful mind that can create, theorize, and enjoy the beauty that surrounds me. I 
envision myself as someone who is serious about covenant keeping, but 
compassionate to those who need to feel the love of God. 

I have diligently put my faith in the Lord and His counsels. I have followed my 
patriarchal blessing regarding marriage, education, and missionary service. The 
Lord's counsel has made all the difference in my life. I envision myself as someone 
who will continue to follow His counsel and exercise the faith that will one day move 
a mountain. 

I have been sent to this earth with a mission to fulfill. I am here to prepare the world 
for the second coming of the Savior--which is near. I can do so by living my life as 
an example (disciple of Christ) to those who look to me for guidance and leadership. I 
will fulfill my mission by become a righteous husband, father, and giving service to 
my fellow men. 

Mission 

My Spiritual Mission 

My mission is to be a disciple of Jesus Christ and live as an example to all those who 
look to me for guidance and leadership. My mission has changed and will continue to 
change as my circumstance changes. When I was a young man, my mission was to 
serve the Lord full-time for two years. Now, my mission is to raise a loving family 
using the sprit and principles of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. I hope to become an 
example to all those-especially my wife and children-who may look to me for 
guidance or leadership. I plan on fulfilling this mission through strict obedience to the 
Lord's commandments. I believe that I will need to exercise faith in the Lord's 
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Plan for Life: Vision, Goals and Goal Planning 

priesthood and trust that the Holy Ghost can guide me in my daily decisions. I plan on 
using the Spirit daily to reaffirm my testimony in the Savior so that I might be able to 
endure to the end as a disciple of Jesus Christ. 

My Temporal Mission 

My mission is to be a provider of temporal wellbeing for my family and all those who 
depend on me. I am on a mission to not just provide the basic necessities of life-I 
desire to give my family the very best I can. I do not believe that giving them "the 
very best" will mean that I spoil or indulge my wife/children into bad behaviors. 
Giving them "the very best" means I will guide our family using the sharp principles 
found in this plan. I will be an active guide who always seeks for our temporal 
growth. As such, I will be a wise steward of my personal affairs, so that I will always 
have those things pertaining to life and happiness to fulfill our family mission. As an 
action, I will apply the principle of work in all things. I will work each day with the 
goal to better my family's economic situation and more fully live the temporal 
principles the Lord has set for us. This achievement will be increased through each 
facet of the strategies outlined in this booklet. 

My Family Mission 

My mission is to be the best friend and confidant ofmy dear wife. She is my world; 
the Lord is my light. Everything written in this personal financial plan enables me to 
put the Lord and her first in all things. Secondarily, I want to be a righteous, sturdy, 
wise, and compassionate example to my children. I want them to have a reason to 
"honor thy father." I want them to know that I make active and intentional efforts in 
my day to improve their outlook on life. I hope they can grow up in righteousness and 
have all the tools they need to be successful in the eyes of God. In summation, I plan 
to bring joy to my family and led them back to our Heavenly Father's presence. Our 
theme will be that of2 Nephi 5: 13, "Behold, I am a disciple of Jesus Christ, the Son 
of God. I have been called of him to declare his word among his people, that they 
might have everlasting life." 

My Individual Mission 

My individual mission is similar to my spiritual mission. I have come to this earth to 
prepare the way for the coming of the Lord. I am a learner who wants to improve the 
talents I have and obtain new talents along the way. I believe that, "The only place 
where success comes before work is in the dictionary." Like my temporal vision, I 
plan on apply the principle of work in my individual mission. Honest work and effort 
will allow me to increase my talents, find balance with my family, and gain wisdom. 
Throughout my life, I plan on sharing all the knowledge that I have gained with 
anyone who is willing to learn. Be it my education, work expertise, or testimony, I 
hope to impart of my substance like unto the Good Samaritan. My theme is that, 
"when ye are in the service of your fellow beings ye are only in the service of your 
God" (Mosiah 2: 17). 
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Family Mission and Value Statements 

Family Values 

Accountability 
Our family will always live in a manner of responsibility and stewardship. The Lord 
has entrusted us with all we have been given; therefore, we must make wise choices 
with His resources and give an accounting to Him of said choices. 

Integrity 
Elder Bednar said, "People of integrity and honesty not only practice what they 
preach, they are what they preach." Our family will uphold the Lord's standards and 
live them intentionally. We desire to uplift our livelihoods so that we are prepared to 
meet God and better understand our eternal nature. 

Empathy 
Each and every single one of God's children is precious. In this mortal life, we all 
experience trial, pain, sorrow, and sin. No single person is exempt. Our family will 
seek to follow the Savior's counsel by loving our neighbor, no matter what kind of 
neighbor we have. We shall not judge another simply because they experience 
mortality differently than we do. We will seek to understand our brothers and sisters; 
we will live as examples of Christ. 

Charity 
"For charity never faileth" 1 Corinthians 13:8. Our family desires to not only improve 
our own livelihoods-but like unto the Savior-the livelihoods of all mankind. Our 
family values the power of charity more than we value personal, temporal, or 
monetary accomplishments. We will seek to give beyond the Lord's command of the 
tithe and look for ways to lift where we stand. 

Obedience 
"There is a law, irrevocably decreed in heaven before the foundations of this world, 
upon which all blessings are predicated-and when we obtain any blessing from God, 
it is by obedience to that law upon which it is predicated" D&C 130:20-21. Our 
family seeks to obtain blessings from our Father in Heaven. Therefore, we are a 
family that values obedience to all the Lord's commandments. 

Family Mission 

• Seek to understand the Atonement of the Lord.
• Have faith in Jesus Christ.
• Follow the promptings of the Holy Ghost.
• Seek revelation from Heavenly Father.
• Keep the commandments at all times and in all places.
• Our young men serve full-time missions.
• Our young women are supported to serve full-time missions if desired.
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• All of our children are sealed in the temple to their spouses of choice.
• All of our children obtain a minimum education of a bachelor's degree.
• Post-education, all our children work as useful and contributing citizens.
• We aspire for our children to cleave unto their spouses in righteousness.

Goals 

Goal #1: Gain expertise in my special area of interest and use my talents to give 
service to my fellow men. 

When I was very young, I spent a few years feeling that I did not have a "special" or 
"unique" talent. All the other kids I knew had talents such as jump-roping, running, 
riding-bikes really well, or other talents that I child of my age would have seen to be 
impressive. Quickly into my elementary education, I discovered that I had a knack for 
math. We used to perform "50 in-a-minute" exercises where we tried to correctly 
accomplish up to 50 short math problems in one minute. I quickly found that I was 
above my peers in these exercises, which caused a desire within me to emerge-a 
desire to further cultivate my newfound talent. 

Strengthening my math abilities over the years lead me to develop a consistent and 
sturdy academic work ethic. By the time I hit high school I had yet to get a semester 
report card with straight A's. Previous to high school, my best grade was always math 
and I usually received moderate grades on my other courses (B to A- range). After my 
first semester of high school, my report card showed all A's and one A-. I was 
astounded that I had the ability within myself to perform so well-my mind and heart 
then asked me, "Can you do better?" I challenged myself to set straight A's next 
semester. Long story short, I received straight A's for the rest of high school. 

I illustrate this story to highlight that I discovered my talent is actually "hard-work 
over long periods of time." I found that in high school I was unable to achieve the 
ACT score I desired (I am not naturally brilliant); however, I could obtain the GPA I 
wanted through a consistent and long-term effort. I've found this talent to benefit me 
in all facets of my life. I took this talent along with my excitement for practical math 
and applied it to my undergraduate and graduate studies in accounting. I've seen 
success at BYU because of my long-term efforts. 

I'm now at a point in my life where I am ready to graduate. Unfortunately, as of this 
moment, I am not entirely sure as to what I want to do for a career. When I finish this 
long mortal journey, I want to have spent my professional time in a place where I can 
work-hard to learn. I do not define ''working-hard" as working excessive hours or 
ignoring the essential needs of the human experience (i.e. family, exercise, sociality, 
eternal relationships, etc.}, but I define hard-work as a consistent focus towards a 
worthy objective. I want to find another special area of interest just like I did in 
elementary school and use my talents to cultivate myself into an expert in said field. 
On this subject, President Monson has said, 
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Your chosen field should be one which will challenge your intellect, and 
which will make maximum utilization of your talents and your 
capabilities. Finally, it should be a field that will supply sufficient 
remuneration to provide adequately for your companion and your children. 
Now that's a big order, but I bear testimony that these criteria are very 
important in choosing your life's work. -President Thomas S. Monson 

Growing up, I always used my math abilities to help my classmates and uplift where I 
stood. I plan on doing the same with my life's work. I want my destination to be a 
professional position that allows me to lift more people (be it co-workers, neighbors, 
friends, family) than I ever could alone. 

Goal #2: Be a good manager ofmy personal affairs so that I always have the things 
of life and happiness necessary to provide for all those who depend upon me. 

I often wonder why I care so much about personal finances and money? Over the last 
five years of my life, I have drastically "adulted" in many ways. Over these years, 
I've steadily had to rely on my income efforts to provide for all my basic needs, 
education, and discretionary spending. I've also had experiences where I did not 
know how I was going to get through a seemingly insurmountable wall of setbacks. 
Not all my trials and setbacks have been monetary in nature; however, they all have 
affected my ability to see my future in a positive light. It feels as if the last five years 
of my life have been an absolute gauntlet of refiner's fire. I never imagined that my 
BYU experience would put me where I am now. I still sometimes wonder if God put 
all these trials in my path? Or did my own choices cause me to face setbacks and 
disappointment? 

As I've slowly walked through the gauntlet that represents my years at BYU, I've 
understood time and time again that I needed to act responsibly with the opportunities 
I've been given. As I've used my resources and knowledge with the best intentions in 
mind, I've witnessed the hand of my Father in Heaven guiding me along the journey. 
Even to this day, I still hope that I can make the right choices to maximize the 
resources I've been blessed with. Even through trials, I often find myself thinking 
with an elevated level of light and knowledge regarding the management of my 
personal affairs. I did not grow up with a family who was equipped to teach me about 
college, careers, or investments. Nevertheless, I find myself competently wise and 
astute in knowing the right direction to go. I thank my Heavenly Father for 
enlightening my life and brightening my mind. 

I am lucky enough to end my BYU journey with an eternal companion whom I love. 
Together we anxiously prepare for our children. I've thought about these children for 
a long time-long before I courted my wife. I want my children to have the light and 
knowledge that my Father in Heaven has blessed me with. I want them to live 
responsible lives that are focused upon building the kingdom of God and improving 
the outcomes of their family. I want to make sure that I can provide the right spiritual, 
physical, and temporal opportunities for them. I want to conservatively prepare for 
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family needs, emergencies, and aspirations. I hope I can prepare in such a way that 
we can experience the joy the earth has to offer, but also rest peacefully knowing that 
our fears and uncertainties cannot overcome us. 

Despite the fact that I am unable to resolve all my trials, I move knowing that these 
experiences will be for my good. The Doctrine and Covenants reads, 

And if thou shouldst be cast into the pit, or into the hands of murderers, 
and the sentence of death passed upon thee; if thou be cast into the deep; if 
the billowing surge conspire against thee; if fierce winds become thine 
enemy; if the heavens gather blackness, and all the elements combine to 
hedge up the way; and above all, if the very jaws of hell shall gape open 
the mouth wide after thee, know thou, my son, that all these things shall 
give thee experience, and shall be for thy good. - D&C 122:7 

I plan on using my trials for my good. I hope that they help me be a better husband, 
father, and steward ofmy blessings. I hope that my Father in Heaven allows me to 
use my setbacks as knowledge that will help me better manage the needs of my 
children. I hope my refiner's fire yields me as a strong tool in the hands of the Lord 
for the benefit of my family and all those who will depend upon me. 

Goal #3: Build a home that is centered on faith in the Savior Jesus Christ; a home 
pointed towards the Lord's house . 

I've had the blessed opportunity of participating in temple ordinances since I turned 
the required age of 12 years old. Growing up in southeast Idaho, our nearest temple 
was the Logan, Utah Temple. I remember as a young man thinking that it looked like 
a very large castle; however, I understood that it was a sacred place where the Lord 
himself could dwell. I understood that I could contribute in His work of salvation by 
participating in baptisms for the dead. What a joyous occasion it was to have a temple 
built in Twin Falls Idaho shortly into my youth! I will never forget the temple 
celebration titled, "The Living Waters." On that day I gained a testimony that Thomas 
S. Monson was the true and living prophet on the earth. I always knew that he (and
Gordon B. Hinckley previously) were prophets of the Lord. Yet, on that day I gained
an extra physical and spiritual witness that he truly is the servant of the great I Am.

To this day, I have had the blessing and privilege to perform every one of my 
personal ordinances in that sacred temple. My wedding day was truly special as I took 
my wife to the Twin Falls Idaho temple. I hope that each ofmy children can have the 
sacred privilege that is an eternal marriage. I also hope and pray that I can keep the 
sacred covenants I have made in the temple and continue my own marriage into the 
eternities. 

I find it essential that my family is centered on the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The world 
is increasingly complex and unrighteous. Darkness and gloom are widespread and is 
no respecter of nations, origin, or economic status. I know that life will be hard. I 
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know that sin, tragedy, and pain are not exempt from me or those of my faith. If our 
hearts and minds are not pointed to the Lord's house, how can we ever expect to 
understand our role in His Plan? How can we know if he truly loves us if we never 
visit his dwelling place? I aspire to build a family that understands the birth of 
Immanuel, the mission of the Son of Man, the atonement of the Savior, and the return 
of the Messiah. All of my visions and goals are centered around Him, and I want to 
build a family that knows how to do the same. 

Plans and Strategies 

Goal # 1: Gain expertise in my special area of interest and use my talents to give 
service to my fellow men. 

Short-Term Action Plan 

I have spent the last several years working hard to obtain the education necessary to 
be successful as a professional. In the short term, my plan is to continue to work as 
hard as I can in my classes; this is important to me because I want to be as marketable 
to employers as possible. I can increase my marketability if I can keep boosting my 
GP A through high grades in each of my classes. Furthermore, by working diligently 
in my classes, I can better learn the professional skills that are being taught to me. 

After graduation, I want to obtain my Certified Public Accounting (CPA) 
certification. I am not entirely sure ifl want to work in a CPA type capacity for the 
entirety of my career; however, I know that obtaining the certification will help me 
progress in my career, better market myself to future employers, and possibly open up 
opportunities for higher-paying or leadership-type positions. 

Medium-Term Action Plan 

I have spent significant amounts of time thinking about what I can do to help me 
achieve my professional goals. I want to be able to have enough flexibility in my 
career that I can take regular time to participate in my children's' lives. My wife and 
children are the most important people I can serve in this life. The first strategy that I 
have is to try and grow within each position that I hold professionally. I plan on 
taking on challenging projects and working each day to exceed project deadlines. My 
hope is that through my hard work, I can show my employer that I am someone who 
is worthy of pay increases, work flexibility, and more autonomy in my professional 
projects. Using this autonomy, I will have a greater ability to participate in my 
children's life events and serve my family members. 

In addition, I also want to consistently gain more expertise in my specialized area of 
work. I'm not entirely sure what type of expertise I'll gain in my career, but I have a 
plan of how to keep growing my expertise during the first decade of my career. I plan 
on taking advantage of every educational opportunity that my employer provides. 
Apart from the continued education requirements of my CPA certification, I plan on 
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enrolling in other educational courses that will further my skills in other professional 
are�ata analytics, communication, leadership, and other business areas. 

Long-Term Action Plan 

In the long-term I hope to have a career that is enveloped in meaningful service. I 
want to provide a service that is not only contributing to the health of the nation's 
economy, but also meaningfully contributes to individuals. First, I plan on finding 
ways to serve my co-workers and managers. I believe that some of the most important 
people I can serve are right in front of my eyes every day. In a long-term sense, I 
know that I will stay with an employer because of the great co-workers and team 
members that I serve with. As such, I want to have a personal understanding of each 
team member that I work with. I want to find ways to uplift their lives while working 
with me. I plan on sharing my testimony with them through my actions and behavior 
towards them. My action plan is to find small and daily service opportunities to help 
build/uplift their individual lives. 

Another really important long-term strategy that I have is to ensure that I pass on my 
professional skills and knowledge to those that I mentor. After becoming an 
experienced professional, I plan on finding ways that I can develop professional 
mentor-type relationships with those who could benefit from my expertise. I plan on 
using this relationship to build their careers and hopefully give them all the tools they 
will need to grow as future leaders. The greatest professional service I can provide is 
ensuring that the next generation will have better opportunities than I did. 

Goal #2: Be a good manager of my personal affairs so that I always have the things 
of life and happiness necessary to provide for all those who depend upon me. 

Short-Term Action Plan 

As listed in the goals section of Goal #2, "I want to conservatively prepare for family 
needs, emergencies, and aspirations. I hope I can prepare in such a way that we can 
experience the joy the earth has to offer, but also rest peacefully knowing that our 
fears and uncertainties cannot overcome us." Our short-term goal is to prepare to go 
on a vacation and have our first child. In order to do so, we began to set aside a 
reasonable amount of money into our "Vacation" and "Family'' envelopes. We use 
these envelopes to measure the cumulative amounts we have set aside for these 
important events. 

In order to meet these goals, we've sacrificed certain luxuries to save for our vacation 
and birth of our first child. For example, we are not giving each other Christmas or 
Birthday presents this year in order to grow the envelopes each month. Furthermore, 
my wife and I will continue to hold weekly finance/budget meetings together on 
Sunday mornings. We use these meetings to track our progress and make sure we are 
following our budget with exactness. Another action that we regularly perform is the 
maintenance of the assets we already have. We don't want to experience unfortunate 
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surprises such as a damaged cell phones, broken car, or other mistreated assets. We 
make sure to budget enough money each month to regularly maintain and repair the 
assets we are already blessed with. This will allow us to better prepare for the birth of 
our child and save enough money to take a vacation together before we start our 
family. 

Medium-Term Action Plan 

My wife and I want to make sure that we save enough money for the big events in our 
children's lives. I want to be a great provider that is always ready and prepared for 
my family's life events and possible emergencies. As such, my wife and I would like 
to have enough set aside to pay for each child's mission by the time they tum 18 
years old. Furthermore, we also want to have enough money to give our daughters 
$7,000 (in today's dollars) to pay for wedding expenses and $4,000 (in today's 
dollars) for our sons' marriages. 

As a final matter, my wife and I do not plan on paying for our children's college 
educations. Both my wife and I did not receive any funding or monetary help from 
our parents. I worked really hard to obtain the jobs, scholarships, and grades 
necessary to be successful in college. My work has been tremendously blessed by the 
Lord, and I was able to quickly pay off three years (the entire amount) worth of my 
wife's student debt after we married. I believe that my children will need to do the 
same in order to grow their accountability and learn how to contribute to society . 

In order to help our children, move towards a college education, we do want to 
"incentivize" them towards saving for college. My wife and I plan to save $5,000 (in 
today's dollars) per child by the time they turn 12 years old. We will use this money 
to "match" their college savings that they create during their teen years ( 12-18 years 
old}. My wife and I will reevaluate the amount we save per month in this category 
when each child turns twelve; we want to make sure we save enough to match their 
efforts. After they tum 18, we will no longer match their contributions and they will 
be responsible for their college education. 

In order to fulfill all these goals, we have calculated (using the time value of money 
and a conservative 3% rate} the amount we need to save per month for the first 
child-which totals $153 per month. We will reevaluate this amount at the birth of 
each child. This money will be put into taxable brokerage accounts (and maybe an 
Education IRA) that will appreciate over the next 18 years. 

Long-Term Action Plan 

My wife and I want to use our retirement time together and with our 
children/grandchildren. We plan on reevaluating our insurances (life, auto, home, etc) 
and making sure that our financial house is in order. We also will start to set aside 
funds for visiting/spending time with our grandchildren. No matter where our 
children and their spouses decide to live, we want to have the ability to travel and 
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visit with them. We would also like to have the ability to help with our children's 
missions and education. We plan on setting aside enough money in retirement to do 
so. 

As a final matter, my plan as a co-manager of my family's financial affairs (with my 
wife} is to set up our estate before retirement. We want to make sure that our 
accumulated assets are properly passed down through a trust that enforces our key 
objectives and values. We do not plan on leaving any substantial amounts of money 
to our heirs. After retirement, we plan on serving a mission and using our knowledge 
of financial matters to move Traditional retirement funds into Roth accounts tax free. 
During retirement, tax planning will be at the forefront of our actions as we want to 
target our tax rate each year. 

Goal #3: Build a home that is centered on faith in the Savior Jesus Christ; a home 
pointed towards the Lord's house. 

Short-Term Action Plan 

My wife and I want to make the temple the focus of our worship. We have a lot of big 
life decisions that we will be making within the next year (job location, children, etc.) 
and we need the power and guidance of the Holy Ghost. We know that, in the Lord's 
house, the Spirit can become more present in our lives as we perform sacred 
ordinances for our ancestors. 

Our plan is to attend the temple weekly whenever possible. We also will try to take as 
many family names as we can. We feel that serving in the temple each week will give 
us more clarity to make these important life decisions and protect us from temptation. 
Another action plan we have is to spend as much time with our immediate family 
members as we can. We are not entirely sure if we will be taking a job out-of-state 
post-graduation, thus, we believe that we need to take every opportunity to serve our 
family while we live near. We need their strength and testimonies as we begin to 
embark on our journey. 

Medium-Term Action Plan 

The rearing and teaching of our children in their first years of life is extremely 
important. We want our children to understand who the Savior Jesus Christ is, what 
impact His life had on them, and how they can life their life in emulation of Him. We 
plan on holding weekly family home evenings that are focused on the Savior and the 
importance of following His gospel. In addition, we will begin to hold daily family 
scripture study. Our scripture study will help us come together as a family to pray, 
study, and share our testimonies/lessons learned. 

In order for our children to develop testimonies of the Savior and His Atonement, we 
feel that it is important that they understand how their Mother and Father knows the 
Lord. Once a month, we plan on holding a special devotional where we have a lesson 
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and share our testimonies/stories of the Savior. My wife and I have many experiences 
that reinforce gospel teachings, and we want to make sure that we pass our 
testimonies to our children. We feel that these simple and consistent actions will 
result in great things for our children over the course of their lives. 

Long-Term Action Plan 

My wife and I want to take an active role in the spiritual lives of our grandchildren. 
We plan on visiting them as often as possible and sharing our testimonies and gospel 
teachings with them. We hope to have properly saved and followed our budget so that 
we can take our children and their families on vacations or host reunions as often as 
occasion permits. We will use this time to bond, have fun, and share our 
testimonies/gospel teachings with each one of them. We also plan on using the time 
to impart blessings of healing and comfort to each of them. We love our family and 
want each of them to fortify their families for the second coming of the Savior. 

As we retire, my wife and I want to live the gospel by example. We plan on serving a 
mission as soon as possible after retirement. We hope our example will help all those 
who look to us for guidance and leadership. Furthermore, we want to travel together 
and visit temples across the world. We know that we will not be able to see all the 
temples in the world; however, we plan on visiting new temples during our travels 
together and reinforcing our covenants/testimonies during those visits. We plan on 
peforming as much service to the Lord as we can handle . 

Constraints 

Loss of employment, debt, and sin/transgressions are the main constraints to our 
visions and goals. To combat the fact that these issues could be passed on to our 
children, we will do everything in our power to teach our children the correct 
principles. Using our goals and plans/strategies, we are confident that we can prepare 
the emergency fund necessary to combat loss of employment. We are also 
confident-that working together as a couple-we can ensure we do not assume 
excessive debt beyond a reasonable home. The most important element of this plan is 
the presence of the Atonement of Jesus Christ. As such, we will also teach our 
children that it is alright to make mistakes-they can turn to the Lord Jesus Christ to 
heal them of their wounds. As their Father, I will do my best to hold the priesthood 
righteously and live my life as an example to them. I know that they can overcome 
anything if they will but trust in the Lord, keep His commandments, and rely on His 
infinite grace and mercy. 

Even though our family is preparing for blessings, we are aware that tragedy and 
misfortune are a part of our mortal experience. Furthermore, we understand that our 
path to eternal life it not without its bumps and unexpected turns. In order to 
overcome these constraints, we plan to live the Gospel of Jesus Christ and following 
our budget, saving, income, and expense plans. We know that we can all live together 
in harmony if we can bring our visions together under one roof. My wife and I plan 
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on resolving our conflicts through the use of our Sunday councils. Conflicts exist so 
that we might grow and learn from experience. This plan is dedicated to the Lord and 
His Plan of Salvation for our family; therefore, we are confident that He is aware of 
our goals and will ensure our physical, financial, and spiritual safety/security amidst 
unexpected tragedies if we follow this financial plan. 

Accountability 

My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on sharing our 
Family Financial Plan with anyone who is willing to listen and learn. We will teach 
these things to our children and share our plan with them when they reach an 
appropriate age. Through the different facets of this financial plan, as parents and 
children we perform different roles in the family while maintaining an equal 
partnership through mutual respect and helping one another whenever possible. We 
know that we are all needed in the family-no talent or contribution is more 
important than another. We are also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has 
helpful tips or strategies to improve our plan. We will follow the Lord's method of 
accountability as taught in Doctrine and Covenants which reads, 

Epitaph 

That every man may act in doctrine and principle pertaining to futurity, 
according to the moral agency which I have given unto him, that every 
man may be accountable for his own sins in the day of judgement. - D&C 
101:78 

He never let a problem to be solved become 
more important that a person to be loved. 
He sought for wisdom and learning from God, 
and used that wisdom each day to bless those around him. 
He truly lifted heavy weights, and learned to love it 
as Christ walked with him and lightened his load . 
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My Spiritual Vision 

Lifo Planning: The VMVS Assignment 

Nathan D. 
Vision, Mission and Values Statements 

Personal Finance: Another Perspective 
September 10, 2019 

Vision 
(What I hope to become) 

I am the choice son of a God who lives and loves me. I was born into unideal 
circumstances but overcame much so that I might accomplish the mission that my Father 
in Heaven and sent me here to do. My unideal family circumstances have taught me how 
to endure well during trials and how to find the love of God in each and every day. I was 
taught the principle of the dollar and how the Lord blesses us both temporally and 
spiritually. I have a testimony that all I have is of God and I will always freely return to 
Him what is asked. I know that if I live my life as an example of Him, I will have to 
opportunity to take my family to live in His eternal kingdom. 

My Temporal Vision 

My temporal mind is full of gratitude towards my Heavenly Father. He has truly watched 
out over me and helped me to gain every temporal advantage that I have. He has blessed 
me with a bright and shining mind that has lead me to tremendous educational and work 
opportunities. As a result, I am a critical thinker who has the abilities to solve complex 
problems as well as be the one who can envision the big picture-and even philosophize 
about said picture. Each day, I use these skills to better the economic situation of my firm 
and family. 

I am a team player who is always willing to lend a helping hand. I strive to use the Holy 
Ghost to guide me to those who need my assistance. l believe that the best learning 
comes from service and I believe that, "the only place where work comes before success 
is in the dictionary." I am not perfect-I make mistakes often-but I will not give up. 
Rather, I will take a setback as an opportunity to pause, listen, and gather feedback for 
improvement. 

My Family Vision 

I want myself and my family to be disciples of Jesus Christ. "Behold, I am a disciple of 
Jesus Christ, the Son of God. I have been called of him to declare his word among his 
people, that they might have everlasting life" (3 Nephi 5:13). As a disciple of Christ, my 
first and most important responsibility is toward my Father in Heaven and Savior Jesus 
Christ. I show my commitment to them through my commitment to my wife and children. 
I will provide both temporally and spiritually for them in the hopes that they can be 
physically healthy as well as carry powerful testimonies. I have a great desire to be the 
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priesthood leader in a home that is worthy to command them down from the heavens into 
the branches of my familial lineage. As they grow in our home, I hope that all my 
children can one be sealed in the temple to their wonderful spouses for time and all 
eternity. This is the great vision I have for my family 

My /11divid11al Vision 

I am a funny, kind, and outgoing son of a loving Heavenly Father. I am someone who is 
analytical, straightforward, and quick to get the job done. I am also a beautiful mind that 
can create, theorize, and enjoy the beauty that surrounds me. I envision myself as 
someone who is serious about covenant keeping, but compassionate to those who need to 
feel the love of God. 

I have diligently put my faith in the Lord and His counsels. I have followed my 
patriarchal blessing regarding marriage, education, and missionary service. The Lord's 
counsel has made all the difference in my life. I envision myself as someone who will 
continue to follow His counsel and exercise the faith that will one day move a mountain. 

I have been sent to this earth with a mission to fulfill. I am here to prepare the world for 
the second coming of the Savior-which is near. I can do so by living my life as an 
example (disciple of Christ) to those who look to me for guidance and leadership. I will 
fulfill my mission by become a righteous husband, father, and giving service to my 
fellow men. 

Detailed Plan Visions 

Saving, Income and Expense (budgets) Vision: 
I will always pay the Lord first (10%), myself second (> .. 20%), and budget the remainder. My 
vision is to always have enough saved to secure my family in an emergency situation. 

Tax Vision: 
I will understand my family's tax state of affairs and will use it to carefully maximize our after-tax 
benefits. After obtaining my CPA, I will prepare a detailed tax plan each year to accomplish my 
family goals. 

Cash Management Vision: 
I will always have sufficient amounts saved in checking, savings, and other financial instruments 
so that familial emergencies will not take away from the Lord, myself, or other budgeted 
categories. 

Credit Vision: 
I will not borrow unless I have the ability to pay expenses and commitments. 
Borrowings/commitments will be paid before they are due. Each month, my wife and I will review 
my credit reports and ensure our rating stays at a high level (i.e. no accidental fraud charges). 

Consumer Loans and Debt Vision: 
My family and I will not go into debt except for a modest home, reasonable transportation, and 
graduate education . 

Insurance Vision: 
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I will have practical health, life, auto, and homeowner's insurance that will meet the needs of my 
family as well as cover any potential future emergencies. As my assets increase, I purchase 
policies (such as life insurance) that will ensure we have the right amount of coverage in relation 
to our saved assets (i.e. not to much or too little insurance coverage). 

Family Financial Vision: 
I want myself and my family to be disciples of Jesus Christ. As a disciple of Christ, my first and 
most important responsibility is toward my Father in Heaven and Savior Jesus Christ. I show my 
commitment to them through my commitment to my wife and children. I will provide for them 
both temporally and spiritually (see above Family Vision). 

Investments Vision: 
My family and I will only hold investments for the purpose of obtaining family financial goals. 
Investments will be made conservatively to ensure sufficient returns. 

Retirement Vision: 
I will have sufficient resources by the time I am 65 years old to retire from my work. I envision 
that I will have enough to serve the Lord in a greater capacity upon retirement. 

Advance Planning Vision: 
We will plan so that money will not be our taskmaster but rather our servant. Monthly, we will 
review and update/set goals so that we might serve the Lord, our children, and our neighbors. 

Giving Vision: 
We will save so that we might give to our children, grandchildren, and God's other children on the 
earth. We will set monetary giving goals to reach so that we can donate much more than tithes and 
offerings. 

Education Vision: 
My wife and I will strive to teach our children the importance of education and will help each 
child save for their education beginning when they are eight years old. We will plan to use a 
recommended education plan where we will match each child's contributions. 

Missions Vision: 
My wife and I will serve a mission after we are married. We will teach our sons the commandment 
that they have to serve a full-time mission and will support our daughters and grandchildren 
should they desire to serve. 

Home Vision: 
My wife and I will accomplish all tasks necessary to have exemplary family. Our home will be a 
place where the Lord, His servants, and the Spirit are invited daily. It will be clean, tidy, and 
dedicated to the raising of an obedient and loving posterity. 

Transportation/Toy Vision: 
We will have enough reliable transportation to take me (and/or my wife) to work and my children 
to school/other commitments. My wife and I will utilize toys, vacations, and other non-essential 
purchases to build memories with each other and our children. 

Mission 

(My life mission statement) 

Mv Spiritual Missio11 
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My mission is to be a disciple of Jesus Christ and live as an example to all those who 
look to me for guidance and leadership. My mission has changed and will continue to 
change as my circumstance changes. When I was a young man, my mission was to serve 
the Lord full-time for two years. Now, my mission is to raise a loving family using the 
sprit and principle of the Gospel. My spiritual mission can be summarized as keeping the 
commandments, exercising faith in all things, and enduring to the end. 

Mv Temporal Missio11 

My mission is to be a provider of temporal wellbeing for my family and all those who 
depend on me. I will be a wise steward of my personal affairs, so that I will always have 
those things pertaining to life and happiness that are necessary. To do so, I will apply the 
principle of work in all things. I will work each day with the goal to better my family's 
economic situation. This achievement will be multiplied through our faithful and diligent 
savings plan(s). 

My Family Mission 

My mission is to be the best friend and confidant of my dear wife. Secondary to that, I 
want to be a righteous, sturdy, wise, and compassionate example to my children. In doing 
so, I plan to bring joy to my family and led them back to our Heavenly Father's presence. 
Our theme will be that of2 Nephi 5: 13, "Behold, I am a disciple of Jesus Christ, the Son 
of God. I have been called of him to declare his word among his people, that they might 
have everlasting life." 

My J11dividual Mission 

My individual mission is to share all the knowledge that I have gained with others. Be it 
my education, work expertise, or testimony, I hope to impart of my substance like unto 
the Good Samaritan. My theme is that, "when ye are in the service of your fellow beings 
ye are only in the service of your God" (Mosiah 2: 17). 

Values 
(Key values that I choose to live by) 

Accountability 
Integrity 
Empathy 
Charity 

Obedience 

Mottos and Mission Statements 

My Personal Motto 
(My purpose) 
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If you want to get big muscles 
you have to lift heavy weights. 

Lift where you stand. 

The only place where work comes 
before success is in the dictionary. 

Family Mottos 
(Our family purpose and goals) 

Be a Disciple of Jesus Christ at all times and in all places. 

Charity begins at home. 

Family Mission Statement 
(What we hope to accomplish as a family) 

Seek to Understand the Atonement 
Have Faith in Christ 

Follow the Promptings of the Spirit 
Seek Revelation from God 
Keep the Commandments 
Serve Full� Time Missions 

Temple Seatings 
Obtain an Education 

Become a Useful Citizen 
Cleave unto thy Spouse 

Epitaph 
(What I want said at my funeral) 

He never let a problem to be solved become 
more important that a person to be loved 

He sought for wisdom and learning from God 
and used that wisdom each day to bless those around him 

He truly lifted heavy weights, and learned to love it 
as Christ walked with him and lightened his load 
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III. Financial Statements

Nathan
Personal Financial Plan 

MBA 620 Fall 2019 

Current Situation: Balance Sheet 

Eden and l have work really hard to get our balance sheet and ratios at optimal 
levels. When we married in December of 2018, Eden had around $16,000 of 
student debt (she graduated from BYU in April of2018). In the first 8 months 
of our marriage, I worked a very busy (but lucrative) internship in public 
accounting while Eden worked full-time at Vivant. Using our hard-earned 
funds and income from F AFSA Grants, we paid off the full $16,000 in just 
over 8 months. We are also convenience credit card users, so we always pay 
off the balance before the due date. 

Our September balance sheet is a lower than it was throughout the summer 
because of the Eden's final debt payments and my graduate tuition costs. We 
have a steady amount of cash for emergencies and to cover our "Month's 
living Expenses Covered Ratio." Furthermore, both of our phones stopped 
working and we had to shell out some savings to get new phones. We had 
plenty of cash reserves, so we felt that it wasn't going to be a bad decision to 
invest in phones that would last us at least the next 5 years. We didn't buy the 
newest models and used Facebook Marketplace to save on costs. This is 
reflected in the Income Statement as about $1,300. 

September's balance sheet is looking really good when it comes to savings. 
Our gross and net savings ratios are really strong (for college students), or 
goal is to keep increases the health of our balance sheet through our 
aggressive saving. This will help us prepare for graduate tuition due in 
December. 

Action Plan: Balance Sheet 

Currently, our Balance sheet has been growing month to month in order to 
save for the cost of our final semester of graduate tuition. The good news is 
that we will be graduating debt free! December will be a month where our 
balance sheet goes down, since we budgeted for Christmas, our honeymoon, 
and my final semester of graduate tuition. 

Our plan to increase the health of our Balance Sheet to keep up our savings 
plan. Before each semester starts, we try and forecast our Balance sheet for 
the next 4-6 months. This helps us set savings goals and predict what 
unexpected costs might occur. During my last semester, I will be taking 12 
credits. I will be using this extra time to either pick up more hours or begin 
studying for my CPA exams. 
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Our balance sheet also reflects a small amount of credit card balances (picked 
up in October) that we will be paying off immediately. Also, we recently took 
the amounts of money contained in our "New Car" and "New Home" 
envelopes and put them in a 18-month High Yield Ally CD. We did this 
because it will yield a higher interest rate and we won't need to use the money 
for several more years. 

Data Sheet: September & October Balance Sheets/Differences 

B•mce � (LI4B) ffii'Nilbm all E&m
 S erJ, 2019 

Directions; FiJlin the pen cells with your data. Be careful not to modify the blue cells. Key�s 
formios cosnes from your budget and incosne sutesnmts for the 1111 F� 
Month: ber 1 Year: 2019 

C'mnat or Yoaecuy .bsea 
Cash. O,,ecking, Saving 20,622 
Other Monetary Assets (HSAICDs) i-----3 ..... 94

--i 
A. TotalMonetasy Assets -21.0lf 

lanstmam & Retirement Plaas 
B.Mutua! Funds, securities

� C. Qual.Jlmd. Retirement Plans 3 

Total Ul\•estmmts (B+C) 
Bausiag 

PnmmyResidence g
Other Housing 
D. TotalHousing(at snamt,,alue) 

\•elaides 
Automobiles 
Other vehicles, AlVs, R.Vs, etc. 
L TotalAutosnobiles 

Persoml Property & Other Assets 
Penllllll Prvperty 
Eltdl.'Otlics 
Fumiture and Kitchen Supplies 
F. Pemmal Property cl: Other 

&. Total.Assets (A+B+C+D+E+F) 

C'vrat Liuflides 
Unpaid Other-Balmces 
Unpaid Credit Cards 
Other Credit Cads 
L Total ament liabilities 

11.n■hl& Loans 
Mortgage Outstanding 
Other Housing Debt 
J. TotalHousing

\'elaideLous 
Autosnobiles 
Other vehicle loam 
K. Total Autosnobile Lo1111S

OtherLoam 
Students Loam 
Otherbomnrings 
L. OtherLoam

ll. T ota1 Del,t/Llallllldes

NetWordi 
N. TotalAssets
O. Less:TotalDebt
P. Equals:NetWortb
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Buiace s.et CLT4B)fat Nada-8 Ea. D.
 _ OGIDber 1, 1019 

Directions: Fill io the green ctDs with your data. Be careful not to modify the blue ctDs. Key� 
for ca1culating your ratios comes from your budget and income stat Frequency: 
Month: October D 1 Year: 2019 

- - � -- -

--- - ---- .. --

Clarreat or llmecary Assets .. 

Cuh,Q,d;q.
S

..iog � 
Other Monetmy Assm (HSA/C>s) . 5 
A. TotalMonetmyAssets �93 

laRStllellts & Rednamt Plaas 
B. Mutu.alFunds, secmities

� 
C. �RetiremeatP1am
Total Investments (B+c)

Bauha1 

--· gOtherHousing 
D. TotalHousing(at mmb.tvalue)

\'eludes 
Automobiles 

� 
Other vehicles, ATVs, RVs, etc. 
I. TotalAutomobiles -

Perscmal Pnperty & Odaer Assets 
Personal Property 2)50 
Eec:ttoriics 4,150 
Fumiture and Kitchen Supplies 10 
f. Personal Property & Other 011 

IL Total Assets (A+B+C'+D+I+F) .u,r10.1 

C'111n11t Lia!JWdes 
Ucpaid Other Balancu 
Ucpaid Credit Cards 
Other Credit Cards 
L Total cumnt liabilities 

Bnsill1 Loos 
Mortgage OuutmdiDg 
Other Housing Debt 
J. Total Housing

,. eJaide Loaas 
Automobiles 
Other vehicle loans 
E. TotalAutomobileLoms

OdaerLous 

S
tudents Loans 

Other bom,v,ings 
L. Other Loans

lL Total Dellf/LialiWdes 

Net Worth 
N. Total Assets
o. Less: Total Debt
P. Equals: Net WOlth
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Dl!inmces Between Ba11acc Sheet 2 mid Bunce Sheet 1 for 
er l, 2019 aail Oclaber l, 2019_1br:Nadanan4EamD 

il>iffl:tions: Fillmthe pm cells with your data. Be cardulaot tomodifythe blue c:eDs.Keyiap1,1!
1r::-:-s�-:--"'11forratios comesfrom bu etaadmc:ome statanmtsfortheirFre . '·� 

�oath: October D . 1 Year: 2019 

Cvrent or lloaetuy Assets 
Cash, Checkiag. Sa,-mg 
Other Monetary Assets 
A. Total Monetary Assets 

lmestments & Rednment Plus 
B.Miiltua!Funds, secumies □ 
C. Qatllad. Retirement Plaas 94 
Total Investments (B-tq

Bnda1 
PmnaryR.esidmc:e □ 
Otber&usiag 
D. TotalHcnuing(at marScet,•aJue 

\'aides 
Automobiles 
Otbervehides, ATVs. RVs, etc. 
L TotalAutomobiles 

Persoaal Property & Other Assets 
Personal Property 
Other assets 
Otbermiscellaaeous assets 
F. Personal Property & Other

B. Total Assets (A+B+C+D+E-+F)

□ 
[] 

lJtL! 

Current Situation: Income Statement 

C'vreat Liahilldes 
Unpaid Other Balances 
Unpaid Cndit Cards 
Other Credit Cards 
L T ota1 cumm liabilities 

lloasfn1 Lous 

Mortgage Outstanding 
Other Housing Debt 
J, Total Housing 

\' ehicle Lons 
Automobiles 
Other,•ebicle loans 
K. Total Automobile Loans 

OtberLoau 
Studeats Loans 
Other bom,wmgs 
L. Other Loans

:U. Total Deht/Liuilides 

NetWorda 
N. TotalAssets
0. Less� Total Debt
P. Equals-:NetWorth 

[] 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Our income statement has been really good since we finished paying down 
our debt in the summer. We are currently saving over $800 month to month to 
prepare for our graduate tuition in December. This semester, I have been 
working about 12 hours per week which means my family has about 1.3 jobs 
being worked. We have been able to keep our fixed costs (rent, health 
insurance, life insurance, auto insurance, phone bill) relatively low. This has 
allowed us to be flexible in our variable costs and ensure that we are meeting 
our savings goals each month. 

Based off of the income statements posted below, there are a few small 
discrepancies between budget vs. actual amounts. This is due to our 
"Envelope" method budgeting, which allows budgeted amounts to build 
month over month as amounts spent are less than budget amounts. 
Furthermore, in September we had to buy new cell phones (which we had 
plenty of money set aside in savings}, which caused our projects savings rate 
of 18.6% to drop to -7.8%. Despite that one big transaction, overall our 
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Income statement seems to show a lot of good financial health! We are 
tending to save around 3% more per month than we originally budget for. Our 
zero debt and low variable costs are ensuring a steady 19-22% growth month 
over month (taking out the effects of the cell phone purchase). 

Action Plan: Income Statement 
Our income statement is looking rather healthy (for college students). Our 
plan is to continue to contribute to Eden's 401(k) at a rate of 5%, keep our 
fixed costs low, and try to change the monthly budget to maximize our 
savings each month. After graduation, we plan on putting at least 10% more 
per month towards retirement and looking for other opportunities to keep 
fixed costs low. 

One way we plan to keep our fixed costs low is to continue to share one 
vehicle. Right now, we share my vehicle (which is running really well) and 
keep a car savings fund for repairs and maintenance. After graduation, we 
plan on continuing to share one car for at least 6 months to a year to maximize 
our savings from an income statement perspective. 

The income statements presented look drastically different because of the 
emergency phone expense that we had in September. More information on 
this event can be found in the Savings, Income, Expense, and Budget section 
of our PFP. October is a better reflection of what a regular month looks like. 
We tend to regularly save between 21-30% of our income. 

Data Sheet: September & October Income Statements 
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Financial Statements 

Nathan and Eden 
Simple Monthly Saving, Income and Expense Plan (LT4C) 

For the month of September, 2019 9/1/19 

Monthly Income Difference Running 

Budget Statement (+is good) Balance 

Gross Income ill} 4,231.63 4,251.36 19.73 4,251.36 
Taxes 766.00 772.00 " 6.00 3 479.36 

Income less Truces {S} 3,465.63 3,479.36 13.73 

Pay the Lord 453.16 455.14 1.98 3,024.22 
Pay Yourself (Saving # 1) 824.00 825.00 1.00 199.22 

Income fur Living Expenses 2,188.47 2,199.22 (10.75) 

Expenses - Fo:ed 
Fixed Long-term Debt Payments 

Mortgage 2,199.22 
Consumer/Auto Loan pmts 2,199.22 
Student Loan Pmt 2199.22 
Long-tenn Debt Pavments m

Fixed Other Expenses 

Rent 650.00 650:00 1,549.22 

Utilities 100.00 100.00 9.22 
Insurance: Auto, Renters 50.54 S1.54 7.68 

Weekly Date 120.00 121.17 6.51 
Heahh Insurance 103.00 103.00 1,173.51 
Life, Accident, Rmg Insurance 32.93 32.93 1 140.S8 

Total Fixed 1,056.47 1,058.64 (217) 

Expenses - Variable 
Groceries and Toiletries 350.00 
Gifts 60.00 
C1othing 140.00 
Self Care 140.00 166.12 
Gas 150.00 8.98 

Cell Phones 20.00 (1;2 

Car Mamtenance, Trip 280.00 
Furniture, Crafts, Miscellaneous 68.00 10S.16 37 

Total Variable 1,208.00 2,296.38 {1,088.38) 

Living Ex�nses - Total IBl 2,264.47 3,355.02 (1,090.55) 

Saving #2 - Remainng Income (76.00) (1,155.80) (1,155.80) 

Saving #1 824.00 825.00 825.00 

Savin s - Total (Q) 748.00 (330.80) 

Savin · Percent 17.7% -7.8%
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Nathan a11d Eder, D.
Simple Monthly Saving, Income and Expense Plan (LT4C) 

For the month of October, 2019 

Monthly Income Difference Running 

Description Budget Statement (+ is good) Balance 

Gross Income ill} 4,308.43 4,453.43 145.00 4,453.43 
Taxes 774.00 785.00 ,. u.oo 3 668.43

Income less Taxes {S} 3,534.43 3,668.43 134.00 

Pay the Lord 460.84 475.34 14.S0 3,193.09
Pay Yourself (Saving# l) 820.00 860.00 40.00 2 333.09 
Income fur Living Expenses 2,253.59 2,333.09 (79.50) 

Expenses - Fo:ed 

Fixed Long-term Debt Payments 

Mortgage t333.o9 I
Consumer/Auto Loan pmts 2J333.09 
Student Loan Pmt 2 33.09 
Long-term Debt Pavments m 

Fixed Other Expenses 

Rent 650.00 650.00 1,683.09 '. 

• 
Utilities 100.00 100.00 3.09 
Insurance: Auto, Renters 50.54 64 I

Weekly Date 120.00 I 

Health Insurance 103.00 
Lire, Accident, Ring Insurance 32.93 

Total Fixed 1,056.47 1,135.11 (78.64) 

Expenses - Variable 

Groceries and Toiletries 340.00 
Gifts 50.00 
Clothing 160.00 
Self Care 120.00 
Gas 135.00 
Cell Phones 51.50 
Car Maintenance, Trip 150.00 
Furniture, Crafis, Miscellaneous 100.00 12.07 428.17 

Total Variable 1,106.50 769.81 336.69 

Living Ex�nses - Total !Bl 2,162.97 1,904.92 258.05 

Saving #2 - Remaining Income 90.62 428.17 428.17 

Saving#l 820.00 860.00 860.00 

Savin s - Total (Q) 9I0.62 1,288.17 I 8.17 

Saving5 Percent 21.1% 28.9% 
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Current Situation: Financial Ratios 
Our financial ratios for September were really off because of the cell 
phone purchases that we had to make. More infonnation on this event can 
be found in the Savings, Income, Expense, and Budget section of our PFP. 
Even with this issue, our month's living expense covered ratio was over 
six months. This is a really big accomplishment for our family. This 
ratio's health is attributable to the fact that we have no debt. We paid off 
my wife's debt previous to preparing our PFP. This has truly blessed our 
family and drastically increased the positive ratios. 

Some ratios are missing or aren't available because our family has no 
debt. We are really happy that our financial ratio analysis is simple due to 
the fact that there is no debt. Our balance sheet in October shows some 
unpaid credit card amounts. These amounts were paid off quickly in 
October and therefore are not reflected in any of the ratios. Apart from the 
cell phone purchases in September, October's financial ratios are a better 
reflection of what actually occurs in a regular month. Our gross and net 
savings ratios are relatively high (usually over 20%). 

Action Plan: Financial Ratios 
Our action plan is to continue following our savings, income, and expense 
plan. If we diligently follow this plan, all of our financial ratios will 
continue to improve. My wife and I have been tracking expenses 
weekly-if we continue this practice, we will always meet our monthly 
goals. 

My wife and I want to continue our aggressive savings so that we can 
prepare for children, a new car, and a new home. Ifwe keep our savings 
ratios high, all the other ratios (liquidity, debt, etc .. ) will not move out of 
place. We are not planning on acquiring any new debt within the next few 
years, which will allow us to continue our aggressive savings ratio. We 
will be monitoring our liquidity ratio and monthly living expenses ratio so 
we can start to invest excess funds into long term index funds using the 
mutual funds identified in the investments section of our PFP. 

Data Sheet: September & October Ratios/Differences 
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Financial Statements 

Monthly Financial Ratios for Nathan and Eden

As ofSeptermer I, 2019

Savings • Monthly (331)1
(How much did you s11ve this period? - IS) 

Living Expenses - Monthly 3,1ss I 
(Whal were your living CJqJcnscs? - IS) 

Income less TallCS • Monthly 3,479 I 
(What WIIS your income less t.ucs? - IS) 

6 � Ratios Differences 

I. Current Ratio(%): No Dau 
(Mon. Assets (A)/Cum:nl Liabilities(!))

2. Month's U\ing Esp. Cov. Ratio (x): 6.26
(Mone. Assets (A)/LivingExp. (Q)l ___ _

J. Debt Ratio(%):
(Total Li11bilities (M )/fotlll Assets (N))

4, Long-term Debt Co,-enigc Ratio (x): No Du 
(Inc . .iftcrTaxcs (S)/LT Debt Pmls (T_)l 
Debt Service Ratio ( I/ L TDC R) 

T. Long-term debt payments - Monthly ._! ___ ·___.I 5. Net SD\ing's Ratio (•/4): -9.5%

(Sum ofllll LT debt payments? - IS) (Savings (Q)/lnc . .iftcr taxes (S)) 
6. Gross Sa,tngs Ratio(%) -7.8%

U. Gross Income- Monthly 4,251 I (Savin (Q)/Gross Income (U))

Q. 

R. 

s. 

T. 

u. 

(How much did you make this period?- IS) Note: Inputs Q, R, S, T, U arc fromyourbudget/LT4C 
-Pa e I ofJ -

Monthly Financial Ratios for Nathan and Eden

as of October I, 2019

6 � Ratios Differences 
Savings - Monthly 1,3381 I. Current Ratio(%): 

(How much did you save this period?• IS) (Mon. Assets (A)/CUITCIII Liabilities(!)) 
2. Month's U,ing Esp. Cov. Ratio (x):

31.SB

[1.10 

Living Expenses - Monthly ,.sss I (Mon. Assets (A)/Monthly Living Exp. {Q}) 
(What were yoUT living expenses? - IS) J. Debt Ratio(•/.): 1.9% 

(Total Liabilities (M )ffotal Assets (N))
Income less Taxes - Monthly 3,668 I 4. Long-term Debt Co,-enige Ratio (x): No Dua 

(What w11S your income less tucs? • IS) 

Long-term debt payments• Monthly I 
(Sum of all LT debt payments? - IS) 

Gross Income• Monthly 4,453 I 
(How much did you make this period? - IS) 

(Inc . .iftcr T.ucs (S)/L T Debt Pmts (T)) 
Debt Service R111io (I/ LTDCR) 

5. Net S intng's Ratio (1/e):
(Savings (QVlnc . .iftcr taxes (S))

6. Cross Suings Ratio(•/•)
(Savin (Q)/Gross Income (U))

-Pa e2of3-
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Monthly Financial Rati  os for Nathan and Eden 
as ofOctober I, 2019 

Q. Savings• Monthly 1,669 ! 
(How much did you save this period?• IS) 

R. LivingEllpenscs • Mon•hly (1.500)! 
(What were your living expenses? - IS) 

S. Income less Twu:s • Monthly 119' l 
(What WIIS your income less t�? • IS) 

T. Long-term debt payments· Monthly ! • l
(Sum of all LT debt payments? - JS) 

6 Ke Rados Differences 

l. Current Ratio (0/.): 

(Mon. Assets (A)/Currcnt Liabilities(!))
,....,__!"","'_..,. 2. Month's U\ing Exp. Cov. Ratio (1): 4.14 

(Mon. Assets (A)/M onthly Living Ellp. (Q)) 

3. Debt Ratio (0/4): #VAWE!
(Totul Liabilities (M Yfotal Assets <N_...» __ _

4. l.ang-tcnn Debi CO\l'!111ge Ratio (1): fVALUB!
(Inc. after Tuxes (S)/LT Debt Pmts 

.
T

.,,.,. ..... ....,,."
Debt Service Ratio ( 1/ LTDCR) 

5. Net Sa\ing's Ratio(%): 

(Savings (QVlnc. after laJICS {S)) 
6. Gross S a\ings Ratio{%)

U. Gross Income • Monthly .._ ___ __, (Savings (Q )/Gross Income {U)) 
(How much did you make this period?• IS) 

-Pa c3of3-
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Saving, Income and Expense Planning 

IV. Saving, Income and Expense Plan (Budgets)
Nathan 

Personal Financial Plan 
MBA620 

I. Overall Saving, Income and Expense Plan

Vision 

Grade: 
:J3 per month 
10% Overall 

• My wife and I envision that we will save 20% per month towards
retirement, become debt free, pay off our home as quickly as possible, and
contribute to our children's mission and education funds.

• Our personal finances will allow us to retire at 65, serve the lord on a
mission, spend time with our children and grandchildren, travel, and
prepare our estate/trusts upon death.

• Saving. Our vision is to have enough to retire at 65. We want to contribute
20% of every dollar made towards retirement. We also want to save for
modest cars, a home, and yearly vacations.

• Income. Our vision is that Nathan will make enough to meet the financial
goals while Eden stays home and raises our children. Our goals are that
Nathan will make $150-200K per year by the time he is 40 years old.

• Expense. Our vision is to keep our fixed expenses (Insurance, mortgage,
auto payments, etc.) as low a possible to ensure more control over our
variable expenses.

Goals 
• Saving. Our short-term goal is to have saved $50,000 saved (not including

retirement) for our emergency fund, children's missions/education, and
liquid cash by the time Nathan is 30 years old. By the time Nathan is 50
years old, our goal is to have $150,000 saved (not including retirement)
for our emergency fund, children's missions/education, and liquid cash.
For retirement, our goal is to contribute 20% of every dollar made until
retirement.

• Income. Our goal is to earn $80,000 per year upon graduation and make
$150-200K per year by the time Nathan is 40 years old. Our goal is to be
financial stable enough to have Eden staying at home as a full-time mother
and for Nathan to retire at age 65.

• Expense. Our goal is to live in a modest home and drive reasonable
transportation to ensure that we keep our fixed costs low for our entire life.
We also will keep electronics and other items at a reasonable cost to
ensure that we are not spending too much on "wants" instead of"needs.

Plans and Strategies. 
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Saving, Income and Expense Planning 

• Saving. Our plan is to save $35 per month per child towards education
expenses, $50 per month per child towards missions ( all beginning the day
the child is born), 20% of gross income towards retirement, and insure we
have 6 months of salary saved as an emergency fund.

• Income. Our goal is to put Nathan in a career that can earn him $ l 50-200K
per year by the time he is 40 years old. Eden will work as well until we are
in a financial position to have her stay at home full-time.

• Expense. Our goals are to keep our mortgage payment below $1300 per
month, our car payments below $250 per month, and keep our insurance
costs as low as possible. We plan to take great control over our variable
costs and keep our retirement savings at 20% of gross income.

Constraints 
• Unexpected hardships (sickness, death, disabilities) could change our plan.

However, if we follow our plan as stated, we will be able to handle the
hardships and modify our plan to ensure that we will still meet our
retirement goals and needs of our children.

Accountability 
• My wife and I are first accountable to God. We have promised Him that

we will be wise stewards over his resources and will use them to bless our
family and others. Secondly, Eden and I are accountable to each other. We
have written this plan to ensure we can reflect on it often and talk about
how we are doing in our goals.

II. Monthly Saving, Income and Expense Plans

Current Situation: September 
This month went really well concerning the amounts we budgeted versus 
spent (except for cell phones). We stayed under budget in our groceries 
and gasoline as well as saved our goal of$825 (approximate) this month. 
This number will hopefully continue in the next month. 

The attached spending analysis deviates slightly from the budget tracking 
my wife and do on Google Drive. Eden and I use the envelope method of 
budgeting; it works best for us in tracking our categorical spending. This 
means that any fund left in an "envelope" will be rolled over to next 
month. We have several "envelope" categories that have excess funds. In 
reality, we didn't spend more than we had budgeted even though some of 
the categories in the attached sheet show differently. 

This month we did have a big deviation from our normal spending. 
Around the 10th of September my phone decided to stop working 
(permanently). I knew this would happen eventually because my iPhone 
5s has been on the fritz for quite some time now. To add to the problem, 
my wife's phone has been slowing down dramatically over the last few 
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months. This month it has started to stop receiving calls or text messages. 
Because of our tremendous efforts is saving and paying off our debt, my 
wife and I felt that we had the means to look for new phones. We wanted 
to invest in phones that we knew would last us for at least the next five 
years. We ended up spending around $1,260 (phones, cases, screen 
protectors) total. That is partially why the attached spending analysis is 
drastically deviated from the normal. 

Another aspect that deviated from what we wanted was our new phone 
bill. Previous to purchasing new phones, my parents paid for my bill and 
Eden paid her mom about $22 per month for Google Fi. This changed this 
month as Eden and I signed up for a plan with BYU ($25.75 per line). 
Ultimately, this is the best option as BYU heavily subsidizes cellular 
service. Nevertheless, it was a big change from our normal spending. Next 
Month our Budget will account for this change without changing our 
spending goal. 

Action Plan: September 

This month I really learned how important it is to set aside the necessary 
funds for emergency situations. I wouldn't say that a broken phone is an 
"emergency," however, it is essential that we replace our phones as soon 
as possible. This really caused me to think about how we can better 
improve our envelope method to account for these kinds of events. 

Another thing I learned is how important it is to ask yourself if something 
fits within your budget before spending. My wife and I used to spend way 
too much on groceries before we started seriously tracking it a few months 
ago. This month was one of the first month's that we stayed under budget 
for that envelope. We pushed our final grocery purchase to October 3rd

instead of September 30th
• I want to keep this practice going forward. 

In order to better track of what is in savings, something that we would like 
to change is splitting our savings envelope into different types of savings 
categories. Right now, it all sits in one lump sum, which stops us from 
tracking what it should be used for. We want to split it into six categories: 
1) Education, 2) Family, 3) Vacation, 4) Emergency, 5) New Home, and
6) New Car. Ultimately, we had the funds to purchase our new phones;
however, this will help us to better understand what we have for them in
the future. New "devices" and other Family purchases will be listed under
the "Family" savings envelope.
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Data Sheet: Se tember 

Nathan and Eden 
Simple Monthly Saving, Income and Expense Plan (LT4C) 

For the month of September, 2019 9/1/19 

Monthly Income Difference Running 

Description Budget Statement (+is good) Balance 

Gross Income ill} 4,231.63 4,251.36 19.73 4,251.36 
Taxes 766.00 712.00 r 6.00 3 479.36 

Income less Taxes (S} 3,465.63 3,479.36 13.73 

Pay the Lord 453.16 455.14 1.98 3,024.22 
Pay Yow-self (Saving# 1) 824.00 825.00 1.00 2 199.22 

Income for Living Expenses 2,188.47 2,199.22 (I0.75) 

Expenses - Fa.xed 

Fixed Long-tem1 Debt Payments 

Mortgage 2,199.22 
Consumer/ Auto Loan pmts 2,199.22 
Student Loan Pm 219 .22 i 

Long-term Debt Pavments m
Fixed Other Expenses 

Rent 650.00 650.00 1 49.22 I 
Utilities 100.00 100.00 
Insurance: Auto, Renters 50.54 51.54 
Weekly Date 120.00 121.l 7
Heahh Insurance 103.00 103.00
Lire, Accident, Ring Insurance 32.93 32.93

Total Fixed 1,056.47 1,058.64 (217) 

Expenses - Variable 

Groceries and Toiletries 350.00 342.24 798.34 
Gifts 60.00 22.89 775.45 
Clothing 140.00 
Self Care 140.00 166.12 
Gas 150.00 98.98 
Cell Phones 20:00 1,309.23 , 8.88) 
Car Maintenance, Trip 280.00 251.76 
Furniture, Crafts, Miscellaneous 68.00 105.16 

Total Variable 1,208.00 2,296.38 (1,088.38) 

Living Exl!enses - Total IBl 2,264.47 3,355.02 (1,090.55) 

Saving #2 - Remaining Income (76.00) (1,155.80) (1,155.80} 

Saving#! 824.00 825.00 825.00 

Savin s - Total Q) 748.00 (330.80) 

Savings Percent 17.7% -7.8%
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Saving, Income and Expense Planning 

Current Situation: October 

There are not many changes in our situation from September to October. 
We changed a few categories such as groceries, gas, clothing, self-care, 
and cell phones. The primary change was the cell phones expense, which 
now reflects our new unlimited data plan with BYU. We are really 
grateful for this plan because it is heavily discounted from what a nonnal 
unlimited AT&T plan would cost. We are able to sign up for this plan
because my wife works at BYU. After graduation, we will have to 
reevaluate this portion of our budget if we move away from Provo (so I 
can start my first job) and lose that cellular plan discount. 

Another key objective to note with October's budget is our amount of 
forecasted savings which is 21.1 %. At the beginning of October, Eden and 
I created our savings envelopes (Education, Family, Vacation, Emergency, 
New Home, and New Car-see Action Plan: September). We created 
really detailed envelopes so we can know how much of the projected 
21.1 % is exactly saved for each of the above six categories. We are 
excited to meet this goal! Another final note concerns our health insurance 
premiums. We received notification that they will be increasing next year. 
To plan for this change, Eden and I will be dropping our vision plan to 
offset the increase in health insurance premium increase (we decided that 
we did not actually need to pay for the family vision plan). 

Action Plan: October 

October went really well. We ended up saving about 28.9% (7.8% above 
our planned 21.1 %). The slight deviations in certain categories are 
attributable to the envelope method that my wife and I use to track our 
expenses. Some of the extra expenses are reflected by the fact that there is 
extra money in the envelope for a certain category versus what is budgeted 
for in a single month. Also, we discovered that our auto insurance 
premium was slightly higher than we previously thought. Accordingly, we 
adjusted our budget moving forward. 

Moving forward, we need to watch our date expenses. They were a little 
high this month because we went to Com Belly's Maze with some friends. 
We didn't expect that outing to cost us $40. Furthennore, we went to the 
BYU vs. Boise game because we found some cheap tickets that Eden's co
worker was selling. Overall, there was money in the "Family Envelope" to 
cover the football game cost; however, we will be watching our date night 
budget more closely moving forward. All and all we are super happy with 
the progress this month! Our savings envelopes are really growing, and we 
are excited to keep saving for our goals. 
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Data Sheet: October 

Natha11 and Eden
Simple Monthly Saving, Income and Expense Plan (LT4C) 

For the month of October, 2019 

Monthly Income Difference Running 

Description Budget Statement (+is good) Balance 

Gross Income (!!l 4,308.43 4,453.43 145.00 4,453.43. 
Taxes 774.00 78S.00 ., 1'1.00 3 668.43 

Income less Taxes (S} 3,534.43 3,668.43 134.00 

Pay the Lord 460.84 475.34 14.50 3,193.09 
Pay Yourself (Saving# I) 820.00 860.00 40.00 2 33.09 

Income fur LMng Expenses 2,253.59 2,333.09 (79.50) 

Expenses - Faxed 
Fixed Long-term Debt Payments 

Mortgage 2,333.09 
Consmner/Auto Loan pmts 2,333.09 
Student Loan Pnt 2 33.09 

Long-tenn Debt Pavments ITT 
Fixed Other Expenses 

Rent 650.00 650.00 1,683.09 

Utilities 100.00 100.00 1�83.09 
Insurance: Auto, Renters 50.54 52.45 30.64 

Weekly Date 120.00 196.73 3.91 
Hea1th Insurance 103.00 103.00 0.91 

Life, Accidcm, Rilg lnstrance 32.93 32.93 1197.98 

Total Fixed 1,056.47 1,135.11 (78.64) 

Expenses - Variable 
Groceries and Toiletries 340.00 375.71 

Gifts 50.00 53.39 

Clotbng 160.00 128.64 

Self Care 120.00 5.85 

Gas 135.00 137.36 

Cell Phones 51.50 51.50 

Car Maintenance, Trip 150.00 5.29 144.71 440.24 

Furniture, Crafts, Miscellaneous 100.00 12.07 87.93 28.17 

Total Variable 1,106.50 769.81 336.69 

Living Exl!!lnses - Total (R} 2,162.97 1,904.92 258.05 

Saving #2 - Remaining Income 90.62 428.17 421.17 

Saving #1 820.00 860.00 860.00 

Savin s - Total ( 910.62 1,288.17 1 .17 

21.1% 28.9% 

- Saving, Income and Expense Plan - Page 6 of9 -
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Saving, Income and Expense Planning 

Current Situation: November 

November is looking really good as Eden and I have built up our 
envelopes. Each envelope has a positive amount, and some have amounts 
that far exceed the monthly allocation they receive. We have prepared the 
gas and trip envelopes to handle the traveling we will do to see family 
over the holidays. Other than that, we are not expecting any large 
purchases in November. We recently started a "Christmas Presents 
Envelope" according to what we will have in December. That envelope 
and its expenses are not reflected in this month's budget but will be shown 
in December. 

We adjusted a few monthly categories so we could allocate more money to 
date night. We did this as a way to fix lasts month's excessive date night 
spending. We wanted to bring the envelope back into a $120 balance. We 
do not expect to spend more than $120 this month on date nights. 
However, unlike last month, we do expect to service the car and spend 
more money on car maintenance than the actuals spent last month. That 
envelope has sufficient for car service expenditures. 

Action Plan: November 

This month our family did really well on our spending and saving! We 
really saved a lot of money after paying ourselves. The only expenses that 
unexpectedly crept up were cell phone and car insurance expenses. Our 
car insurance was a few pennies higher than it was last month-I'm not 
totally sure why but I will keep monitoring it to see if it rises again. 
Secondly, when making the budget I forgot to include tax into our cell 
phone plan. Next month I will update the budget for that cost. 

All other differences between budgeted amounts and actual amounts spent 
are reconciled using the "envelope method." This means that there are 
extra amounts saved in those categories beyond what was budgeted for the 
month; therefore, the excessive amounts spent are not out of line with our 
budgeting method. The final event to plan for in the future is our 
life/accident insurance. We recently increased our coverage and need to 
increase our budgeted amounts slightly to cover the extra expense. Going 
forward, if we follow our budget like we did this month, we will be on 
track to meet all of our goals! 

- Saving, Income and Expense Plan - Page 7 of9 -



Saving, Income and Expense Planning 

Data Sheet: November 

Nathan and Eden 
Simple Mo11thly Saving, Income and Expense Plan (LT4C) 

For the month of November, 2019 

Des · tion 

Gross Income (U) 
Taxes 

Incmre less Taxes (S) 

Pay the Lord 
Pay Yourself (Saving# l) 

Incoire fur Living Expenses 

Expenses - Fixed 

Fixed Long-term Debt Payments 

Mortgage 

Consumer/Auto Loan pms 
Student Loan Pnt 

Long-tenn Debt Paym;nts m 

Fixed Other Expenses 

Rent 
Utilities 
Insurance:Auto,Rcnters 
Weekly Date 

HeaJth Insurance 

Lire, Accident, Ring Insmmce 
Total Fixed 

Expenses - Variable 

Groceries and Toiletries 
Gifts 
Ck>thing 
Self Care 

Gas 
Cell Phones 

Car Maintenance, Trip 
Fumitm:, Crafts, MisceDaneow 

Total Variable 
Living Expenses - Total (R) 

Saving #2 - Remaining Incorre 
Saving#! 

Monthly Income 

Budget Statement 

4,325.44 4,421.00 
768.00 775.00 � 
3,557.44 3,646.00 

462.54 472.10 
850.00 850.00 
2,244.90 2,323.90 

650.00 65 

100.00 

52.45 

145.00 
103.00 

32.93 

1,083.38 1,079.81 

350.00 

50.00 

160.00 

120.00 

120.00 

51.50 

150.00 

95.00 

1,096.50 1,022.76 

2,179.88 2,I02.S7 

65.02 221.33 

850.00 850.00 

915.02 1,071.33 

21.2% 24.2% 

- Saving, Income and Expense Plan - Page 8 of 9
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Descm!Dn 

Gross Income (U) 

Taxes 
lnconr k!ss Taus (S) 

raylhc Loni 
rayYoU™:lf(Sa�#I) 

hx:orn: i>r � Expemcs 
El:penses - Flud 

Long-tern, Debt Payments

Mortgage 
Conswrer/Awi Loan pnu 
Slllfcnt Loan Pnt 
lo!ll·k:rm Debi Paymcics (I) 
Oilier Fixed �penses 

Rent 

Ulilii:s 

lnsurara:e; Awi, Rcnlcrs 
Weekly Dale

Ilea.ii Insurance 
Lii:, Accilent, Rilg lnslr.lllCC 
TotalFm:d 

El:pensu - Variable 
Groeeri!s and Toil:lri.,s 
Gifts 
Clllhilg 
SelfCare 
Gas 
Cell Phones 
Car Maiienancc, T11> 
Fumilure, Crafts, Mi.cclbneous 
Total Vambk: 

living El:pcnses - Total (R) 
Snvq; #2 - RellDilg lncom: 
Sa�#I 

Sa� -Total(Q) 
Sa..- Pe=nt 

Scpl..,.,.,. Oclobcr 

BudRct Bud1ct 

4,231.63 4,308.43 
766.00 774.00 
J,46S.63 l.SJ4.4J 
453.16 460.84 
824.00 820.00 
2.188.47 USJ.59 

- -

- -
- -
- -
- -

650.00 650.00 
100.00 100.00 
50.54 50.54

120.00 120.00 
103.00 103.00 

32.93 32.93 
J,OS6.47 l,OS6.47 

350.00 340.00 
60.00 50.00 

140.00 160.00 
140.00 120.00 
150.00 135.00 
20.00 51.50 

280.00 150.00 
68.00 100.00 
1.208.00 1,106.SD 
2,264.47 2.162.97 

(76.00) 90.62 
824.00 820.00 
748.00 910.62 
17.7% 2 1.1% 

Nathan and Eden 

12 Month Saving, Income and Expense Plan 

For the Year B1!1!.innin,: September, 2019 

Nov..,.,.,_ Decenix:r January Febnwy Man:h April 
l!ud- l!udltd Bud1et lludRct BudRCI lludact 

4,325.44 4,757.98 4,762.74 4,767.SO 4,772.27 4,777.04 
768.00 844.80 845.64 846.49 847.34 848.18 
J.SS7.44 J,913.18 3,917.10 3,921.01 J,924.94 J.928.86 
462.54 508.80 509.31 509.82 510.33 510.84 
850.00 935.00 935.94 936.87 937.81 938.75 
l.?44.90 2.469.J9 2.471.SS 2.474.JJ 2.476.80 2.479.28 

-

- - - - - -
- . - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -

650.00 650.00 650.00 650.00 650.00 650.00 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

52.45 52.50 52.55 52.61 52.66 52.71 
145.00 145.15 145.29 145.44 145.58 145.73 
103.00 103.10 103.21 103.31 103.41 103.52 

32.93 32.96 33.00 33.03 33.06 33.09 
1,083.38 t,IIIJ.71 1,(184.0S 1,084.JS 1,084.n 1,08S.OS 

350.00 350.35 350.70 351.05 351.40 351.75 
50.00 50.05 50.10 50.15 50.20 50.25 

160.00 160.16 160.32 160.48 160.64 160.80 
120.00 120.12 120.24 120.36 120.48 120.60 
120.00 120.12 120.24 120.36 120.48 120.60 
SI.SO 51.55 51.60 51.65 51.71 51.76 

150.00 150.15 ISO.JO 150.45 150.60 150.75 
95.00 95.10 95.19 95.29 95.38 95.48 

1,096.50 1,097.60 1,098.69 1,()99.79 1,100.89 1.101.99 
2.179.88 2,181.JJ 2,182.74 2,184.17 2,185.61 2,187.0I 

6S.02 288.ffl :!S9.11 290.IS 291.19 Z9U3 

8SO.OO 935.00 9JS.94 936.87 937.81 938.75 
91S.02 1,223.ffl 1,225.0S 1,227.02 1.229.00 1,230.98 
21.2% 2S.7% 2S.7% 25.1% 25.8% 2S.8% 

May Jaine July 
&adaet &adRct &ad2ct 

4,781.82 4,786.60 4,791.39 
849.03 849.88 850.73 
3,932.79 J,936.n 3,940.66 
511.35 511.86 512.37 
939.68 940.62 941.56 
2.481.76 2.484.24 2,486.72 

- - .
- - -
- - -
- - -

650.00 650.00 650.00 
100.00 100.00 100.00 

52.77 52.82 52.87 
145.87 146.02 146.16 
l03.62 103.72 103.83 
33.13 33.16 33.19 

I.OSS.39 1,oss.n 1,086.06 

352.11 352.46 352.81 
SO.JO SO.JS 50.40 

160.96 161.12 161.28 
120.72 120.84 120.96 
120.72 120.84 120.96 
51.81 51.86 51.91 

150.90 151.05 151.20 
95.57 95.67 95.76 
1,JOJ.10 l,IOl.20 l,IOS.JO 
2,188.48 2.189.92 2.191.J6 

293.28 ?94.J2 295.36 
939.68 940.62 941.56 

1,232.96 1,234.94 1,236.93 
25.8% 25.8% 25.8% 

Augu•t Yearly 

Bud1ct Tolal 

4,796.18 
I 

SS,159.04" 
851.58 .9,94L68. 
3,944.60 ,._ 4Ul1J6. 
512.88 5,974.09 
942.SI · 110.94!.74 
2,489.21 -r. ... ci

. 
'

- I
- -
- -
- . I 

6so.oo 1,B00.00.�
I 100.00 l . ! !

52.92 j 
146.31 
103.93 

33.23 
l,086.J9' 

353.16 
50.45 

161.45 
121.08 
121.08 

51.97 
151.36 
95.86 

1,106.41 
2.192.80 

296.41 
942.51 

1,233.92 
25.8% 

,IJ ,696.54. 
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Vision 

Goals 

• 

Tax Plan 

V. Tax Plan

Nathan
Personal Financial Plan 

MBA 620 Fall 2019 

My vision is that I will understand my family's tax state of affairs and will 
use it to carefully maximize our after-tax benefits. After obtaining my 
CPA, I will prepare a detailed tax plan each year to accomplish my family 
goals. Taxes will affect our family for the rest of our life and could 
constitute a significant portion of income that we have to pay each year. 
Our vision is to pay every dollar owed and not a penny more. I wanted 
taxes to affect my family in a predictable way. I want to use my 
accounting knowledge and CPA certification to target our tax rate each 
year. This way I can use tax planning strategies to minimize our tax 
burden each year. 

Our goal is to minimize our tax burden each year. This can be 
accomplished through careful tax planning and deduction strategies. Last 
year, my family took advantage of the American Opportunity and Lifetime 
Learning Credits to reduce our tax burden. I knew that we would be able 
to obtain a large refund based on the amount of the credits and our current 
federal withholding amounts. At the beginning of the tax year, I used this 
knowledge as an opportunity to reduce the amount of withholding that our 
employers took from our paychecks in order to minimize the amount of 
refund we would receive upon filing. 

In 2018, my wife and I filed our federal taxes using the BYU VITA 
program. We chose VITA because of their specialized knowledge in the 
American Opportunity Credit. We filed form 1040 (Federal), PIT-I (New 
Mexico), and TC-40 (Utah). In addition, our taxes included the following 
supplemental forms. 

• Form TC-40A - This Income tax supplemental schedule indicates
taxes paid to another state (New Mexico).

• Form TC-40S -This form indicates a credit for income taxes paid
to another state (New Mexico).

• Form TC-40W -This is a Utah Withholding tax schedule that
indicates withholding amounts to Utah and New Mexico.

• Form PIT-8 - This is a New Mexico Allocation and
Apportionment of Income Schedule.

• Form PIT-8453 -This is a declaration for e-filing for the New
Mexico return.

-Tax Plan - Page I of 3 -
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Tax Plan 

• Form 8879-This is the IRS e-file Signature Authorization for our
Federal return.

• Form 8863 - This is the Form/Schedules we used to compute our
American Opportunity and Lifetime Leaming Credits. I was able
to take the AOC while my wife was on her 9th semester at BYU;
therefore, she was able to take the LLC.

• Form 1098E - This form was used to verify the amount of student
Joan interest my wife paid for the year. It was used as a For AGI
deduction.

• Form 1098T - These forms were used by my wife and I to
determine the amount of education expenses paid during the year.

We did not pay any taxes for the year, and we received a refund of $2,183 
from Federal, $374 from Utah, and $125 from New Mexico. Our Marginal 
Tax rate on our AGI was 10%, our Average Tax rate was 0%, and our 
Effective Marginal Tax rate was 0% (No Taxes Paid due to Credits). 

Plans and Strategies - Before Retirement 
In the future, we will be using the 1040 to file our taxes along with the 
accompanying state, local, and retirement contributions forms. 
Before retirement, our plan is to continue to target our tax rate each year. 
My wife and I want to put as much of our money (at least 20% every 
paycheck) into taxable, non-taxable, and tax deferred assets/investment 
vehicles. We expect that over the course of the next 10-20 years our 
marginal tax rate will rise (hopefuJly substantiaJJy due to increased 
income), and we plan on using bunching and investment strategies to 
lower our AGL When we have sufficient cash, we plan on bunching our 
tithes and donations to maximize our itemized deductions. In later years, 
we also plan on using appreciated investments to pay those tithes. This 
strategy in combination with heavy contributions to an HSA, 401(k), Roth 
IRA will help us target our marginal tax rate each year. FinaJJy, we plan 
on keeping detailed records for tax planning. 

Plans and Strategies - After Retirement 
Upon retirement we plan to maximize our ability to spend. The goal is to 
have heavy amounts of funds in Roth IRA's and 401(k)'s to ensure that 
we are not taxed upon withdrawals of retirement funds. We do not plan on 
relying on social security funds and other government-aid. Furthermore, 
we wilJ continue to bunch contributions and use appreciated investments 
to further lower our Taxable Income. We hope to be able to target our tax 
rate at a much lower bracket than what we paid previous to retirement. 
FinaJJy, we plan on keeping detailed records for tax planning. 

Constraints 
One of the constraints is our ability to earn income. Ifwe earn more 
income, we will be in a higher marginal tax bracket. This is something I 

-Tax Plan - Page 2 of3
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Tax Plan 

want to monitor very closely. I want to make sure that we are never close 
to a "tipping-point" in another tax bracket. I want to make sure we earn 
enough income to target our bracket by not earning "too much or too 
little" that would effect our marginal tax rate. Another constraint is cash 
flow. In order to bunch donations and regularly contribute to appreciating 
investments, we will need to ensure that we have sufficient cash flow to do 
so. Without the cash flow, we can't maximize our tax planning strategies. 
The key aspect that would stop us from attaining our vision and goals 
would be income. If we are not meeting our income goals, we will not 
have the cash flow to execute our tax planning strategies. I plan on 
overcoming this through careful income planning, supplication to the Lord 
with my family, and career goals to ensure earnings are met. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on 
sharing our tax planning strategy with anyone who is willing to listen and 
learn. We are also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has helpful 
tips or strategies to improve our plan . 

-Tax Plan - Page 3 of 3 -
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Cash Management Plan 

VI. Cash Management Plan
Nathan

Personal Financial Plan
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

We will always have sufficient amounts saved in checking, savings, and 
other financial instruments so that familial emergencies will not taJce away 
from the Lord, myself, or other budgeted categories. We want to have our 
short-term liquid assets placed in diversified financial instruments. We 
want to malce sure there is enough cash available for all planned 
purchases; we do not want to use our emergency fund for planned short
term purposes. 

Current Situation 

This last year. We have spent time preparing our cash management plan 
and have started to build our emergency fund. My wife and I recently 
consolidated and moved our checking and savings accounts to an online 
institution that pays high interest rates. We felt that keeping our money in 
separate accounts in two different institutions (neither payed very high 
interest rates) was not conducive to building our emergency fund. So far, 
this institution (listed below) has been amazing for us. We are starting to 
earn 20 times the national average in savings interest. 

Ally Bank: Checking 
Two months ago, we moved our checking account into Ally Bank. There 
was no initial deposit and we are able to withdraw from the account 
without limitations. Ally is FDIC insured, has great customer service, and 
does not charge maintenance/balance fees. Our checking account comes 
with checks and debit cards. The joint account pays 0. I 0% APY and 
0.60% APY when the balance exceeds $ I 5,000. 

Ally Bank: Savings 
Two months ago, we moved our checking account into Ally Bank. There 
was no initial deposit and we are able to withdraw from the account six 
times per month. Ally is FDIC insured, has great customer service, and 
does not charge maintenance/balance fees. Our savings account is a 
variable rate interest account. Our account payed 2. I% APY when we 
opened the account. Today, however, the account only pays 1.9% APY 
(which is still a very high yield). 

Framework: Diversified & Liquid Cash Management 

- Cash Management Plan - Page 1 of 3 -
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Cash Manaiement Plan 

My wife and I use the envelope method to budget our income and 
expenses each month. As such we use our checking and savings to "store" 
the amounts that each envelope contains. Recently, we have created 
envelopes to prepare to buy a car and home within the next 5 years. As 
these envelopes grow, we want to diversify the amount of money 
contained in our savings account and invest those amounts into short-tenn 
financial instruments such as bonds, CDs, or Money Market Mutual 
Funds. 

Plans and Strategies 
Within the next six months, we plan on investing the car/home envelopes 
into high yield CDs that earn 2.35% APY on a 12-month period as well as 
investing into corporate bonds within the next three years. Our strategy is 
to diversity our savings into high-yield short tenn instruments (12 months-
3 years) that will be used for "in-the future" enveloped categories. Our 
return will be maximized as we search for the highest yielded and greatest 
tax-advantaged financial instruments. Currently, our tax bracket is 0-10%; 
therefore, taxable-instruments such as high-yield CDs will be one of our 
best options for the near future. 

Our plan is to always have 3-6 months of emergency funds located in our 
savings account. This strategy will still ensure sufficient liquidity as our 
savings account currently pays 1.9% APR. In the future (3-5 years), we 
will be planning on investing enveloped categories in Series I Savings 
Bonds, Money Market Mutual Funds, or tax-advantaged municipal bonds 
that will generate higher after-tax returns. 

To manage our cash better, Eden and I will be having weekly meetings to 
go over our cash management and increase our stewardship in this area. 
We will take this time to research what assets we should be using and 
when to invest in them. Furthennore, we will meet with a financial 
retirement planner (at BYU where Eden works) every six months to 
ensure we are properly diversified in the right instruments. We believe that 
cash management is important because without it, none of our other long
tenn financial goals can be accomplished. 

Constraints 
The biggest constraint is having the actual cash to pursue this plan. We 
will overcome this obstacle by following our income plan to secure 
sufficient cash inflow and monitoring expenses to stop excessive cash 
outflow. We want to ensure that lives tragedies are only "minor 
inconveniences" to our emergency fund. As such, according to our savings 
plan, cash must be used every month to grow our emergency fund before 
diversifying the rest of the cash into various financial instruments. 

Accountability 

- Cash Management Plan - Page 2 of 3 -
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Cash Management Plan 

My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on 
sharing our cash management strategy with anyone who is willing to listen 
and learn. We are also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has 
helpful tips or strategies to improve our plan . 

- Cash Management Plan - Page 3 of3 -
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VII. Credit Plan
Cards, Reports and Scores 

Nathan 
Personal Financial Plan 

MBA 620 Fall 2019 

My family and I will not borrow unless we have the ability to pay expenses and 
commitments. Borrowings/commitments will be paid before they are due. Each 
month, my wife and I will review our credit reports and ensure our rating stays at 
a high level (i.e. no accidental fraud charges). 

Goals 

Our goal is to be 100% convenience credit card users and never pay any interest 
on our credit. We currently manage our credit cards the same way we budget. Our 
credit cards are used for budgeted amounts-never for borrowing. We currently 
have three credit cards (I have two and Eden has one). The details of each card are 
listed below. 

Plans and Strategies 

Credit Cards 

Discover it Cash Back 

Annual Percentage Rate for Purchases 
(fixed or variable) 
Annual Fee 

Credit Limit 

Date Ooened (if available) 
Purchase Intro APR 
Balance Transfer Intro APR 
Balance Transfer Fee 

Discover it Miles 

Annual Percentage Rate for Purchases 
(fixed or variable) 
Annual Fee 

Credit Limit 

Date Ooened (if available) 
Purchase Intro APR 
Balance Transfer Intro APR 
Balance Transfer Fee 

- Credit Plan - Page 1 of 7 -

13.74% to 24.74% Variable 

None 

$4.900 

08/2017 
0% for first 14 months 
10.99% for first 14 months. 
3-5%

13.74% to 24.74% Variable 

None 

$9.500 

07/2019 
0% for first 14 months 
10.99% for 14 months. 
3-5%
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Annual Percentage Rate for Purchases 15.74% to 27.74%Variable 

(fixed or variable) 
Annual Fee None 

Credit Limit $1,500 

Date Opened (if available) 08/2019 
Cash Advance APR 25.74% to 27.74% 
Balance Transfer APR 15.74% to 27.74% 
Late Penalty Fee Uo to 37% 

Our strategy is to always use our credit cards for convenience-not for 
borrowing. In order to be better stewards, we will be monitoring our credit card 
purchases weekly (ensuring no fraud) and checking our credit score monthly. We 
will discuss methods of increasing our credit score during our family planning 
meetings. 

After we become more financially self-reliant upon graduation, we will be 
planning on getting Eden a second credit card. Our strategy is to open up a Visa 
card at a grocery store or other company that we frequently shop. This will help 
us diversify from our travel cards and cash back card. We are currently using 
cards that are great, we are very happy with the ones we have. 

Credit Report 
The two reports came from Experian and we found no issues with what was stated 
in the credit reports. I have included the first page of the two reports below. Our 
strategy to ensure correct reporting is to talce a detailed look at the report, hard 
inquiries, and ensure there is no fraud or mistaken delinquencies. Years ago, my 
wife's credit union mistalcenly did not malce automated payments to my wife's 
student loan {while she was gone on her mission), and thus, two delinquencies 
occurred on her report. These delinquencies are now over 5 years old-we will be 
monitoring them to ensure they leave the credit report after 7 years. My wife and I 
plan on checking our credit reports biannually and keep an up to date copy in our 
files. 

- Credit Plan - Page 2 of 7
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Credit Score 

Nathan, here1s your FICO® Credit Scorecard as of 09/17 /19 
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Eden, here's your FICO� Credit Scorecard as of 09/10/19 
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Our strategy is to continue to keep our utilization low and pay off our balance at 
least three times per month. My credit score dipped from over 780 because of a 
hard inquiry from Wells Fargo (I opened that credit card on 08/2019). Thus, I am 
working to build my credit score back up to over 780. The longer I keep the 
accounts open, the better my credit score will get. 

My wife has old delinquencies and age of accounts (she opened up her discover 
card on 07/2019). Our strategy is for my wife to keep her revolving utilization 
extremely low, keep her accounts open for a lengthy period ohime, and wait for 
the delinquency charges to expire in two years. Furthermore, we plan on getting 
Eden another credit card within the next two years. 
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Our final strategy is a joint strategy, we have placed each other as "authorized 
users" on our accounts. This will ensure that we can build good credit together. 
We plan on checking our credit score monthly and review our plans/strategies 
during our planning meetings. 

Constraints 

The main constraint we are facing is getting Eden's delinquencies off of her credit 
report. If they do not disappear within the next two years, we will have issues 
getting a lower interest rate on a mortgage or auto loan (we don't plan on getting 
an auto loan however). We plan on overcoming this constraint through our careful 
monitoring of her credit and doing all that is possible to lower her utilization and 
stay on top of all purchases. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable first to the Lord and then to each other. We pray 
over our plans regularly and adjust accordingly. We are also willing to share our 
Cards, Reports, and Scores Plan with anyone who is willing to learn from our 
example-and more importantly the Savior's teachings. 
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VIII. Consumer Loans and Debt Plan
Nathan 

Personal Financial Plan 
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

• My family and I will not go into debt except for a modest home,
reasonable transportation, and graduate education.

• Debt and consumer loans will not be a problem in our married life. My
wife and I will be extremely unified in this area of our personal finances.

• Eden and I plan on treating our debt ( except for home, reasonable
transportation, and education) like our credit cards. "If you can't afford it
then don't buy it!"

Goals 

We currently do not have any debt! I paid off my car quickly over the last 
3 years and we just recently paid off my wife's student debt. She 
graduated in April of2018 and we married in December of 2018. Eight 
months after our marriage, we had paid around $16,000 (her entire student 
loans). The effective interest rate on all her student loans ended up being 
around 7.5%. We are extremely grateful to our Heavenly Father that we 
were able to strictly/quickly pay off the debt. It was such a momentous 
accomplishment! To date, we have no debt, nor will we incur any more 
student debt during my last two semesters of graduate school. 

Our view is debt MUST be productive. This means we will take out a 
modest mortgage one day for a home. This also means that we are willing 
to take NO MORE than a maximum of 40% debt to finance the purchase 
of a vehicle. Furthermore, the goal is to pay off the vehicle debt in less 
than 3 years. 

Plans and Strategies 

Consumer Loans Strategy 
We will not be taking out any consumer loans in our life. Our plan is that, 
"If you can't afford it, don't buy it." All toys such as boats, off-road 
vehicles, etc. will be purchased at full-price after saving specifically for 
the item. We are willing to take out a small loan for reasonable 
transportation. Ideally, we will never take on debt for transportation. 
However, we are willing to finance up to 40% on one vehicle at a time 
using debt. However, the plan for the debt is that it must be paid off in 
under three years. If we can't afford to pay 40% of the purchase price off 
in under three years, then we can't afford to purchase the vehicle . 

- Consumer Loans and Debt Plan - Page 1 of2 -
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Student Loan Strategy 
We do not have any student loans! We are not planning on going back to 
school after I finish my Masters of Accountancy (MAcc) degree. We also 
will not need to go into debt in order to Finance my CPA exams and study 
materials. We recently paid off all of Eden's student loans ($16,000) in 8 
months. We used an aggressive strategy that severally limited our 
spending in order to pay off the loans as soon as possible. This was our 
strategy: 1) we paid off the loans with the highest interest and lowest 
amounts, 2) we used our tax returns on the loans, and 3) we limited 
ourselves to one vehicle {we had the option when we married to have two 
vehicles) and severally limited our monthly fixed and variable expenses. 

Debt Reduction Strategy 
We do not have any debt; however, our debt reduction strategy moving 
forward would be a modified version of the "Student Loan Strategy." We 
would pay off the loans with the highest interest and lowest amounts, 2) 
we would use our tax returns on the loans, and 3) we would severally limit 
our monthly fixed and variable expenses. The strategy is that "minimum" 
payments will never be a part of our financial lives. Our strategy is to 
always put forth as much as possible to rid ourselves of debt. 

Constraints 
Our key constraints would be health, sickness, children, and employment. 
Emergency situations or loss of employment could cause a change in our 
debt plan. Children will special needs would also limit our plan. Our 
reaction to these circumstances is, 1) we have an emergency fund that can 
handle the immediate situation {until a remedy/solution is found}, 2) we 
will immediately change our budget/spending to reflect our new 
circumstance, and 3) We will not take out any debt that cannot be paid 
even during times of crisis. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable first to the Lord and then to each other. We 
pray over our plans regularly and adjust accordingly. We are also willing 
to share our plan with anyone who is willing to learn from our example
and more importantly the Savior's teachings . 
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Our family vision is to have the necessary coverage to protect us from disaster or 
hardship. As stated by Professor Sudweeks, "Investments do not make good 
insurance, nor is insurance a good investment." In this sense, our family desires 
safety and minimal risk when it comes to unexpected life events. We do not want 
to pay more than is needed for all types of insurance. We hope that we will never 
have to use accident/death/home-owners insurance; however, we understand that 
we are subject to same disappointing events in mortality as any other family. 
Insurance will be our sensible safeguard to replace the income/assets lost in an 
unexpected event. Insurance will help us manage our lives by giving us peace of 
mind-knowing that our income/assets are covered through all life events. 

Goals 

Our overall goal for insurance is to obtain necessary coverage in case of loss of 
life, assets, or income. Each type of insurance will help us accomplish this goal in 
various forms-be it life, auto, home, health etc. Our overarching goal is to 
minimize our costs for these types of insurances while maximizing our coverage. 

Life insurance. 
Currently, my family has life insurance through DMBA. Eden currently works 
at BYU and she is covered up to $50,000 for free plus another 6 times her 
salary ($300,000) for a monthly charge-making $350,000 in total. I am 
covered up to $2,000 for free and another $200,000 for a monthly charge
making $202,000 in total. After I graduate, I plan on having another life 
insurance coverage ( for myself) through the AICP A or my employer. I want 
to obtain coverage that will give Eden another $150,000-$200,000 in death 
benefits in case of a tragedy (this will mean we will both be covered for 
around $350,000. 

Below is a photo of our life insurance needs. Currently, I am a little under
covered and plan on making up that difference when I begin working post
graduation. Right now, our costs and fees for our Group Term Life and 
Supplemental Group Term Life insurance are around $13 per month, which is 
extremely affordable. Due to how affordable the premiums are (at our young 
age), I plan on having more coverage post-graduation. 
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Life Insurance Needs: 4. Summary Sheet 

Personal Fmance: Another Persoective 

The rollowing nre indications of the nrrount orlifc insurance thnt would be required using sixdilferent nppronchcs. 
I strongly recommend thnt using the principles discussed in class, thnt you tnlk with your spouse (irmnmcd) nnd n 
fmnncinl planner to detenninc your life insurance needs in addition to this s11rendsheet. 

Summary Results 

I. Six lo Eghl Times Gross Income

Totnl Required for Life Insurance Needs 

2. Flw times gross Income plus Mortgage, Debts, Anal Expenses, and other Specllll Needs

Toto\ Required for Life Insurance Needs 

3. Spouses Fstimate {from your spouse) 

Totnl Required for Life Insurance Needs 

4. Earnings Multiple Approach

Total Required for Lire Insurance Needs 

S. DIMEMclhod(De'-, Income, Mortgage and Anal upcnses)

Totnl Required for Ufc Insurance Needs 

6. Needs Approach

Totnl Required for Life Insurance Needs 

A'll:rage of the Abcne 6 Approaches 

Average of the Above Approaches 

Annunl Salary (From I • Multiples Tab) 

Multiples of Earnings (Average divided by Annunl Snlnry) 
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Currently, my wife and I have the Deseret Value plan through DMBA. It 
basically is a high deductible plan with no deductible within network. It works 
great for my wife and I as we currently do not have children nor have 
extensive medical needs. The premium is very low at $98 per month and our 
co-pays are very low ($ t 5 - $25 depending on the service) and our hospital 
coverage is at 70%. We feel that this insurance perfectly meets our needs. We 
do not feel that we need to increase nor decrease our coverage. 
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Below is a link that takes you to our insurance summary (I did not include it 
below because it is several pages long). Also, below is a photo of our ID card. 

Medical Plan ID Card 

N,me 

I.suer 

DMBAIO 

Group 

UHc; ID 

UHCGroup 

RaBln 

PCN 

Cam ,uue date: 10117/19 

YOUR CONTRACllO PROVIDER 

COMYIIENTS: 

I'! m.1r, c.irc 515 
l;:tc ;ih1. . sn 

Urgent Care m 
£n-,t�•:y Rue,, i/5 

ADDITIONAL NETWORKS 

U1.1� Hat1a• & Sou�JS1 :ate· 

•V.-.... ,.. 

All Otlttr �ti\ 

UnltedHealthcare· 
Option■ PP0 Ntolwork 

-------- ---

THIS CARD DOES NOT GUARANTEE BENEFITS OR COVERAGE. 

Disability insurance. 
Currently, we have 24 A&D (twenty-four hour accidental & death) insurance 
through DMBA. Eden is covered for $180,000 and I am covered for $90,000. 
We feel that is an appropriate amount of coverage for the activates we 
participate in. Neither of us perform  dangerous activities or hobbies. When I 
begin working post-graduation, the goal is to increase this amount of coverage 
to around $200,000 per person. As we start bringing children into our family, 
our goal is to ensure that they are covered as well. Our current cost is $4.68 
per month-which we feel is really reasonable. 
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Auto insurance . 
Currently, we have liability insurance on our 2005 Volvo S80 (which is our 
only vehicle. We pay $52.45 per month for our liability coverage. The policy 
is a 50/100/50 which means we are covered up to $50,000 per person, 
$100,000 each accident, and $50,000 of property damage per accident. After 
hearing Professor Sudweek's lecture on the recommended amount 
(100/200/100), we made a goal to double our coverage post-graduation. Our 
premium is rather low-therefore we think that we could double our coverage 
for less than another $30 per month. 

Homeowners/renters insurance. 
We do not own a home yet, and therefore do not have any homeowner's 
insurance. However, our goal is to obtain this insurance immediately after 
purchasing a home. We plan on purchasing our homeowner's insurance 
through the same carrier as our auto insurance. State Farm is our Auto Insurer 
and would give us a discount ifwe purchased our homeowner's insurance 
with them. 

As renters, we unfortunately do not have renter's insurance right now. As of 
the last few years, we haven't purchased any because we didn't feel that we 
had significant assets to be stolen. Our goal is to purchase a renter's insurance 
policy with State Farm within the next 12 months. We are starting to 
accumulate enough assets to merit such a policy. Furthermore, we don't know 
where me might move post-graduation, and we don't want to take on that risk 
by subjecting our items to possible theft. 

Plans and Strategies 

Our overall insurance strategy will be to review our plans every 12 months to 
ensure that we have the correct about of insurance and pay the right amount of 
premiums. As we age and our lives change, we will need to make periodic 
adjustments to our current plans/premiums. 

Life insurance. 
Our plan is to always have a term-life insurance policy on my wife and I. 
Our strategy is to revaluate our plans every 12 months with a retirement 
planner. I will always obtain our life insurance through our employer if 
possible-until retirement. For Eden, we will search for the best policies 
externally. Our strategy is to always make sure our policies are not all 
through our employer to avoid the risk of termination and thus, loss of all 
our policy benefits. 

Health insurance. 
Our family does not have significant medical needs; therefore, Deseret 
Value is the perfect plan for our family. Ifwe have to move to a different 
plan, we will search for a high deductible plan with a combined HSA 
(with hopefully an employer's match). Ifwe have a period of 
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unemployment, our strategy is to register for unemployment benefits and 
COBRA. 

Disability insurance. 
Our plan is to have sufficient disability insurance to cover income lost due 
to an accident and medical needs acquired due to an accident/death. We 
will generally seek this benefit through our employer, else our strategy is 
to search for a policy externally. It is likely that if we have to purchase our 
health insurance externally, we will also purchase disability insurance with 
an external carrier. 

Auto insurance. 
With vehicles of significant value {>$10,000) we will purchase automotive 
coverage beyond liability insurance. Our strategy is to have only 
100/200/100 liability coverage on those vehicles that have a value ofless 
than $10,000. We will reevaluate our auto insurance every 12 months to 
make sure we are keeping our coverage high and our premiums low. Our 
plan is to keep our automotive and liability insurances with State Farm. 
For our children, we will make sure there is a high amount of coverage. 
We want to protect ourselves, our vehicles, and our children from 
accidents. 

Homeowners/renters insurance. 
Currently, my wife and I should have reasonable renters' insurance 
according the value of assets we own. Our plan is to purchase a policy 
within the next 12 months and reevaluate that need each year. When we 
purchase a home, we will purchase a home insurance policy with State 
Farm immediately-it is a part of our strategy to purchase our home 
insurance with the same carrier as our auto insurance. Our strategy is to 
reevaluate the policy yearly and ensure all our needs are met. We want 
homeowner's insurance that covers theft, fire, flood, and other types of 
disasters. 

Constraints 
The main constrain my wife and I would experience is loss of employment, which 
would cause us to lose any life/disability insurance that we had from the 
employer. We hope to overcome this through our emergency fund and policies 
that we purchase outside of our employer. Ultimately, if we are following all parts 
of our personal financial plan (savings, income, expenses), we will have the 
necessary savings to get us through life difficulties. However, we plan on 
preparing for unexpected circumstances by purchasing some of our life/disability 
plans through an external carrier. 

Accountability 

My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on sharing our 
insurance plans with anyone who is willing to listen and learn. We are also eager 
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and excited to learn from anyone who has helpful tips or strategies to improve our 
plan. 

Clue Report 

We have no accidents or claims on our auto policy and we have no homeowner' s policy 
(we do not own a home). As such, we have no CLUE report. We will reevaluate this plan 
every year and search for a CLUE report if one might exist in the future. 
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X. Family Financial Plan
Nathan 

Personal Financial Plan 
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

I. How You Were Brought Up

Budgeting 

1. How was money generally handled in your family growing up? Who handled
the checkbook? The savings? How was budgeting handled? What budgeting
method did they use? How should it be handled in your family?

My parents divorced when I was seven years old, so growing up my mother 
was the one who handled our finances. My mother had to be very prudent as a 
single parent and our family was very blessed to have the help of my 
grandparents during this time. After my mother remarried, my mother and 
step-father jointly handled the budget and finances. They kept separate bank 
accounts; my step-father handled the monthly bills while my mother used her 
account to pay for groceries, children's needs, and other daily purchases. My 
parents did not have a particular method of budgeting. They tended to 
"guestimate" the budget and live according to their own prudent purchasing 
habits. In my family going foIWard, we will use a stricter method of envelope 
budgeting so there is no "guestimating." 

2. What kind of lessons regarding money did your parents try to teach you?
What methods did they use to teach you? How are you planning to teach your
children?

My parents did a good job of teaching me the importance of tithing and saving 
for emergencies. They didn't teach me any technical lessons such as the time 
value of money and how to forecast a budget; however, they taught us all the 
simple truths that exist in properly handling our personal finances. We plan on 
teaching my children these financial truths early on in their life. As they reach 
an appropriate age (12 years old), we will be teaching them how to save for an 
education, mission, and temple marriage. As they mature (16 years old), I will 
begin to teach them more technical lessons such as time value of money, 
retirement accounts, credit cards, investment vehicles, home buying, etc .. I 
plan on teaching my children through prepared lessons that I craft based off of 
examples and materials located on the BYU Personal Finance website. 

3. Did your family have a family theme, motto, or mission statement? Did part
of it relate to finances? If you were to put one together, what would it be?
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My family did not have a theme, motto, or mission statement. However, after 
we prayed as a family in the evenings, we would always hug our parents and 
repeat the phrase, "I love you, I am thankful for you, I appreciate all you do." 
This theme was not related to finances. If I were to put together a motto for 
our family, it would be, "Money will be your greatest/perfect servant or will 
be your harshest taskmaster. Choose wisely." 

Cash Management/Savings 

Debt 

4. How was savings/cash management handled with your family? Which
savings/cash management vehicles did your parents use? What savings/cash
management vehicles will you use?

My step-dad handled the savings as he was the only full-time worker in the 
family. He would go over the savings growth/loss will my mother. They had 
cash that they kept for budgeted spending or for discretionary spending. My 
parents only used traditional low-interest earning savings/checking accounts. 
My step-father has retirement and pension accounts through his employer. 
Our family will use high yield online savings accounts, CDs, taxable 
brokerage accounts, and retirement accounts to hold our savings/cash. 

5. How was debt handled in your family? What was the view on debt? How was
repayment of debt handled?

My family did ok when it came to debt. They probably took out more than 
they needed to for a home and also used some debt to buy vehicles. They 
understood that debt should be avoided; however, they used more leverage for 
purchases than I plan on using with my family. They handled the repayment 
of debt as the number one priority. They paid down all their cars and home 
successfully. They also refinanced their home successfully. I plan on doing 
the same except with a more conservative approach for a home and not using 
any debt for vehicles. 

Investments and Attitudes 

6. What kinds of financial things cause you to lose sleep at night? How can you
alleviate those concerns?

I worry about the ability to retire by the time I am 70 years old. I also worry 
about my ability to provide for my family. I alleviate these concerns by living 
under a strict budget and always paying myself20% ofmy earnings after 
paying the Lord. 
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7. Regarding investments, what do the words "risky" or "conservative" mean to
you? Have those words changed over time? Will education and experience
change their meanings?

The words risky/conservative mean the amount of money that I am willing to 
lose. At this point in my life, I am a rather aggressive investor. Those words 
have changed over time as I've lived under a strict budget-I am more willing 
to invest my money into long term aggressive strategies. Education and 
experience have taught me to save my earnings and invest in long-term 
holding strategies. This education has taken away most of the worry and risk 
in my aggressive investments. 

8. Assuming that your portfolio needs to grow at a 6-8% rate in order to meet
your goals, would you be happy with that kind of return?

I would be happy with a 6-8% return. I plan on investing a large portion of our 
earnings; therefore, our 6-8% compounding return will earn us more than 
enough to take care of our family and retire successfully. 

9. Have you ever done anything strange or excessive with your investments?
What were those things? What did you learn from those experiences?

I have not done anything strange of excessive. 

10. How have you felt when you've "made a killing", i.e., the investments
returned a very high return? How have you felt when you've "taken a bath," i.e.,
lost money in an investment? What did you learn?

I feel awesome when my investments are doing well! I feel confident when 
they are low-meaning that I am ready to buy more at a low price. I've 
learned that not panicking and continuing to hold my diversified investments 
is the best choice in the long run. 

11. Talk with your parents or an older, trusted friend. What do they wish they
would have done differently in regard to managing money and investing?

My parents wish they would have saved more in their budgeting and 
investing. I plan on saving a substantial amount for our family savings and 
goals for our children. 

12. Regarding your current holdings, what are you most pleased about and what
are your greatest concerns?

I am most pleased that my wife and I have maximized our returns even though 
we are in college and strapped for cash. We have over $2,200 in my wife's 
retirement accounts that are earning a high return (5-7%). We also opened up 
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a high yield savings account that was yielding 2.1 % APY when we opened the 
account. Since the federal reserve has cut interest rates, we are now making 
l .  7% APY. To combat the cutting rates, we placed $5,000 in a high yield 
2.25% APY 18-month CD. We did this before the rates started going down 
(including for CDs) in order to offset our savings loss over the next 18 
months. I am very proud of this strategy because it has been the best strategy 
for our current holdings and cash-poor college situation. 

Retirement 

13. How did your parents save for their retirement? What do they wish they had
done differently?

My parents set aside enough savings to get the company match. My father 
also worked extra hours to increase his yearly earnings, which would result in 
an increased pension. My parents wished they had saved just a little more of 
the yearly salary-they are still going to retire but with a bit less than they 
would want. 

14. How are you going to save for your retirement? What is your goal to save
each month for retirement? What investment vehicles will you use (i.e., Roth
401k, IRAs, 403b, etc.)?

I am going to set aside enough money to meet our annual contribution goal 
that is listed in the retirement section of our PFP. Our goal is to save $1,000 
per month (including employer's contribution) for retirement. We will be 
using a Roth 401 (k), Tradition 401 (k) (for employer contributions), and a 
Roth IRA for our own budgeted contributions. 

Education and Missions 

15. How did your parents save for your education and missions? What do they
wish they had done differently? How are you going to save for your children's
missions and education if you choose so to do?

My parents and grandparents helped pay for my mission as I served. They did 
not save any money for my education. My parents were able to help me get a 
car for college and payed for a few miscellaneous items before I started. My 
parents wished they had saved more for our missions. For my children's 
missions, we plan on setting aside enough money each month to completely 
pay for it. We also plan on setting aside enough each month to accumulate 
$5,000 (in today's dollars) that we can use to match our children's 
contributions to their education funds while they are 12-18 years old. We do 
not plan on paying for a substantial amount of our children's education. We 
only plan on saving enough to match their efforts while they save in their 
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teenage years. This should give them enough money to start their degrees 
without the need for debt. 

16. If you choose to help, develop an "Education Plan" for your children. How
will you save for your children's education? How much will you save each
month? How much of that will go to retirement, education, missions, etc.? What
are the key education investment vehicles you will use (i.e., Education IRA, 529
Savings Plan, EE/I Bonds, etc.). Include this plan in section LT0l-15 as your
Education and Mission Plan (use Template 15).

We plan on saving $153 a month per child (in today's dollars) to pay for a 
piece of their education, their entire mission, and some money when they are 
getting married. We wanted to have $5,000 (in today's dollars) by the time 
they are 12 to start matching their education efforts. We also wanted $14,000 
(in today's dollars) for a boy's mission and $11,000 for a girl. Finally, we 
wanted to have $7,000 (in today's dollars) for a girl's wedding and $4,000 for 
a boy. This totaled to $153 per month (using Time Value of Money) for a boy 
or girl. We plan on investing this money into broad index funds using our 
brokerage accounts. We might put some of the funds into an education IRA 
but we are not entirely sure yet-our contributions are dependent upon our 
children's contributions. 

17. If you choose to help your children with their missions and education,
develop a "Mission Plan" for yourself and your children. How will you save for
your and your children's missions? How much will you save each month? How
much of that will go to retirement, education, missions, etc.? What is your
strategy for saving for your family's missions (i.e., use appreciated securities,
etc.) Include this plan in section LT0l-15 as your Education and Mission Plan
(use Template 15).

We plan on saving $153 a month per child (in today's dollars) to pay for a 
piece of their education, their entire mission, and some money when they are 
getting married. We wanted to have $5,000 (in today's dollars) by the time 
they are 12 to start matching their education efforts. We also wanted $14,000 
(in today's dollars) for a boy's mission and $11,000 for a girl. Finally, we 
wanted to have $7,000 (in today's dollars) for a girl's wedding and $4,000 for 
a boy. This totaled to $153 per month (using Time Value of Money) for a boy 
or girl. We plan on investing this money into broad index funds using our 
brokerage accounts. We plan on using the appreciate securities to bunch our 
charitable contributions and as a result, using the tax savings to pay our 
children for their missions from other accounts. 

Giving 
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18. How did your parents give to the family, community and others? Be
sensitive in asking this question as to not appear judgmental. How will you
choose to give back and serve and bless others?

My family was very generous with tithes and offerings. We plan on doing the 
same with our tithes and offerings. We will also look for other giving 
opportunities using our giving plan as a guide. We also plan on using any 
unused saved mission funds to sponsor other family members' missions (for 
example we could have a girl who chooses not to serve a mission). We want 
that money to get used for missionaries. 

Going Forward 

19. How will you treat your spouse? What does it mean to be equal partners?
What things will you do each day, week, and year to keep the relationship alive?
What will you do each period to make sure they know they are the most important
person to you? What are the key principles you will follow? What are the key
doctrines you will live to make your relationship eternal?

My wife and I are equal partners in all our family matters-meaning that we 
work together in loving council and righteousness. My wife and I will go on 
weekly dates and plan/save for our vacations (without kids) to keep our 
relationship alive. I plan on serving my wife in all her needs to ensure she is 
the most important person in my life. Our guiding principles are contained in 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Our relationship is founded upon Christ and His 
commandments. We will work together to overcome sin, temptation, and 
other obstacles in order to obtain an eternal marriage. 

20. How will you handle finances in your family? What are the key principles
you will follow? What is your savings goal?

My wife and I will handle finances together. We will hold weekly council 
meetings and ensure we are hitting our goals. We plan on saving 20% after we 
pay the Lord I 0%. 

21. How will you follow, document, and report on finances (i.e., what type of
budgeting methodology will you use)? What is your family goal on budgeting
and savings? When will you have your weekly "Stewardship Meeting" when you
report on finances to each other?

We will use the envelope method of budgeting along with evaluating each 
individual account. Our goal is to save 20% for our future and retirement. Our 
stewardship meeting is held on Sunday mornings. 

22. How will you determine whether you are on track to reach your financial
goals? What tools will you use?
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We will use our envelope method of budgeting as well as the tools located in 
the BYU Personal Finance website to determine whether we are on track to 
meet our goals. 

23. How will you teach your children fiscal responsibility? Will you give an
allowance? What things will you do and what principles will you follow to teach
them responsibility?

Our children will first and foremost be taught through their parent's actions. 
They will not be spoiled but simply have their needs met. They will be taught 
the scriptures and the law of the tithe. We will give an allowance in exchange 
for hard work. We will teach them responsibility by putting them in charge of 
purchasing some of their needs as well as helping them learn how to save for 
their college, mission, open up a credit card, etc. Our principles will be 
founded upon hard work, hard play, and hard savings strategies. 

II. Creating Your Family Financial Plan

Vision 

Goals 

I want myself and my family to be disciples of Jesus Christ. "Behold, I am a 
disciple of Jesus Christ, the Son of God. I have been called of him to declare his 
word among his people, that they might have everlasting life" (3 Nephi 5:13). As 
a disciple of Christ, my first and most important responsibility is toward my 
Father in Heaven and Savior Jesus Christ. I show my commitment to them 
through my commitment to my wife and children. I will provide both temporally 
and spiritually for them in the hopes that they can be physically healthy as well as 
carry powerful testimonies. I hope to love my wife above all and do my best to 
cleave unto her in all things. Our personal finances are a part of our strong 
relationship with each other and the Lord. I have a great desire to be the 
priesthood leader in a home that is worthy to command them down from the 
heavens into the branches of my familial lineage. As they grow in our home, I 
hope that all my children can one be sealed in the temple to their wonderful 
spouses for time and all eternity. This is the great vision I have for my family. 

We will plan so that money will not be our taskmaster but rather our servant. 
Monthly, we will review and update/set goals so that we might serve the Lord, our 
children, and our neighbors. My spouse and I plan on working together to meet 
our financial goals. We will accomplish our goals through a daily effort-one day 
at a time. Personally, I have the goal to spend as much time as I can dating my 
wife. I want to create real memories together that will make all of our hard work 
worth the effort. I will do this by focusing on her goals and look for ways to give 
her a smile on her face. I know that giving her my time above all will allow me to 
keep my relationship strong with my wife. 
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My children are the greatest gift God has given me next to my wife I also plan on 
giving the time needed to raise them, teach them, and create lifelong memories 
with them. Our goal is to take a day each year to spend one on one with them and 
bond with them as individuals. Our family's relationship with money will be 
founded on the Gospel of Jesus Christ and maintained through our consistent 
effort/consecration to each part of our family financial plan. 

Plans and Strategies: Spouse 
• My wife and I will go on a weekly date night and use that time to bond/have fun

with each other in the spirit of romance and love.
• My wife and I will save each month for a personal .. honeymoon" that we take

every year ( or every few years) depending on how much we can save and where
we want to go.

• My wife and I will hold weekly, monthly, and yearly financial planning meetings
(depending on the depth of planning). These meetings will be held on Sunday
mornings.

• Household labor will be completed by the entire family according to the efforts
they can put into the work. My wife and I are equal partners but have separate
duties depending on our work situations.

• Support will be provided to all family members regarding their goals, dream, and
academic/professional pursuits. We want each other to excel at their given talents.

• Every family member is always ready and willing to sacrifice for the benefit of
the family and each individual.

Plans and Strategies: Children 
• My children will each have a one on one day every year with their Father and

Mother (one day for Dad and one day for Mom). We will use this time to
individually bond with them and help them grow as individuals.

• Our children will be taught by their parents using Gospel Lessons, the Scriptures,
and practical financial applications.

• My wife and I plan on using our testimonies, experiences, and exposing our
children to opportunities to understand that they are divine sons/daughters of God.

Constraints 
Loss of employment, debt, and sin/transgressions are the main constraints to our 
personal money and relationships plan. We will do everything in our power to 
teach our children the correct principles. We will also teach our children that it is 
alright to make mistakes-they can turn to the Lord Jesus Christ to heal them of 
their wounds. Ultimately, we will love and cherish our children no matter what. 
As their Father, I will do my best to hold the priesthood righteously and live my 
life as an example to them. I know that they can overcome anything if they will 
but trust in the Lord, keep His commandments, and rely on His infinite grace and 
mercy. 

Even though our family is preparing for blessings, we are aware that tragedy and 
misfortune are a part of our mortal experience. Furthermore, we understand that 
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our path to eternal life it not without its bumps and unexpected turns. In order to 
overcome these constraints, we plan to live the Gospel of Jesus Christ and 
following our budget, saving, income, and expense plans. We know that we can 
all live together in hannony if we can bring our visions together under one roof. 
My wife and I plan on resolving our conflicts through the use of our Sunday 
councils. Conflicts exist so that we might grow and learn from experience. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on sharing our 
money and marriage plans/strategies with anyone who is willing to listen and 
learn. We will teach these things to our children and share our plan with them 
when they reach an appropriate age. We plan on maintaining different roles in the 
family but maintaining an equal partnership through mutual respect and helping 
one another whenever possible. We know that we are all needed in the family
no talent or contribution is more important than another. We are also eager and 
excited to learn from anyone who has helpful tips or strategies to improve our 
plan . 
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XI. Investment Plan

Investment Plan Template (L 
T5A) Nathan 

Personal Financial Plan 
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

I. Introduction and Purpose

I Grade: 
1L 1£_/15

A. Introduction. This Investment Plan, also called an Investment Policy Statement or IPS, serves 
as the framework for the Investment Management Team of Nathan and Eden, as 
constructed by Nathan and Eden on October 21, 2019. Nathan is currently 24 years old and 
Eden is 26 years old.

B. Purpose. This Plan describes in detail how the assets of the Team are to be managed and 
invested, consistent with the Team's Personal Fina11cial Pla11 section IL Vision, Goals and Plans 
and section XIL Retirement Planning. This Investment Plan acknowledges the Risk and Return 
Objectives of the Team; discusses the Constraints and Guidelines they will follow; describes the 
specific Investment Policy used; and covers the ongoing Evaluation and Modification that will 
occur.

C. Principles. This is a principles-based Investment Plan, based on understanding the investment 
Team, including their vision, goals, plans, budget and tolerance for risk; understanding their 
savings, investment, retirement, education, mission and giving vision and goals; and using 
principles-based investing to accomplish those goals. Key principles include:

• Understanding and managing risk
• Being diversified at all times
• Investing low-cost and tax efficiently
• Investing long-term
• Knowing what they invest in
• Monitoring portfolio performance
• Not trying to beat the market, and
• Working only with high-quality individuals and institutions.

II. Investment Goals and Objectives

This section details the Plan's investment vehicles, time frames, and the risk and return objectives. 

A. Objectives. The objective of this Investment Plan is to help the Team understand their vision,
set goals and plans to accomplish that vision, understand constraints, and share information as
necessary with others.

B. Investment vehicles. The Investment Plan proposes the creation and use of multiple sub
accounts to accomplish that vision. These include taxable accounts, including bank, brokerage and
mutual funds accounts; retirement accounts, including 40 I ks/Roth 401 ks, IRA/Roth IRAs;
education accounts, including Education IRAs or college 529 Savings Plans; and mission accounts,
including mutual fund, bank, brokerage, and custodial accounts. Retirement, mission and
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education accounts and goals are discussed in the vision and goals, retirement and family sections 
of the Team's PFP. The Team follows the "free money," "tax-advantaged money," and "tax 
efficient and wise investing" framework in selecting investment vehicles. 

C. Time-frames. This Plan supposes two distinct time frames from which to view the Team's
investment objectives. Stage 1 is between now and the Investment Team's 60-65th birthday, is
expected to last 35-40 years and is considered the time before retirement. Stage 2 (the period
during retirement) is between the Team's 60-65th and 90th birthday and is expected to last 25-30
years.

D. Returns. The Team are not full-time investment professionals. Their return objective is to
make a return consistent with the return on a diversified portfolio of acceptable asset classes and
assets, which consist mainly of the return on portfolios of mutual funds that follow stocks, bonds,
and cash, consistent with the asset allocation targets discussed in Section IV.C.1 and IV.C.2.

I. Stage 1. The Team is seeking a 7.0% return, net of fees for Stage 1. This return is
consistent with the historical average of the following portfolio:

A 15% US bond portfolio, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; a 
45% US large cap portfolio, as measured by the S&P 500 index; a 20% US small 
cap portfolio, as measure by the Russell 2000; a 10% international portfolio, as 
measure by the MSCI EAFE Index; a 5% US REIT portfolio, as measured by the 
Dow Jones REIT Index; and a 5% Emerging Markets portfolio, as measured by 
the S&P/IFC Emerging Markets Free. 

2. Stage 2. The Team is seeking a 6.0% return, net of fees, for Stage 2. This return is
consistent with the historical average of the following portfolio:

A 45% US bond portfolio, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; a 
30% US large cap portfolio, as measured by the S&P 500 index; a 20% US small 
cap portfolio, as measure by the Russell 2000; and a 5% international portfolio, as 
measure by the MSCI EAFE Index. 

E. Risk. From a risk perspective, the Investment Team members are slightly aggressive investors.
Consistent with their return objectives, the Team accepts the risk of its weighted benchmarks in
both Stage 1 and Stage 2.

I. Stage I. The Team is comfortable with the risk of the weighted benchmark during Stage
1, which is:

A 15% US bond portfolio, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; a 
45% US large cap portfolio, as measured by the S&P 500 index; a 20% US small 
cap portfolio, as measure by the Russell 2000; a 10% international portfolio, as 
measure by the MSCI EAFE Index; a 5% US REIT portfolio, as measured by the 
Dow Jones REIT Index; and a 5% Emerging Markets portfolio, as measured by 
the S&P/IFC Emerging Markets Free. 
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2. Stage 2. The Team is also comfortable with the risk of the weighted benchmark during
Stage 2, which is:

A 45% US bond portfolio, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; a 
30% US large cap portfolio, as measured by the S&P 500 index; a 20% US small 
cap portfolio, as measure by the Russell 2000; and a 5% international portfolio, as 
measure by the MSCI EAFE Index. 

III. Investment Guidelines and Constraints

Invesbnent guidelines and constraints covers specific items that are unique to this Invesbnent 
Team and relate to the specific goals and objectives of the Team. These are covered in detail in 
the .. Vision and Goals" section of the PFP. 

A. Guidelines. The Team follows a principles-based approach to investing, discussed in I.C.
above.

1. Stage 1. During Stage 1, management of accounts during this period will be for capital
appreciation and the growth of assets. The majority of the assets invested during this stage
should be considered long-term assets and will likely not be needed for many years (up to
40 years). Exceptions to this are the likely purchase of a home in 5 years or when the
children leave for college or missions-which is likely to begin in 19-22 years from 2019.

2. Stage 2. During Stage 2, management of accounts during this period will be mainly for
income generation and capital preservation with a secondary goal of building assets that
will allow the Investment Team to enjoy retirement, serve a mission, prepare for increased
health costs, and pass on to their heirs a small portion of assets consistent with the
Investment Team's long-term goals and values. Major funding needs during this Stage are
likely to be for missions, financial aid for grandchildren's missions and education, funding
for travel, and other reasons not specified.

B. Constraints. Key constraints for the Investment Team based on their specific needs are
liquidity, time horizon, taxes, and special needs.

1. Liquidity: Liquidity constraints are likely for purchase of a home, education and
missions for the children, a mission when we retire, and travel when retired. These goals
should be planned for in the Investment account. Constraints will vary depending on the
account type. Key liquidity concerns will be for a home purchase in five years (when
Nathan is 30 years old) and mission and education spending in 19-22 years. At no point in
time will the Team's Emergency Fund be less than 4-6 months' income.

2. Time horizon: Time constraints will vary depending on account type. Assets invested in
taxable accounts will have a 40-year time horizon, except for the portion used for the
purchase of their first home or for other purposes not specified. Assets invested in
retirement accounts, i.e., 401k, IRA, Roth IRA, and retirement plans will have a minimum
of a 35-year time horizon or until retirement. Assets invested in education and mission
accounts-being an Education IRA or 529 Savings Plans-will have a minimum time
horizon of 18-years considering the Team's oldest child is not yet born and will be going
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to college at age 20 if they choose to serve a mission (18 otheiwise ). Assets invested in the 
Invesbnent account and custodial accounts will have a shorter time horizon, as these will 
be used to purchase a home, send the children on missions, educate children, etc. 

3. Taxes: Truces should be considered when considering the most attractive assets to
purchase. The Team is in the 10% marginal federal true bracket and in the 5% marginal
Utah state true bracket (excluding local truces). The Team's average true rate on (twcable
income, AGI is 0%. We expect the federal marginal true rate to rise to 12%, then 22% within
the next five years and the average true rate to rise as well. The average true rate has

historically been 0% due to the American Opportunity/Lifetime Leaming Credits.

4. Unique needs: The team does not currently have any unique needs.

IV. Investment Policies, Plans and Strategies

Invesbnent policy covers how the portfolios will be managed, and include acceptable and 
unacceptable asset classes, investment benchmarks, asset allocation strategy, invesbnent strategy, 
funding strategy, and new invesbnent strategy. 

A. Acceptable investments. Initially, the Investment Team will invest in mutual funds, index
funds, and ETFs, which invest in bonds and cash, stocks, and other asset classes. The Investment
Team will invest in no-load mutual funds with an emphasis on funds that have no-loads, low
management fees, low turnover, and cost minimization .

1. Acceptable Asset Classes. Acceptable asset classes and assets include the following

a. Bonds and Cash. The portfolios will contain bond mutual funds, bond index
funds and bonds including Corporate bonds, Treasury bonds, and Municipal bonds,
particularly as the Team's true bracket rises. The Team will also likely invest in cash
funds as well. Cash will usually mean Money Market accounts, High Yield Savings,
Certificates of Deposit, Short-term Commercial Paper, and other short-term debt
instruments. Initially, the bonds and bond mutual funds and cash allocation will be
considered the Team's Emergency Fund.

b. Stocks. The portfolios will include stock mutual funds, stock index funds, and
stocks including US stocks, ADRs, international stocks, and emerging market
stocks. These stock funds will be managed in a diversified manner, spread across
countries, industries and companies.

c. Other Assets. Portfolios may also include other assets, which would typically
mean Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS), gold mutual funds, which, in an asset
class sense, are not viewed as "stocks" because of their unique nature.

2. Unacceptable Asset Classes. The Team will not invest in asset classes or assets where
the Team has no discemable specific advantage, i.e. derivatives, collectibles, foreign
currencies, options, futures, etc.
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3. Debt The Team will not invest in activities that require debt, i.e., the borrowing of cash
or securities, such as buying on margin or short selling, as these add significant risk to the
portfolio. Leverage will not be used in the portfolio.

B. Investment Benchmarks. The Investment Team's investment benchmarks are:

J. Stage 1. The weighted investment benchmark for Stage 1 is:

A 15% US bond portfolio, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; a 
45% US large cap portfolio, as measured by the S&P 500 index; a 20% US small 
cap portfolio, as measure by the Russell 2000; a 10% international portfolio, as 
measure by the MSCI EAFE Index; a 5% US REIT portfolio, as measured by the 
Dow Jones REIT Index; and a 5% Emerging Markets portfolio, as measured by 
the S&P/IFC Emerging Markets Free. 

2. Stage 2. The weighted investment benchmark for Stage 2 is:

A 45% US bond portfolio, as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index; a 
30% US large cap portfolio, as measured by the S&P 500 index; a 20% US small 
cap portfolio, as measure by the Russell 2000; and a 5% international portfolio, as 
measure by the MSCI EAFE Index. 

C. Asset Allocation Strateey. Asset allocation is the key determinant of returns. As such, the
following are target, minimum, and maximum allocations for each of the asset classes by stage.
We include minimum and maximum allocations to limit turnover in the portfolios.

J. Stage J.  Until retirement, assets are invested mainly for appreciation. They will
be managed for moderately aggressive growth, with a goal of maximizing after-tax
returns. The portfolios will have the following targets:

Equities/US & Intl: 
Bonds and Cash: 
Other (REITs): 

Target 
80% 

15% 

5% 

Minimum 
60% 
5% 
0% 

Maximum 
90% 
35% 

10% 

2. Stage 2. After retirement, the asset allocation will be as follows:

Equities/ US & Intl: 
Bonds and Cash: 
Other (REITs): 

Target 
55% 

45% 

0% 

Minimum 
35% 

35% 

0% 

Maximum 
65% 

65% 

5% 

D. Investment Strategy. The Investment Team are not full-time investment professionals. As
such, they have the following investment strategy.

J. Active versus passive. The Team's investment strategy is a blend of active and passive
management. Approximately 70% of the Account assets will be managed in a passive
strategy, with an emphasis on very low-cost indexing. The remaining 30% will be invested
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in assets that have a proven record of adding value over and above the stated benchmarks. 
Assets will be invested to minimize current taxes, realize long-term capital gains, and to 
defer, as much as possible, long-term capital gains until retirement. 

2. Individual Assets. While trading in individual assets is not recommended, after the total
portfolio exceeds a threshold amount of $750,000, the Team may invest in individual
assets. Should the Team want to be more active in its trading strategy, this will be done
through tax-deferred or retirement, rather than taxable accounts. In this manner, the overall
portfolio will not be impacted by taxes resulting from increased turnover.

3. New Investments. Key for the Investment Team is to maintain a diversified portfolio
that will aid in the achievement of the Team's personal vision and goals. These will include:

a. New Investments. The Team will invest not more than 7% of the total portfolio
amount in any new or individual asset or investment. Index funds, mutual funds
and ETFs do not fall under this category unless they have portfolios with less than
50 assets.

b. Investments in Company Stock. The Team will ensure that at no time will the
investments in company stock in the Team's 401 k retirement plan account for more
than 8% of the Team's total retirement assets.

c. Unlisted Investments. If the Team decides to invest in assets not listed on
recognized stock exchanges, this allocation will be limited to 2% of the total
portfolio amount.

4. Current Investment Strategy
.:. 

Currently the Investment Team is in Stage 1 of the
investment process. The investments and allocations for this Stage are listed in Exhibit 2:
Investment Process Worksheet (LT13). These include for each asset, the asset class,
benchmarks, and financial asset that will give exposure to the asset class.

The Team has reviewed the specific assets that have been invested in and have ensured 
they are acceptable by reviewing each assets category, size, diversification, costs, tax 
efficiency, turnover, un-invested cash, style drift, tracking error, performance, and other 
factors from the Mutual Fund Selection Worksheet (LT78). 

5. Tax Strategy. The Team will utilize retirement vehicles that diversify taxes, i.e., they
will not all be taxed the same time. A rough goal will be to have 40% in tax-deferred
vehicles, 30% in taxable assets, and 30% in tax eliminated accounts. With these targets,
the Team has targeted a Federal tax rate of 12% in retirement.

E. Funding Strategy. Funding of accounts will be consistent with the "priority of money"
discussed in the Personal Finance class, namely, first, free money; second, tax advantaged money;
and third, tax efficient and wise investing.

The Investment Team will fund the above strategy through monthly direct deposits to their 
retirement plans and monthly direct deposits to their investment accounts. The Team has a goal to 
pay the Lord first 10% plus other offerings, 10-20% to the Team second, and then to budget and 
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live on the remainder. This account should grow, consistent with a 20% gross allocation of theTeam's salary each month. 
V. Investment Monitoring, Rebalancing and Accountability

Investment monitoring and evaluation covers how the portfolios will be monitored and evaluated,including portfolio monitoring and reporting, portfolio rebalancing, and portfolio communication.
A. Monitoring. The portfolio will be monitored weekly, or more often as the need requires.

1. Portfolio monitoring method. The Portfolio will be reviewed weekly in a meeting heldwith the Investment Team on Sunday at 9a.m. to discuss financial matters includingbudgets, cost reduction, other topics, and the portfolio. This is the most critical financialmeeting of the Investment Management Team.
B. Rebalancing. The portfolio will be rebalanced on an annual or as needed basis. Rebalancingwill attempt to minimize transactions costs and turnover through using new money to rebalanceportfolios and by using charitable donations of appreciated assets to reallocate assets between assetclasses. Cost and tax minimization remain key areas during rebalancing during stages 1 and 2.

1. Portfolio rebalancing method. The portfolio will be rebalanced using periodic-basedrebalancing.
C. Accountability. Nathan Downey will ensure good communication in several ways: TheInvestment Team will receive trade confirmations as they happen; a monthly statement from thecustodian; and a written annual report. Success will be measured by the achievement of the Goals
and Objectives, as stated above.

1. Portfolio accountability method. In addition to the weekly monitoring, the InvestmentTeam will review performance annually to ensure investment performance is consistentwith plans. Investments are evaluated on a rolling 12-month basis.
D. Plan Revisions. This Investment Plan may be modified at any time by mutual consent of theInvestment Team based on changes in Team's objectives or circumstances. The amount of themonthly deposit to the 401k, retirement, and investment account(s) will also be evaluated fromtime to time, but at no point will fall below the I 0-20% recommended goal.
E. Team Signatures:

Signed: �3/ r.-) '  
Signed: Lf2 � 

Date: ll/�//1
Date: _l\ti_c..::_11_{9._ 
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VI. Exhibits

Exhibit 1 
.-----------------------------------------. 

Exhibit 1. Return Objective Simulation (LT 27) 

using Historical Asset Class Returns and Benchmarks to 2018 
l'enonal Finance: Another l'enoective 

ltc:ms in thc bbe arc changed only by using Excel drop-do"11 boJ<cs. Items in green arc l)ped in rmnmlly. 
Light blue items on: thc diffi:rcnt asset classes. Dark blue items arc the tm: liumcs cooscn 
Make sure alhcatims add to I 00%. The pcmd is the histori:al return for the asset class over chat spccili: 
number of years. For ewnple, iflhc: rcnrn was lor 90 years, the raum; mi standard dcviati>n are for 
the pc:ri>d cndilg above and bcgiming 90 years carli:r. US rcl\Km arc calculated milg Ibbotscn 
data. and Intcrnati>nal Emcrnirm Market. and REIT data arc from MSCI throwm Bbombcn! 

Auel Oau l: 
Asset Class: 
Pc:ri>d: 
Weil!h!: 

Mean 
Stdcv 
Suggested 

Be nc:hmar1u: 

UST-bond 

UST-bond 
so 

IS% 

8.0% 
11.3% 

Barcia� Aggregate 
US Aggregate (BofA) 

-

US Investment Grade (Cilimmm) 

Asset Class 3:

Asset Class: 
Pc:ri>d: 
Weil!ltt: 

Mean 
Stdev 

US Small Cap 

� 

US Small Can 
5Q 

20% 

11.0% 
21.2% 

Suggested Russell 2000 
Benchmarks: S&P 600 

Aiset Class 5: 
Asset Class· 
Pcmd, 
Wcis?lt-

Mean 
Stdcv 
Susgcstcd 

Benchmarks. 

Russell SmCap Coimletc:ncss 

Optional 
US REIT 

US REIT 
10 
5% 

7.4•� 
391% 

Dow Jones REIT 
MSCI US REIT 
S&l'REIT 

!Total Portfolio Weight

� I 

Weighted Return using Historical Data 
Recommended Ex ctcd Return: Thill return orlcu 

Noc,,: 

Anet Class 2: 
AssctCbss: 
Pc:ri>d: 
Wcil!ltt: 

Mean 
Stdc:v 

US l..atRe Cap 

US l.arl!:e Cao 
wsa 

45% 

9.7% 
15.0% 

Suggested S&P 500 
Benchmarks: Russell 200 

Russell IO00 

Asset Class 4: 
Asset Class: 
Pc:ri>d: 
Wcirtt 

Mean 
Stdc:v 
Suggested 

Benchmarks: 

Auet0au6: 
Asset Chss. 
Pcri>d 
Wcm 

Mean 
Stdcv 
Suggested 

Benchmarks: 

lOOo/e 

9.2°/. 
7.0o/. 

Inte matlonal 

International 

MSCIEAFE 
S&PISOO 

l�

10% 

6.9% 
16.0% 

MSCI Work! Free EJ<-US 

Op1cnal 
Erne"''"" Markets 

Emernine: Markets 

1S_ 

S% 

8.0% 
22 4°0 

S&l',1FC Em:rging Markets Frc,, 
MSCI � Markets Free 
S&P'IFC r:..orr..,., Markct.s Gbbal 

Caution: 
Your f.>pr<ttd 11<,tum II > Chan 7,5°/4, 

I rrtommrad )'OU use:• Rrtura 
Obj<cd"' or 7 ,O"I. ( .. slmum) 

or less for your ID�stmenC Piao, 

1. YourE,pected Raum on your lnve.stmcnt P1an should be less 1han 7.5% (s«tion I.A.l),rcaanllcss of the return in cell FR
2. This spreadsh«t is for informalion purposes only, and is lo 81\'e you an idea of historic retum1 over specific pmods. 
J. Forihc purpose of your lnvesunent Plan, you need 10 have a minimimor 41nc1 classes fordivmificalion. 
4. &neqjing Mada:1s and International have only 25 y•m of daia, while: RElTS have only 10 ycm, Usina Ions er period, than these
,.;n n:sult in the returns not being calculated. 

- Page 8 of 11
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Exhibit 2 

£.ahlblt 1 

Investment Plan 

Exhibit l. The Investment Process Worksheet (LT 13) 

Panels I & II: Asset Allocation Ta ets and Current Holdln s 

O,rectk>tlt: fill in 1bclip1 l'asl cdltwhb JetWdltL T"bi, ad• )'OW a11ml aallry tHI ll. Emcrpcy Fmd fHl (Hl.t), Ponfobo Qoicc(LI I), and7ol.l' Ilk\ 
cl.aM:I th• you,c.lm (02J:DJ8). Fill iti lh.c dart.ct� arcu_,.h )'l>d' i,rupolClt'e:&illll'II bolclap in cbe 1. TlrCt'I Allocatioat ac:itiion (El.t:E4D) coost11au wtit:1 
met tlaan.•.-dlaa )'()II' f'lldlid,cn 1O24:tM0). Type ia yo• propoac:d lllocalioa 1SJQ• i:a 1hTt.1ahlclPd Rdircacn1 P>llimat, Fia.1Uy, al1701rtt'tlAI 
bolci1121101hc -. nan orP•d l. Aa-' Holcba(K32.L61 •. Pand 3 •'lllbc'flhc.tt-..CM>"'1� blva11ici1tmo.loa yciw- aaa ailoc:llioa1-1tKl-4:L100) . 

ADnuolSalary 

UD0111C1t<y Fuod (J.6 mon1h1 ofannu1l ula,y) 
flntrg,ncy fw,d Coal 

.---"""--"'--4 Ponrollo Cllolm 
I 3 ffl01Uhl lnld■I y., •• , Por1ndlo s Coll 

Nu.I T1,a1t Pontoll• S Gaal 
C111m11 PonroU■ Vah,t 

Follcnd•s art,_ T,...,1 Allocallo111. Thoe 1hoald come rrom-.. law•-•• Plan 

l'llnel I. Asset Allocation Targets 
These an: mimScction IV.C. ofyourlnvesuncnt Plu 

lnw111nent Bcncb.,,.,.k/ 
Fund" 

VIISX Vaaa,,ard Short,TC1111Boodlndcsl'llad 

SWPPX Scbwab SAP $00 lada Fuad 

I· 

I 

I. Tarstt Alloallon, From,....,. Pfl' (P,01, ll 
.,_ - .,;n.n.;:; 

'hubl, Alllrt■Hf Tl>tal 

I� 
ID. D,vmiff I, 

NAl!SXV111pan!Smlll�pulbadonladcsl'IUld I �
Oiven!t,, l: 

SWISX Schwab IDtcmlliollll lndcsPwid 

Divenifv J 
vt!IDC VGpa,d Real &tale Jadcsl'ulld I 
VElPX Vana,,ard BnosJln1 Mubu Sloclt lndal'lln1 

Total Tars,1 AIIOUII-
Notc: The Total bo,111111 •dd vn 10 100'/4. 

Panel II. Cumnt Holdings from your Flnanclal Reports 
llle1e arc tom your bmkma• rq,oru 

lnw1-a1 Benchmark / 
Pbuc _.olt,_clOau 
J, l11tieiJcncy lilnd: Boncb/Cub 

D. O,rc, 1.Azi•Cap 
SWPPX 

IIL llivcaity I: Smal�p 
NAESX 

Divenify :Z: mlMltional 
SWISX 

Divenity 3: 
WSIX 

Di,,enity◄: 

Total Actual lloldlna• 

�

�

�

I 1, Actual lloldlnu froa, ,_,. boak.'lrol«r Rt1>0HI !Noc, ll 

'hlublt llcllrt■Ht Total Tanble Rtllrt:•t■f 1bt11 

- Page 9 ofl 1



Investment Plan 

Teaching Tool 13 -The Investment Process 

Panel Ill: Tar et Less Actual Differences 

Panel Ill. Target Holdings Differences from Pllm J. PFP Tor •11 l•u Actual (bilr<rtncnl(Nol•ll 
Thoe an:what you still need to buy or(1eD)10 "'°th ylurlUiets 

PhaH 
l.�eacyfund 

m. Divmify 1, 

Divmlfy2: 

Divmify 3: 

Divcnify4: 

Notes: 

Au_e_tOus 
Bonds/Cub 
VBISX 

WIICCap 
SWPPX 

Smal!O.p 
NA£SX 

ln11:1111tionaJ 
SWISX 

REIT 

\IOSJX 

VEIEX 

Total Left 10Bay(Stll)1o�lldl Tqell 

'hHblc RttlrtmHI Tti1al 'nlul>lc RtUrtmc■t T,c11 

Tar;ct Abocarionpcn:mup:::1 mmc from your lnvcstmm1 Pbnteaion 111.C.l. and U'fy0111&lJoc:adona f'oruntU rairancm. 
Onc:cyou mulliply 1heseaJloc:&tioim lima your l"itial Ta,p::1 Pon(clioS Goa.I. ic will sivcycu your irlitial p,a1 f'o,your 
par1rolio. If donc:com,c,ly, yourtllJl:I alloalion for your� Fund times your initial •"'ll" p011folio 51111al 
should JPV• yoor Em"lFI')' Fund p,al 

2. These are your actual holdinp from your bank 1111anc:n11, brokcn;e rq,01u, «other softw� These ft)'our c:urrmt 
holdinp you have in your Ul\leslment or Httinp acc:ouno. If you have Mthin, iftves1al )'d.lhac a:rc:a: 1hould be blank. 
This pro""" will automatically calculalc your"'""'' alloalion P""'°'-• 

J. This is your Pcnanal Fin&ocial Fund l"'ll"I less your Ad..J Holdinp,oryOllfdill'cn,,oes be<w...,your .,aJs ofwha! YN 
want and wtw you have. Nocicc: dw: this is catculllcd autonwic:aJly, Thacm1:thc amoun11 you need tobuv or1dl 

- Page 10 of 11



Investment Plan 

Exhibit 3 

Mutual Fund Seltdlon Worksheet (L 1'078) 
What Make, Q Good Mutual Fund? 

201!1 

l,\11et 0.111: ,_ �-'°l~lad•
Fund Ticker: 

Furd Flllt11y: � MomlngstarTab I 
Qinte: II Category: Qwte: 

Asset Sm:: Qwte: 
lrdc� Furd. Qwte· 
Mininun Purchase Qwte: 

I. LowVst-lnvesttd Cash 
Cash Pcrccnt1g,:: Qinte: 

2. No Managtr Style Drift (N - No) 
Style Drift: Portfulio: Sinmuy 

3. Broad Dlversldcadon 
Total Hoklal!JS! Ponfi>lio: Hoklings 
Asscls in lop 10: Portrolo: Hoklini:; 

4. LowTumovtr 
To.mo,�r: Portrolio: Holdings 
Category A\l\:rag,:: Ponfi>lio; Hoklingl 

S. LowCosl 
No,bad Furd: E,q,cnsc 
ll!Ull {fro Ill) Load: E,q,ensc 
Dcli:rrcd Load: E,q,ensc 
RcdelTpllln (back): E,q,cnsc 
Manag,:melll Fee: E.,cpcnsc 
MF Category Avi;: E,q,cnsc 
l,l,bl Fee: E,q,ensc 

6. Tu Effk:lent
T M•adj Rcrum: TM 
Avg rank inCategory:TM 

7. Small {or positive) Tracking Emir 
A� Trnck11111 Error: Pert:: +l-CaL 

8. Good Ptrfonnance 
Rardc inCat: Pcrf.: Rank in Cal 

9. Othtr Factors 
Cbscd ID New Inv, Purchase 
Starti,g Y car: Manag,:m:nl 
Manag,:r TctU"C: Manag,:ment 
Date Added: 

EH 

SWPPX NAFSX VBISX 
Schwab v.,,-..... VM\1.ulld 

Large B SmaUB ST Bord 
S37.0bn S81 bn S503bn 

y y y 
0 3.000 3.000 

OJSC}� 2.28% 0.79% 

N N N 

508 1.420 2,511 
21.45% 2.78�{, .14.41% 

2,. 14% 50% 
57% 63% 94% 

y y y 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.03% 0,18% o.mi

0.96�� 1.22% 0.75% 
0 0 0 

IS 25 57 

-0 08% 1.07% -0.19% 

25 39 52 

N N N 

1997 1960 1994 
NA NA NA 

3127119 IOilJl7 3128/18 

- Page 11 of 11
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SWISX VEIEX VGSIX 
Schwab Van11Wd Van■.\WII 

Foreign LB Div. EM, Rcalbtate 

I S4.lbn S95.Sbn S54.6bn 
y y y 
0 3.000 3.000 

0 67% 1.48% 0.31�'. 

N N N 

908 4,086 185 
11.47% 17.99¾ 0 38% 

4% 6% 7% 
56,� 63% 80'/4 

y y y 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0,19% 0.32% 0.26¾ 
1.19% 1.52% 1.30¾ 

0 0 0 

39 57 39 

0.62¾ •0.66% 0.54¾ 

42 51 43 

N N N 

1997 1994 1996 
NA NA NA 

1011/17 3126/18 Jr.?6/18 
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Data throu� September 30, 2019 FlNAA members: For internal or institutional use ooly. 

Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index Inv 

1.,c11.,. .. 1:88glbrcUSGo'l(it,eii11,JY,TRUSO 
l•cll111 .. 2: BBglbrc US Agg Bond TR USO 
Momln1111r Analyst RIiing 08-1 g.19 

� Silver ... 

Morningstar Pillers 

Process C Positive 
Performance O Neutral 
People O Posit,

...
ive __ _ 

Parent O Positive 
Price C Positive 

Momi,,p. Aaolpt ••• 

Mom,119Slor e,aluarei m.nwl lunds ba<ed on flYI! ley pilars. "11ir;h ts 
anolyils belie,o le.ad to lunds Iha! ore ,n,"Q llely lo oulpedorm ""'' 
Ille b,g 1erm on• rm,;,djus1ed basis. 
Anoly,1 lodo1 s,oo,n_'"--

::.::-
-

0 Gel� 0 Silnr O 81111111 Ntuhll .rg,Nn 
Pll■r s...-............. _ ....................... .. 
0 l'bstMI O Nevat""' 

Pnrmanc■ 09-30-19 

2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
Tralilt 

3 Mo 
6Mo 
1Yr 
3Yr Al/II 
SYrA"II 
10 Yr Avg 
15YrAvg 

lsl Ou 2nd Orr Jrdlll1 
0.99 -0.07 0.61 
1.58 0 91 0.07 
0.47 0 58 0.40 
-0.53 0.17 0.21 
1.62 1.81 0.93 
Tolal +/· Bmarl; +/.em.k 

Rewm. 1 2 

0 93 0.24 ·l.34 
2.75 0.56 ·2.67 
5.90 1.26 -4.40 
1.86 0.04 • 1 07 
1.86 0.27 •1.51 
1.93 0.41 •1.82 
2.75 0.32 -1.46 

ONeutral 

4rh Dtr �Ill 
-0.66 0.85 
•1.14 1.41 
·0.35 1.10 
1.42 1.27 

llRanl Growth ol 
Cat StD.000 
31 10,093 
19 10.275 
15 10,590 
66 10,568 
46 10.968 
63 12,101 
43 15.021 

Tu Anllysl1 Tu � Rln'I!. !lllan1 C.,1 Ta,•Cost Rot liRanl C.,t 
3 Yr (estimated} 1.10 58 0.74 28 
5 Yr (estimated) 1.17 34 0.68 32 
10Yr (estimated} 1.25 55 0.66 27 
Potential Capital Gain El<posure: •2% of assets 

Momlngst■r's Tm by Neal Kosciulek 08-19-19 
Vanguard Shon,Term Bond Index Fund is an excellent 
low-risk bond fund. It accurately captures its 
conselViltive target investment universe and is one of 
the cheapest funds in its Morningstar Category, earning 
a Morningstar Analyst Rating of Silver. 

The strategy tracks the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. t-
5 Year Govemmenl/Credil Float Adjusted Index. which 
includes investment•grade corporate and government 
bonds with one to five years until maturity. The index is 
weighted by market•value. tilting the portfolio toward 
the largest, most,liquid issues, which are easy to get 
and cheap to trade. This approach also harnesses the 
market's collective wisdom about each security's 
relative value. That said. bond-issuing activity influences 
the portfolio's composition. The portfolio keeps a larger 
position in Treasuries than most other funds in its 
category, which limits its return potential and risk. It 
has 65% of its assets in Treasuries and 25% in 
corporate debt. compared with the shon.term bond 
category average of 15% in Treasuries and 45%in 
corporate debt. The shon-term Treasury market is 
highly liquid, reflecting the market's inflation and 

Aaaress. 

Web Addsess: 
Inception 
Advisor 

Subad'.uor· 

V.�uard Bond Index Funds 
vane, Foiil• PA l 9482 
800,662,7447 
www vanguard.com 
03-01•94 
Yangua,d Group Inc 
None 

Hiltorii:al Profila 
Aetum Average 
Risk Above Avg 
A•ting *** 

Neutral 

- � 

/--

� � � 
2009 

10.42 
4.28 
0-45 

·1.65 
2 89 
1.39 --·-
es 

0.29 
0 00 

-·O'ff 
278 

77 
-'s.283 

2010 
1055 
3.92 
1.12 
·2.63 ,_.rn ... 

1 70 
i--·47" 

.... 

.... 0.23 
0.05 r-�--.... ... 
0.22 
2.15 

60 

2011 
10.61 
2 96 
1.37 
-4.88 
1.85 
1.12 
.ff 

0.19 
0 06 
ii:'ii" 
1 81 

67 
·4,2f5 ·· J.8oi 

Rl1ing and Risk 

� � � 

-

� � � 
2012 2013 2014 
10.63 10.49 10.48 
1 95 0.07 1.16 
0 69 -0 58 0.39 
-2 27 2 09 -4.81 
1.46 ·uo -•"1 ii 
0 49 -1.03 0.04 ......... 8( ... ·-·

·· _,,.,36 64 
0.15 0.12 ""ii.i'i' 
0.03 0.0J 0 02 
0.20 0.20 

-·-0:20
1.44 1 09 1.10 

St 50 45 
3,185 ·3_003· 'z:667 

rme Load-Adj Mom,ngst•r Mom,,,os11r l.bnin;star 
f'mod Retum'!I Rtn vsC.t R:4l vs Cat Rtsl·Adi Ra11111 
1Yr 590 
3Yr 1.86 Avg +Avg ***
5Yr 1.86 Avg +Al/II ***
10 Yr 1 93 Al/II Avg ***
Incept 4.02 

0111• Mo11on1 St•ndafdrnde. Bestf'«lndu 
Alpha •0.3 -0.2
Beta 0 42 1.20 
R-Squared 91 99 
Standard Deviation 1.51 
MIWI 1.86 
Sharpe Ratio 0,17 

interest-rate expec1ations. and it is tough for active 
managers to gain an edge. While the11 default risk is 
low. corporate bonds cany credit risk and consequently 
they offer higher expected returns than Treasury bonds 
of similar maturities. 

This is a conservative portfolio. It has minimal 
credit risk. as Treasuries are backed by the full faith and 
credit of U.S. government. And its investment•grade 
corporate debt has low defau� risk. The portfolio couns 
more interest-rate risk than most of its peers, but its 
interest•rale risk is still low in absolute terms and it 
provrdes strong downside protection. It outperformed 
rts category average by 98 basis points during the high• 
yield sell-off in 2018's founh quaner. 

The performance of the strategy during the trailing 
10 years through July 2019 has been solid. btll not 
spectacular. 115 returns have lagged its category 
average by approximately 21 basis points, ranking in 
the middle third of the shon-term bond ca1egory. 

Mrnirnum P\Jthase: 
Min Auto Inv Plal: 
Sales Fet!s· 
Management Fu: 
Actual H!t!I. 
E,pensa fl'ojections: 
lncomr, 0,str,bUIIOlt: 

SJOOO Add· St 
Add:

No�oad 
013'4 
MgtO.tJ'lr, Oist:-
3Yr:S4B 5YrS85 
M>nthly 

IRA:-

t0Yr:Sl92 

�201!Momtia,w. Mft.fltsA..vtd. Th.data nl S'l..,_ h.-.,..donnat ecr1r.iu1nwt1trTWll-.ct;1i�Olcf 1ol�t.,. itl.� 
�•. 11nattn itt.111�/tlll• MQ.rlfV • .-.d1tnctw� 10 btCO"t«t. �Cl' 11,:Q,Jr!e. �1•1Jl"m1tlOIN:t'lb s,y 
rraq dlclicn, dlrNigNcrlo.,._,,s.,1�k'Ql'I\ o, , .. ritdlQ. thtdltl w� r:,1h11t1'". 

Ticker Yield SEC Yield 
1.71% 

Total Anets 
S26,463 mil 

Miter Category 
Shon.Term Bond VBISX 2.1% 

� � � � 

- -

� 

� 

lJ.O 
1251'G�.-=�ol"'it'"O."'DD0..:--
12.0 - ln..srmentvakres ol 
11.5 Fund 
1 t O - Invest men! values ol 

�lvnarll 
10.S 
10.0 

� � � � � 
Plriiiniiiincoaii..a. 
fwithin c.1�gorvl 

-

2015 21ifs 2017 
10.43 10.43 10.38 
0.85 1.41 1 10 
0.20 0.13 0.25 
0.30 -1.24 -2.45 
'f241 1.41 1.58 
·0.39 0.00 -0.49
"·12 

-
67 

--·--
eo 

"ii.ff -T

is 0.16 � 
0.01 000 0.00 .. jfi& 0.15 0.15 
1 23 1.38 1.57 

52 51 so 

2018 
10.31 
1.27 

-0.33 
1 26 
i 93 

-0 66 
34 

0.20 
0 00 
o ,s·
1.94 

48 

O!l-19 
10.59 
4.41 
0.99 

-4 11 .. i'iiii 
2 73 

"""34 
0.17 
0.00 

Hlltory 
NAV 
Total Return% 
+/-llinark 1 
+/•Bmark 2 

-- Income· Return % 
Capital Return % 

- Total Rtn% Rant Cat 
- lncome·s • 

·-·-··-· Capital G111ns S 
El!)ense Ratio % 
Income Ratio% 
Turnover Rate % 

-

2.2l -
2,307 1.8ss· U4s 1.143 

-··78 Net Assets $mil 
_ ... 

Pliiifall0An■lysl1 08-31-19 
0.talll value .. 

TDIII Flatd lnc,imr. ZJII Malur«r Arnoun!OOO sooo Assets 
Unrted StatesTreasury 03·31-21 1 004,136 i,ll79.li4J 2.19 
United States Treasury 10-31·21 870.336 865.576 1 76 
Unrted States Treasury 09.31.21 644,158 639,127 1.30 
United States Treasury 05•15-24 588.899 617.885 1.26 
United States Treasury 08,15-24 579,658 606.195 1.23 
l!iiii

.
iid Siiiies Treasury 11.30.20 577,760 577,217 i17 

llnited States Treasury 09-30-21 548,868 544,411 1.11 
United States Treasury 03·31-24 518,754 535.048 1.09 
United States Treasury 08·31-22 525,501 528,376 1.07 
United States Treasury 05-31-21 514,165 512.396 1.04 
Uiuted Siaies Treasury 10::11'.211 .

. 
... .. 498,906 .

.. 
496.lllii

·
·········1.o1 

United States Treasury 02·28-23 478.013 497,430 1.01 
United States Treasury 11-15-23 465.537 490,704 l 00 
United States Treasury 01.31.22 479,320 483,663 0.98 
United States Treasury 05-31-24 468,278 481,081 0.98 
United s·iates Treasury 01:31.23 454,278 468.474

° 
0.95 

United States Treasury 01-15·21 454,286 456.344 0.93 
United States Treasury 11-30-22 435.660 443,419 0.90 
llnited States Treasury 12-31-22 423,977 433,584 0.88 
United States Treasury 09·30·23 

Canad Inn- Style 
D.,-
\ld Mod let 

�i\ __ 
lund 

Avg Elf Duration 1 
Avg Elf Matunty 
Avg Credit Quality 
Avg Wtd CDUpon 
AvgWtdl'rice 

Coup•R•nt• 
0%PIK 
0%104% 
4%106% 
6%108% 
8%tol0% 
More than 10% 

Credi! Alllrlysl1 
AAA 71 
AA 4 
A 11 
BBB 13 

2.7 
2.9 Yrs 

AA 
2.40% 

102.11'llaf par 

'1' ol Bonds 
0.0 

94.l 
5.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.0 

'1' bonds 08-Jl-t9 
BB 0 

B O 

BelcmB 0 

Not Rated O 

411.764 435,440 0.88 

Soc:tor BIMkdtwa 11 Asset, 
Government 65 
Government Related 8 
Corporate 26 
AgencyMBS • 0 
Non•Agency Residential MBS O 
Commercial M8S 0 
Covered Bond 0 
Asset Backed ___ 0 
Munropal · 

..... _.,. 
0 

i:a'sii'& Eqtivalents 
......... _ .... .,_ . ... 

, 
Other ............ ·o 

c.,,.oaltlon . No1 
Cash 0.8 Bonds 98.6 
Stocks 0.0 Other 0.6 

$pedal Socuritiu 

Restrieled/11 iquid Secs 
Emerging•Markets Secs 
Op1ions/nm,rei.,'Wanants 

MnRNINGsrAR· Mutual Funds ® 
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Data throu!li September 30, 2019 ANRA members: For internal or rnst tutional use only. 

Schwab® S&P 500 Index 

l•dimut t: Russell 1000 m USO 
B•cl11111it Z: S&P 500 m USO 
Morningstar Analyst Rating 03-08-19 

0Gold 
Momingstar Pilf1111 
Process O Positive 
Peiiormance O Positive 
People "'o

,_...
N-eu_t_ra�! -----

P arent O Posctrve 
Price O Positive 

M-1-AnolplRlllllt 
Momiagstar ovalualos mulUll lunds based en r..., loy pilari. wtiich is 
analysis beliew lead 10 funlh th,11 are moni lkefy 10 oulJ>trform ..,.., 
tho long lorn, on• r�k .. �U$1ed bas�. 
Anolpt R ... ,. Jp■-
0 Bold 

.... 
C Sitm 0Bnrllll Nevmrl N11atm 

P!li..s,_,.,, 
0 f'osi1.e ____ O N.-..lit<! 0 Neo!ral 

Plffvnnance 09-30-19 
ls.IOU 2nd Ctr JrdOtr 4!h0Ir Tor.,I 

2015 0 90 0.28 -6.45 7.01 t.29
2016 1.30 2.44 3.82 3.79 11.82 
2017 6.04 3 10 4 46 6.64 21.79 
2018 -0.78 3 43 7.71 ·13 53 -4.42 
2019 13.63 4.30 1.70 

Trallil9 Total +/•Smail +/-!mark %Rank Gowlh of 
Re!umll. 1 2 ea, s,o.ooo 

3Mo 1.70 0.28 0.00 41 10.170 
6 Mo 6.06 0.33 -0.01 35 10,606 
1Yr 4.21 0.34 -0.04 34 10.421 
3 Yr Avg 13.34 0.15 •D.05 2D 14,561 
5Yr Avg 10.76 0.14 -0.08 16 16.670 
10 Yr Avg 13,16 -0.07 -0(t8 12 34,416 
15 Yr Avg 8.96 -0.21 ·0.(15 22 36.209 

Tu Anlly1i1 To, Adj Rtnl, V..nk Cal Ta,.,C.;sl Ra: 'Vlank ca1 
3 Yr (estimated) 12 71 12 0.56 19 
5 Yr (estimated) 10.12 8 D 58 17 
10Yr (estimated) 12.65 3 0.45 10 •· ---HTH0-
Potential Capital Ga,� Exposure: 48'1Er o! assets 

Momlngstar'I Take by Adam McCullough 03-08-19 
Schwab S&P 500 Stock lndeA is an excellent pick for 
market-cap-weighted exposure to US. large-cap 
stocks. The s1rategy's powerful combina1ion of broad 
diversificatioo and rock-bottom fee support its 
Morningstar Analyst Rating of Gold. 

The fund tracks the S&P 500. a market-cap
weighted indeii that includes large-cap stocks 
representing about 80% of the U.S. itock market. A 
committee selects the indeis holdings which offers 
more fleiiibility 1han indexes that adhere to rigid rules. 
but also reduces transparency. However, the S&P 5!lO's 
performance has been, and should continue to be. 
highly correlated with large cap indexes that follow 
mechanical rules. 

By using market cap to we:ght its holdings, the 
fund relies on 1he cumula1ive knowledge aggregated in 
stock prices to size its positions. i,\?ile the market has 
done a good job valuing s1ocks over the long haul. it has 
gone lhrough episodes of mania and panic. But this risk 
is wonh the cost advantage gained lrom market-cap 
weighting, and the fund's broad reach helps to diversify 
firm-specific risk, Markelecap•weigh1ed index funds are 
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cheaper to run than most actively managed funds 
because they require fewer investment personnel. 

low turnover is a key advantage of the fund's 
broad rnarlalt,cap-weighled approach. lower turnover 
equates to lower transaction costs and a smaller 
likelihood of taxable capital gains distrib111ions The 
fund's average 1umover over the past decade measured 
a small frac1ion of rts average category peer. Despite its 
low turnover, the fund has distributed very small caprtal 
gains in 2015-18. 

The fund's durable cost advantage has translated 
into s1rong category.relative performance. During the 
past decade through February 2019, the fund outpaced 
the large-blend Morningstar Category by 1.3% annually. 
Because this index fund 1ernains fully invested, it 
suffered a larger drawdown than the ca1egoiy average 
during the financial crisrs. But rts smaller cash drag pays 
off during bull markets. The fund's performance during 
the market recovery more 1han made up for its larger 
drawdown. 
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Momlngltllr'1 Take by Daniel Sotiroff 07-10-19 
Vanguard Small·Cap Index Fund is one of the bes1 U.S. 
small-cap funds available.115 well-diversrfied portfolio 
features a rock-bott11m expense ratio 1hat should 
provide a sustainable edge over ils Morningstar 
Category peers. It earns a Morningslar Analyst Rating 
of Gold. 

The lund tracks the CASP U.S. Small Cap Index . a 
market-cap-weighted index that targets s1ocks landing 
in 1he smallest 85% to 98% of the market as ranked by 
market capitalization .  Most of these small -cap names 
haven·t established durable competitive advantages 
and tend to be riskier than their large-cap counterpans . 
But this fund's broad reach helps it effectively diversify 
firm-specific risk while accura1ely representing the 
small-cap segment of the market. Markel-cap 
weighting relies on the information aggregated in s1ock 
plices to weight its holdings Most of the time. the risks 
of ponfolio concen1ra1ion that may sully index funds are 
more 1han offse1 by 1he cost advantage and efficiency 
gained from market-cap weighting. 

The fund layers 1WO more advantages on top of this 
cost-efficient app1oach to funher reduce its transaction 
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Alpha •5.2 1.8 
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costs, It inves1s in larger stocks than many of ils 
catego1y peers . These stocks lend 10 be more liquid 
and less eJCpensive ta trade 1han their smaller 
coun1erpans. And its index employs generous buffering 
rules. wailing until stocks are solidly 1n an adjacent size 
segment before trading them It moves only ha� of the 
position a1 a time and spreads the trade across five 
days to further reduce market impact casts The fund's 
average 10-year turnover of 15% is less than one fourth 
of the turnover for the average fund in the small-cap 
blend category. 

Keeping costs low has transla1ed rnto exceptional 
category-relative performance The fund beat the 
category average by 2.5 percentage points per year 
wilh similar risk over the trailing 10 years t hrough May 
2019. lls low fee and cost-effective approach were the 
biggest con11iblJ1ars 10 rts oUlperfarmance. This fund 
stays near fully invested, so rt suffered a larger 
drawdown than the c•tego1y average du1ing the 
financial crisis. Bu1 its smaller cash drag can pay off 
dunng buD markets . 
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Momlngstar's Tllka by Daniel Sotiroff 12-13-1 B 
Schwab International Index is an appealing foreign 
stock fund. It combines a well,diversified portfolio with 
a low-fee advantage, earning a Morningstar Analyst 
Raung of Silver. 

The fund tracks the MSC! EAFE Index. which 
includes la1ge- and mid-cap stocks listed in 21 overseas 
developed markets. Its market·cap-weighted approach 
benefits investors by capturing the market's collective 
opinion of each stock's value while mitigating turnover 
and trading costs, Markets usually get long-term prices 
correct. but occasionally they make mistakes. Investors 
can dnve valuations up if they get overly excited about 
a panicular area of the market. and market-cap
weighting will increase the fund's exposure to it. 

The ponfolio's broad diversification mitigates the 
·mpact of holding the worst performing names. It 
mcludes more than 900 stocks with only 13% of assets 
in its 10 largest names. Its 1egional composition looks 
modestly different from a typical fund in the category 
because it excludes stocks from Canada and emerging 
markets . But companies listed in these regions account 
101 about 10% of a typical peer's portfolio. so ignoring 
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them shouldn'I have a big impact on the fund's 
category relative performance. 

The fund's greatest advantage is its ultra.low 
expense ratio. Schwab charges 1ust six basis points 
annually, making this one of the cheapest funds 1n its 
category, But )ow fees have not translated into superior 
category-relative performance. The fund's total and risk• 
adjusted returns landed near the middle of the category 
between December 201 I and November 2018 because 
overseas markets have not pelfonned we by historical 
uandards. Its better performing active peers were 
more defensive, giving them an advantage dunng 
periods of slow market growth, The fund's low cash 
drag should pay off during bull markets .. 
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Vanguard Real Estate Index Investor Ticker 
VGSIX 

Y"reld 
3.2% 

Tol■I Ass■b 
$32,707 mil 

M1t■r Category 
Real Estate 

l•cllmert. 1: S&I' Unile<l SIBles REJT m USO 
■•cllmert. Z: MSCI ACWI NR USO Hlltork:al Prafile 

R1tum 
Risk 
Rating 
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Morningstar Analyst Rating 02-14-19 
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Momillgsuir Pillan 

................. ,, .... �, 
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ve=-----
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Momlftlllor......,.. hllllJ 
Morningstar IMlluaies mutual flrnds based on 1.,.1ey pilart, wflich •s 
1nalys1s beti .... lead lo funds that • ., nue llely 10 outperfonn �r 
the long tern, on a r�k .. qustod basis. 
Aftolpt llall"' Sp•-• 
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*** 
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25.97 4.58 0.47 ·19.15 

2018 09-19 
24.78 JO 99 
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•2.32 2.59 
3.31 11 84 
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History 
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.. 
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Perfurm■nce 09-30-19 
1st Ou '/JldllU 3rd0tr 

2015 4.67 -I0.49 1.98 
2016 6.24 6.77 •l.49 
2017 0.95 1.58 0.84 
2018 -8.15 8.78 0.50 
2019 17.25 t.69 7.39 

T,1111111 Tolal +/· Brnark +/-Smark 
Return\ t 2 

3 Mo 7.39 -0.07 7.41 
6Mo 9 20 0 84 5.61 
1 Yr 19.72 1,91 18.34 
J Yr Avg 6.91 0.00 -2.80 
5 Yr Avg 9.78 -0,10 3.13 
IOYr Avg 12.73 -0.IJ 4.38 
15 Yr Avg 8.92 0.06 1.85 

ONeutral 

4th0tr Tolll 
6.98 2.22 
•3.04 8.34 
1.37 4.83 

-6.49 -6.11 

'IJlank &ow!hol 
Cai StD,000 
44 10.739 
so 10,920 
31 11,972 
56 12,2t9 
41 15,947 
37 33.138 
34 36.008 

T•• Allelyail Ta, Adj Rtn\ 111\ank C.t Tu-Cos, Aa1 111\ank ca, 
3 Yr !estimated) 5.33 44 1.47 33 
S Yr !estimated) 8.Jt 27 1.35 22 
10 Yr (estimated) 11.36 19 1.22 33 
Potentral Capital Gain Exposure: 7% of assets 

Momiflgstan T■ke by Ben Johnson 02� 14-19 
Vanguard Real Estate Index is by far the largest real 
estate fund, with just over $59 billion in assets. 
including $32 billion-plus in its exchange-traded fund 
share class, Vanguard Real Estate ETF VNO. It's also 
one of the cheapest real es1ate funds, with an expense 
ratio of 0.10% for the Institutional share class, 0.12% 
for the Admiral shares, and 0 26% for the Investor 
shares. It features experienced management and an 
excellent record of tracking its index. It is a fine option 
in its niche, earning a Morningstar Analyst Rating of 
Silver. 

Until recently, the strategy had tracked the market
cap-weighted MSCI U.S. REIT Index. which holds 
domestic-equity REITs. or firms that manage propenies 
and collect rent That index doesn� include mongage 
REITs, which invest in mongages and mongage-backed 
securities rather than actual propenies, nor does it 
include non-real estate specialty AEITs such as timber 
or cell-tower REITs. Beginning m February 2018, ii 
began to migrate from the MSCI U.S. REIT Index to its 
new benchmark. the MSCI U.S. lnvestable Market Real 
Estate 25/50 Index. The new index is a broader 
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1epresentation of the real estate sector and thus the 
opponunity set available to calegary peers. Most 
notably, 11 includes the aforementioned non-real estate 
specialty REITs that were absent from its prior 
benchmark. 

Lead skipper Gerard O'Reilly has managed lhe 
mutual fund ve,sion of this strategy since its 1996 
inception. and he also runs the $730 billion Vanguard 
Total Stock Ma,kel Index. as well as numerous other 
big index funds. That experience has helped O'Reilly do 
an excellent job of tracking the fund's benchmalk and 
has helped the lund outpace most other real estate 
ms and mutual funds over time. '1s I 0-year returns 
rank in the top third of real estate mutual funds, largely 
thanks to its low expense rauo. which gives it a durable 
edge. The only funds 1n the real estate M01ningstar 
Category with lower costs are Schwab U s. REIT m 
SCHH, Fidelity MSCI Real Estate m FREL, and iShares 
Core U.S REIT USRT. All in all. thete's plenty to like 
here. 
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3Vr Avg 5.09 -0.88 ·1 24 51 11,605 
SYr Avg 1.84 -0.49 -1.06 49 10.956 
10Yr Avg 3.00 -0.37 -1.46 55 13.433 
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M11n1ln111t1r'I Tika by Daniel Sotiroff 04-03-19 
Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Index Fund has a 
broad portfolio and rock-bclnom expense ratio that 
should help it perform well over the long haul. It earns a 
Morningstar Analyst Rating of Bronze. 

The fund tracks the FTSE Emerging Markets All Cap 
China A Inclusion Index. which includes large-, mid-, 
and small-cap stocks from 23 developing nalions. Its 
market-cap-weighted approach benefits investors by 
capturing the marke1's collective opinion of each 
stock's value while mitigating lurnover and trading 
costs, Markets usually get long-term prices correct, bill 
they occasionally make mistakes. Investors can drive 
valuations up if they get excited about a particular area 
of the market. and market-cap weighting will increase 
the fund's exposure to it. 

The portfolio's broad reach helps miligate the 
1mpac1 of 1he worst perlorming stocks. It holds more 
than 4,000 names while its 1 O largest positions 
account for only 19% of its assets. It also provides 
greater exposure to a narrow segment of the emerging 
markets universe. Up until several years ago, locally 
traded Chinese stocks. or A-shares, were difficult for 
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Vision 

Retirement Plan 

XII. Retirement Plan

Nathan
Personal Financial Plan 

MBA 620 Fall 2019 

I will have sufficient accumulated resources by the time I am 70 years old to retire 
from my work. I envision that I will have enough to serve the Lord in a greater 
capacity upon retirement. My retirement will not be a drastic change in livable 
income, expenses, and savings; I will plan for retirement so that my family and I 
can continue to live the same comfortable lifestyle that we became accustomed to 
before retirement. As the patriarch of the household, I will take great care and 
stewardship over the assets in our household and plan to spend the appropriate 
amount of time planning for comfortable retirement. The longevity game 
indicates that I will live until I am around 85 years old, and my wife 91 years old; 
therefore, it is crucial that we follow this plan to ensure I can live for the next 15 
years (and my wife 21 years) after retirement. Our retirement will be centered 
around our service to the Lord in His church; spending time with children, 
grandchildren, and possibly great-grandchildren; and enjoying activities/vacations 
as husband and wife. My wife and I plan on living in the same home-which 
should be fully paid off well before retirement. We plan on using a portion of our 
retirement funds (since we no longer have a house payment) to visit our children 
in their respective homes. Our retirement is focused on building strong 
relationships with others, enjoying the beauty of the Lord's creations, and serving 
our fellow men. 

Goals 

So far, my wife and I have put 5% of my wife's salary towards a traditional 
401(k) account (I do not have a full-time position yet). On top of the 5% we have 
put towards retirement, BYU has generously matched 7.5% of Eden's salary 
towards traditional retirement accounts as well (4% matching with 3.5% 
Retirement Plus Plan). We are currently saving the last 7.5% (20% - 12.5%) in 
our bank account as we have not yet fully built our emergency fund. 

In order to retire, my wife and I will need $3,254,304 by the time I am 70 years 
old. The longevity game indicates that I will live until I am around 85 years old, 
and my wife 91 years old; therefore, it is crucial that we follow this plan to ensure 
I can live for the next 15 years (and my wife 21 years) after retirement. We have 
begun saving now (I am 24 and Eden is 26 years old) and invested our overall 
savings portfolio into aggressive asset classes (15% bonds/85% equities). 

Our goal is to save 20% of our gross income each month towards savings & 
retirement. As outlined by L T06 below, we can reasonably hit our retirement 
goals if we diligently save 20% of our gross income in taxable & retirement 
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Retirement Plan 

accounts. We will achieve this goal in the same way we methodically pay our 
tithing; we will build our entire budget using the smarter method of budgeting
first paying the Lord and then ourselves. 

Plans and Strategies 
Accumulation 

My wife and I plan on accumulating assets in both taxable and tax
deferred retirement accounts. We will utilize both Traditional and Roth 
401(k) plans that will be rolled into Traditional and Roth IRA's upon 
retirement. We plan on saving 20% of our gross income towards our 
investment accounts-with 15% going strictly towards retirement 
accounts and 5% going towards personal savings. The twenty percent will 
be a mix between employer contribution plans (managed 40l(k) plans) 
and personally selected mutual funds retirement accounts. We will 
accumulate our money by first earning all possible "free-money'' through 
our employer, and then setting aside said portion of our gross income. 

Retirement 
In retirement, we will take a percentage of our income that meets the 
Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) and efficiently targets our tax 
rate. Since we plan on using a combination of taxable, tax-deferred, and 
non-taxable (using charitable contributions) accounts, we will have great 
flexibility in detennining which accounts to distribute income from. We 
do not plan on using social security at all-we will be planning our 
retirement with the expectation that the government will not be giving us 
any retirement funding. As of today, Social Security is a broken system 
that needs refonn ifit is to continue. However, if social security does exist 
during our retirement, we plan on taking it when I turn 75-80 years old. 
We want to push off our retirement distributions for as long as we can to 
replace income that could disappear in our 90s. We plan on annuitizing 
around 5-15% of our total retirement per year. As of my current social 
security statement, I am expected to receive $747 per month; hopefully 
this number will climb to being over $3,000-$4,000 per month by the time 
I retire. 

Distribution 
We will take the distributions from a combination of our taxable, and tax
deferred retirement accounts that meets our RMD and targets our tax rate. 
We plan on using our retirement accounts to first make charitable 
contributions that will tum tax-deferred money into non-taxable money. 
Starting at age 70½, we can withdraw up to $100,000 per year from our 
Tradition IRA as tithes. The withdrawal will not be recognized as income 
and will count towards the yearly RMD (required minimum distribution). 

Retirement Needs 
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Detennining Your Retirement Needs Worksheet (L 1'06.2) - Detailed 
Mon: Detailed After Tax Analyslt 

Penonal Finance: Another Pers cdve 

Directions: FiD the IJR:Cfl cells wilh your data. Be =fill mt to rmdify the blue cells. Pcn:mages ITIISt be: 
must be convcrted to dc:cirml limn Be careful with bc:li>re- and after-tax wmUlllS. 

Key Data: 
Amount Needed and Ex tied Annual! 

I. Desired bcrore-tax Atrount of Money Needed at Retrc:m:111. 
2. Bci>re-tax Mone c d at retrem:nt (SS, DBP, c . 

) 
Pre-retirement lnfonnatlon 
3. Nwli>cr ofYelUS tiD retremcnt
�- Estimucd Average Growth Rate ofln\'cslm:nts Until Retrem:nt 
5. Estimated A\'Ctal?.C Amual Rate oflnllatim Unlll Rc:trem:nt
Retln:mcnl lnfonnatlon
6. Nwli>cr ofYclUS In Retrem:nt
'1. Estimate Growth Rate ofl=tments Dumg Retrem:nt
8. Estimated Am11al Rate oflnflati,n Dumg Rctrem:nt
9. Estimated Tax rate: in Retircm:nt

Slep I: Estimate Your Annual Needs at Retlremcnl Annually 
A. After-tax present level of your liviig expcndiures i1 today's dolbrs 
B. Percentage ofn:omc you want to replace (e.g., 80% in dccirml lonn) 
C. After-tax base repbcem:nt level retrem:nl expendilrcs in today's dolbrs 
D. Anti.,ated amtal change in liviig cxpcndintts after retrem:nt 
E. After•tax annual liviig cxpendiures at retrem:nt in today's dolbrs 
F. Your CIITCIII tax rate (&om above) 
G. Bci>re•tax incom: necessary i>r retrc:m:nt in today's dolbrs
H. Bcfin-c•tax income necessary at retirement in future dollars after in&tion

The cak:ulation is PV"' 597,727, N • 45, I., 2 SO% inflation, Solve fur FV

Step 2: Estlmale Income Annually from Social Security and Pensions at Retirement 
A. Projected amual Socol Sccwily bcnelils (in today's dollars)
B. Projected anrnal de&ncd-bc:nefa pcnsi>n (in today's dollars)
C. Projected total pcnsi:m bcnefas in today's dollars i>r aD \,:hi:Jes

I 

S90,000 
$30,000 

45 
7.00% 
2.SOo/o

22
6.00"/4 
2.50"/4 

12% 

$30,000 

D. Estimated average growth Eictor in pcn:Cll
E. Estimated llllld>er ofye1US unlil you retrc: (lrom above)
F. Anti:.,ated Socul Securiy and Pcmim n:ome ii filtun: dollars 11111 

Step J: Estimate your total Rellremcnl Needs After lnDatlon at Retirtment 
A. Target Annual retrc:mcnt n:om: in fi.lture dollars (lrom h I .H) 
B. Combilcd Socol Sccirly and Pemi>ns ii future dollars (&om lile 2.F) 
C. Target Annual Income Needed from Investments, in future dolbrs (A+B) 
D. Nwli>crofYelUS inn:tirement (&om above) 
E. Expected iucrcst rate in retrc:mcnt (from above) 
F. Expected inflation rate inretrem:nt (from above) 
G. Inflation adj�ted n:tmt It is (l+mm ret)/(l+inlbtion)• I, or(l+-0.06)/(l+-0.025)·1
H. Total in&tim adj�tcd Annuiy reqtm:d to giw llllmllll incom: (beginning ofpcri>d) (PV)

The cak:ulation i!; PMT� S296,886, N • 22, I,. 3.41 %, Type., I (begin m>dc), Solve i>r Present Value

Slcp 4. Detcnnlne how much ha\'e you Accumulated so far In Today's and Future Dollars 
A. Currcnt vallc of tax.able inveslm!nl. and sa� account assets
R Currcnl vallc ofRctrc:mcnt account assets (40 I K, IRAs, SEPs, etc.) in today's dollars
C. Total Value ofTuable and Retirement AccounlS 
0. Nwli>cr of>ears tiD retirement (from above) 
E. Eslimltcd growth rate: in investments until retrem:nt (from above) 
F. Estimate amual rate ofinflali,n until retin:m:nt (from abo\,:) 
G. Inflation ndj�ted return (l+mmmlretum)/(l+in&tion)•I 
H. Projected wllc of current sa� at n:tin:ment in future dollars
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Step 5. Jlow much w!U you draw from home equity? 

A. CUITCl1l value or your home it IOdny's dollars

B. Estimlted growth in your home's tnllkct value (miy be diJrcrcnt from inlhtx>n)

C. Nuni>cr or years to rctrcmerl (from above) 
D. f.stimlted v.ib: of your home 111 rclRmcnl in future dollars

E Monpgc mmmig 111 retirement (shoukt be IIC!Jiltive)

F. Pri;c of new home at rctRmcnt (shouli be ncgiitive)

G. Home's cstimlted contributx>n to total investment needed it future dollars

Step 6. How much more do you need to save? 

A Prclininaiy Tomi Investment needed in lillwc dollars for 11111\Uill income 

B Cum:nt Sllvilgs in future dollars 

C. Contributx>n from oome cquiy ii lill1re dollars 

D. Total l1M:Stm:n1 Shortli!D it futurc dollars i>r annual iicome

(from3.J) 
(from4.H) 

(fromS.G) 

E Nuni>cr of years unlil rclRmcnl ( from nbovc) 
F. f.stimltcd growth rate in investments until rctrcm:nt (from above) 

G. Tomi Investment Arrount needed monlhly ID reach your llXlrihiy goal in today's dollars

The calculatx>n is FV = S3, 102,223, N • 45• 12, I• 7.00%/12, Solve i>r Pnymcnt

H. Tomi lnvcstmcnt Amount needed ann.mlly co reach your annual gonl ii IOdny's dollars

The calculatim is FV = S3, 102,223, N • 4S, I,. 7.00%, Solve i>r Pnym:nt

Step 7. Start saving now!!!!!!!!! 

This s adshcct wasada led from the article in K' lin cr's,datcd Man:h 2001, Mn Beth Franklin. 

so 

1.00% 

e 

My wife and I feel that this amount of monthly saving is very reasonable and 
achievable. We think that if we start now, follow our budget, and stick to paying 
ourselves 20% (after paying the Lord I 0%) we can definitely meet all our 
retirement goals. 

Social Security Statement 
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Nathan 

Retirement Plan 

Estimated benefit if you become disabled 
$747 a month 

November 14, 2019 

Your Social Security Statement 
Your Social Securil}' Slalement lhows how much you have piiid in Social Security and Medic.are 111XC$. It 
cxpl11ins about bow much you would &rt in Social Security benefits when you reach full retirement age. If 
you become disabled 11nd unable lo work. you may be eligible for diS11bility benefits. In addition, if the family 
members who dcpcad on you outlive you. they 1n11y be eligible for survivor benefits. 

Take a look Ill your earnings. Your cnminp determine how much you gel in benefits. If you fmd aa error. 
please Jrt u1 kaow right away. 

Social Sccuriiy benefits l1l'C not Intended to be your only Jacome sourer when you fflirr. On a\-eragc, Social 
Securiiy will n:plncc about 40 pcn:ca1 of your 11111\WII pre-retirement cnminp. You will �d other savings. 
in\-estmel\lS. pensions, or rc1in:rru:n1 llCcounlS to live comfonably. Use this Statem�nt as a tool for planning 
your financial fulurc. 

Social Security Administration 

Follow the Social Security Administration at these social media sites. I) "# YoumD 
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Retirement Plan 

our employer. Another constraint we could experience is a loss in our accounts by 
the market crashing. We plan on overcoming this through diversifying our 
retirement investments according to our investments plan. Ultimately, if we are 
following all parts of our personal financial plan (savings, income, expenses), we 
will have the necessary savings to get us through life difficulties. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on sharing our 
retirement plans and strategies with anyone who is willing to listen and learn. We 
are also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has helpful tips or strategies 
to improve our plan . 
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Advance Plan 

XIII. Advance Planning
Nathan

Personal Financial Plan 
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

Our family will plan so that money will not be our taskmaster but rather our 
servant. Our vision is to have a planned estate, wills in place, and other legal 
documents prepared for death and tragedy. The longevity game suggests that I 
will live until I am 85 years old and my wife will live until 91 years old. It is 
important that we are prepared to distribute our assets upon death. This plan will 
include our will, estate, and advance planning documents once created. We plan 
on creating said documents after we have our first child. Yearly, we will review 
and update our wills and other legal documents to ensure they are accomplishing 
our vision and goals. 

Goals 
Our goal is to distribute a reasonable amount of our assets to our children through 
the use of Trusts or other applicable vehicle depending on how much net value 
my wife and I have upon death. If my wife and I pass away prematurely, we want 
our assets to be sold and used to fund the rearing our children-with the proceeds 
given to whomever is the guardian of our children. We want said assets to be used 
to raise them through their high school education and reasonably assist them 
through college if applicable. 

If my wife and I die at an appropriate age (after 75 years old), our goal is to place 
the remainder of our assets (if there are any) into a trust that can be distributed to 
our children/grandchildren for their missions/educations only. My wife and I plan 
on obtaining an estate plan to minimize our taxes and procedural costs (probate). 

Plans and Strategies 

Holographic Wills 
See the following pages for our holographic wills. 

Advance Medical Directives 
See the following pages for our advanced medical directives. 

Estate Taxes 
Our current estate is far less than the roughly $22.8mn MFJ limits for 2019. 
We will continue to monitor gifts to ensure they are not over the annual limits. 

Constraints 

Advance Plan - Page I of 2 -
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Advance Plan 

Loss of employment, debt, and premature debt are the main constraints to our 
advanced plan. Even though our family is preparing for death, we are hopeful that 
we do not have to leave our family prematurely in this life. Furthennore, we hope 
that there is not debt that we pass on to our heirs. In order to overcome these 
constraints, we plan on following our budget, saving, income, and expense plans. 
We also plan on reevaluating our estate and advance plan yearly to ensure we 
have a net positive estate. During this yearly meeting, we will also update our 
wills and legal documents. 

Accountability 

My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on sharing our 
advance/estate plans and strategies with anyone who is willing to listen and learn. 
We are also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has helpful tips or 
strategies to improve our plan . 

Advance Plan - Page 2 of 2 
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Part I:  Allows you to name another person to make health care decisions for you when you cannot 
make decisions or speak for yourself. 

Part II:  Allows you to record your wishes about health care in writing. 

Part III:  Tells you how to revoke or change this directive. 

Part IV:  Makes your directive legal. 

Utah Advance Health Care Directive 
Pursuant to Utah Code Sections 75-2a-100 et seq. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
My Personal Information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part I:  My Agent (Health Care Power of Attorney) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FORM                                                                            Page 1 of 4     

Name:  _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone:  (________) ______________________   Cell Phone: (________) ______________________ 

Birth Date:  ____________________________ 

A:  No Agent 
 
If you do not want to name an agent, initial the box, below, then go to Part II; do not name an agent in B. or C. 
below. You are not required to name an agent, and no one can force you to name an agent. 
 

I do not want to choose an agent. 

C:  My Alternate Agent   

This person will serve as your agent if your agent is unable or unwilling to serve 
 
Agent’s Name: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Street Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip:  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone: (____) ____________   Cell Phone: (____) ____________   Work Phone: (____) ____________    

B:  My Agent   
 
Agent’s Name: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Street Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip:  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone: (____) ____________   Cell Phone: (____) ____________   Work Phone: (____) ____________    



Part I:  My Agent (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FORM     Page 2 of 4                      Name: ______________________________________________________ 

D: Agent’s Authority 
If I cannot make decisions or speak for myself, my agent has the power to make any health care decision I could have 
made, such as, but not limited to: 

• Consent to, refuse, or withdraw any health care. This may include care to prolong my life, such as food and 
fluids by tube, antibiotics, CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation), and dialysis, and mental health care, such as 
convulsive therapy and psychoactive medications. This authority is subject to any limits in paragraph F of this 
section and in Part II of this directive. 

• Hire and fire health care providers. 
• Ask questions and get answers from health care providers. 
• Consent to admission or transfer to a health care provider or facility, including a mental health facility, subject 

to the limits in paragraphs E or F of this section. 
• Get copies of my medical records. 
• Ask for consultations or second opinions. 

My agent cannot force health care against my will, even if a physician has found that I lack health care decision 
making capacity. 

E:  Other Authority 
My agent has the powers below ONLY IF I initial above “YES” next to the statement.  I authorize my agent to: 
_____  _____    Get copies of my medical records at any time, even when I can speak for myself. 
 YES      NO 
_____  _____    Admit me to a licensed health care facility, such as a hospital, nursing home, assisted living, or other 
 YES      NO      facility for long-term placement other than convalescent or recuperative care. 

F: Limits/Expansion of Authority 
I wish to limit or expand the powers of my health care agent: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

G: Nomination of Guardian 
Even though appointing an agent should help you to avoid a guardianship, a guardianship may still be necessary.  Initial 
above "YES" if you want the court to appoint your agent to serve as your guardian, if a guardianship is ever necessary. 

_____  _____      I, being of sound mind and not acting under duress, fraud, or other undue influence, do hereby nominate 
 YES  NO my agent, or, if my agent is unable or unwilling to serve, I nominate my alternate agent to serve 
  as my guardian in the event that, after the date of this instrument, I become incapacitated. 

H: Consent to Participate in Medical Research 
_____  _____     I authorize my agent to consent to my participation in medical research or clinical trials, even if I  
 YES      NO   will not benefit from the results. 

Box I: Organ Donation 
_____  _____     If I have not otherwise agreed to organ donation, my agent may consent to the donation of my 
 YES      NO   organs for the purpose of organ transplantation. 



Part II:  My Health Care Wishes (Living Will) 
I want my health care providers to follow the instructions I give them when I am being treated, even if my instructions 
conflict with these or other advance directives. My health care providers should always provide health care to keep me as 
comfortable and functional as possible. 

Choose only one of the following options by placing your initials before the numbered statement.  Do not initial 
more than one option.  If you do not wish to document end-of-life wishes, initial Option 4.  You may draw a line through 
the options that you are not choosing. 
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Option 2 

_______
Initial 

I choose to prolong life. Regardless of my condition or prognosis, I want my health care team to try to 
prolong my life as long as possible within the limits of generally accepted health care standards. 
Other:   ________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Option 3 

_______
Initial 

I choose not to receive care for the purpose of prolonging life, including food and fluids by tube, antibiotics, 
CPR, or dialysis being used to prolong my life. I always want comfort care and routine medical care that will keep 
me as comfortable and functional as possible, even if that care may prolong my life.   

If you choose this option, you must also choose either (a) or (b), below. 

 
_______ 
Initial 

(a)  I put no limit on the ability of my health care provider or agent to withdraw life-sustaining care. 
         Go to next page.  Do not choose options below. 

 
_______ 
Initial 

(b)  My health care provider should decline to provide life-sustaining care if at least one of the initialed  
conditions is met: 

      You must initial at least one of the options below.  You may choose more than one condition. 
 

 I have a progressive illness that will cause death 
 

 I am close to death and I am unlikely to recover 
 

 I cannot communicate and it is unlikely that my condition will improve 
 

 I do not recognize my friends or family and it is unlikely that my condition will improve 
 

Option 3 
Part (b) 

 I am in a persistent vegetative state 
 Other:    ________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Option 1 

_______
Initial 

I choose to let my agent decide. I have chosen my agent carefully. I have talked with my agent about my 
health care wishes. I trust my agent to make the health care decisions for me that I would make under the 
circumstances.  
Other:   ________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Option 4 

_______
Initial 

I do not wish to express preferences about health care wishes in this directive. 
Other:   ________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 Additional instructions about your health care wishes: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Part III: Revoking or Changing a Directive 

I may revoke or change this directive by: 
1. Writing “void” across the form, burning, tearing, or otherwise destroying or defacing this document or directing another 

person to do the same on my behalf; 
2. Signing a written revocation of the directive, or directing another person to sign a revocation on my behalf; 
3. Stating that I wish to revoke in the presence of a witness age 18 years of age or older, who will not be appointed agent in a 

substitute directive and who will not become a default surrogate if the directive is revoked, and who signs and dates a 
written document confirming my statement; or 

4. Drafting a new directive. (If you sign a new directive, the most recent directive applies.) 

 
Part IV: Making the Document Legal 

I sign this directive voluntarily. I understand the choices I have made, and declare that I am emotionally and mentally competent 
to make this directive.  My signature on this form revokes any living will or power of attorney form naming a health care agent 
that I have completed in the past. 

___________________________________________ 
Date 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
City, County, and State of Residence 
 
I have witnessed the signing of this directive, I am 18 years of age or older, and: 
1. I am not related to the declarant by blood or marriage; 
2. I am not entitled to any portion of the declarant's estate according to the laws of intestate succession of this state or 

under any will or codicil of the declarant; 
3. I am not the beneficiary of a life insurance policy, trust, qualified plan, property or accounts held in POD, TOD, or co-

ownership registration with the right of survivorship; 
4. I am not financially responsible for the declarant's support or medical care;  
5. I am not a health care provider who is providing care to the declarant or an administrator at a health care facility in 

which the declarant is receiving care; and 
6. I am not the appointed agent or alternate agent. 
 
 
______________________________________________    ____________________________________________ 
Signature of Witness              Printed Name of Witness 

_________________________________________    ______________________    _________    _____________ 
Street Address                                                               City                                         State              Zip 
If the witness is signing to confirm a spoken directive, describe below the circumstances under which the directive 
was made. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Giving Plan 
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XIV.  Giving Plan 
Your Name 

Personal Financial Plan 

Class and Date 

 

 

 

Giving is a very individual area, and as such, I have you fill out this section after 

you have turned in your Personal Financial Plan.  I like to think about giving in 

two areas:  institutional and personal/family giving.  Both types of giving are 

important as we strive to become more like our Savior Jesus Christ. 

 

Vision 

 Start with your vision for your Giving Plan.  This can be a single sentence and 

does not have to be long.  Do not be so narrow in your thinking to think only 

of financial giving 

 What is your vision for your Giving Plan? 

 Who will you be giving to?   

 How will you choose to give? 

 What type of help will you give, time, talents resources? 

 

 

Goals 

 Your goals are those things to keep you focused on your vision 

 How much will you provide?    

 What is the purpose for these funds, time or talents? 

 Plan:  How will you save that amount?  How much will you need?  How 

much must you save? 

 Constraints:  Who is this help available for?  What must they do to obtain 

the help you are planning to give?  

 Accountability:  How will you let those you want to help know what you 

will and will not do? 

 

 

Plans and Strategies 

 These are your plans to help you accomplish your goals to take you to your 

vision 

 What goals have you set to help you remember that the things you have 

are on loan from a loving Father in Heaven?   

 How will you manage that stewardship?   

 How will you give back to help others?  

 How will you teach your children to learn to give? 

 What are your goals that you have set to help you in each of the areas of 

giving, both personal and institutional? 

Not Graded 



Giving Plan 
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Constraints 

 What are the constraints to your Giving Plan?   

 How will you overcome them? 

 What are the key things that will keep you from attaining your vision and 

goals? 

 

 

Accountability 

 Who will you be accountable to? 

 Who will you share your Giving Plan with? 

 



Education, Mission, Home and Auto Plans 

XV. Education, Mission, Home and Auto/Toy Plans
Nathan 

Personal Financial Plan 
MBA 620 Fall 2019 

1. Education Plans

Vision 

My wife and I will strive to teach our children the importance of education and 
will help each child save for their education beginning when they are starting at 
the ages of 8-12 years old. We will plan to use a recommended education plan 
where we will match each child's contributions. We are doing this because we 
believe that a reasonable education will prove to help our children obtain financial 
stability over the course of their lives. We envision each child obtaining a 
minimum of a useful bachelor's degree that will help them become productive 
citizens. 

Goals 

Our goal is to have $5,000 (in today's dollars) saved for each of our children's 
educations by the time they tum 12 years old. Our goal is to use these funds to 
match our children's education contributions until they tum 18 years old. Once 
they tum 18, they become fully responsible for all their educational expenses. We 
also have a goal to help them start their college education by buying them a 
computer, paying their first month's rent, helping them move, etc. Lastly, we 
want to help our children purchase a car for college. We will help them initially 
buy the vehicle and we plan on being their creditors. Over their college years, 
they will fully pay us back the borrowed amount interest free. 

Plans and Strategics 

In order to obtain $5,000 (in today's dollars) for each child by the time they tum 
12 years old, we plan on saving $42 per month per child. In addition, in order to 
have an additional $5,000 (in today's dollars) to help each child purchase a 
vehicle by the time they tum 18 years old, we plan on saving an additional $30 
per month per child. 

Our strategy for saving this amount of money will depend on the state we live in. 
We will deeply research our state's 529 plan and decide if that is the best plan to 
save for our children's educational expenses. If we do not choose a 529 plan, we 
plan on using an Education IRA to save for each child's college expenses. For the 
money used to buy a vehicle, we plan on using taxable brokerage accounts to save 
for each child. It will likely be invested into a total market index fund. 

Constraints 

The only constraint we have is cash flow. We will plan carefully to ensure the 
cash is available for saving each month. My wife and I are willing to sacrifice 
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comfort for the ability to save more for our children. In this sense, it must be an 
absolute emergency for my wife and I to not save for our children's futures. As 
such, we have an emergency fund and we plan on saving enough to tum 
emergencies into inconveniences. We plan on executing this plan for each of our 
children. It will be available to them if they choose to pursue the minimum of a 
bachelor's degree. They must repay us all we contribute if they do not choose to 
pursue an education or they decide to quit halfway through school. Our children 
will be under "parental contract" to obtain the saved funds we provide. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable first to the Lord and then to each other. We pray 
over our plans regularly and adjust accordingly. We are also willing to share our 
education plan with anyone who is willing to learn from our example-and more 
importantly the Savior's teachings. We also plan on sharing this plan with our 
children when they tum 12 years old. 

2. Mission Plans

Vision 
My wife and I will serve a mission after we are retired unless the Lord commands 
us to serve earlier. We will teach our sons the commandment that they have to 
serve a full-time mission and will support our daughters and grandchildren should 
they desire to serve. Our vision to have a family that is zealous to serve the Lord 
and fulfill full time mission service. 

Goals 
Our goal is to have $14,000 (in today's dollars) saved for each of our boy's 
missions by the time they turn 18 years old. For our girl's, our goal is to have 
$11,000 (in today's dollars) saved for each of their missions by the time they turn 
18 years old. Our goal is to use these funds to fully pay for their mission 
expenses-including clothes, bikes, and other needs. If we have a daughter (or a 
son) who chooses not to serve a mission, we will retain the money in case they 
change their mind. After they have passed the reasonable age limit to serve a 
mission, we will use the excess funds (if any) to pay for our grandchildren's or 
other family member's (cousins) missions. 

Plans and Strategics 

In order to obtain $14,000 (in today's dollars) for each child by the time our 
young men tum 18 years old, we plan on saving $84 per month per male child. In 
addition, in order to have $11,000 (in today's dollars) to help each young woman 
by the time they tum 18 years old, we plan on saving a $66 per month per female 
child. Our strategy is to use taxable brokerage accounts to save this money. It will 
likely be invested into a total market index fund. 

Constraints 
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The only constraint we have is cash flow. We will plan carefully to ensure the 
cash is available for saving each month. My wife and I are willing to sacrifice 
comfort for the ability to save more for our children. In this sense, it must be an 
absolute emergency for my wife and I to not save for our children's futures. As 
such, we have an emergency fund and we plan on saving enough to turn 
emergencies into inconveniences. We plan on executing this plan for each of our 
children. It will be available to them if they choose to pursue a mission for the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. They will not receive a single penny 
of this fund if they do not serve a mission. Our young women will not receive a 
penny of this fund if they do not serve a mission-however we understand that 
young women are not mandated to serve. As such, we support our young 
women's decisions and are happy to use the funds for other family member's 
missions. Our children will be under "parental contract" to obtain the saved funds 
we provide. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable first to the Lord and then to each other. We pray 
over our plans regularly and adjust accordingly. We are also willing to share our 
mission plan with anyone who is willing to learn from our example-and more 
importantly the Savior's teachings. We also plan on sharing this plan with our 
children when they tum 12 years old. 

3. Housing Plan

Vision 
My wife and I will accomplish all tasks necessary to have exemplary family. Our 
home will be a place where the Lord, His servants, and the Spirit are invited daily. 
It will be clean, tidy, and dedicated to the raising of an obedient and loving 
posterity. My wife and I want a modest mid-sized to large-sized home that can 
accommodate our children and future grandchildren. Our home will help us find 
peace in the Gospel of Jesus Christ and will foster a location for us to teach our 
children in a comfortable environment. Our home will be paid off by the time I 
am 50-55 years old. 

Goals 
My wife and I do not believe that interest rates or home prices will drastically 
decline in the near future; therefore, it is essential that our family sacrifices to 
save for our home. Using 2019 costs, we believe that the home we want will cost 
somewhere between $300,000-$350,000. Our plan is to save at least 20% of the 
home cost for a down payment. We will save through setting aside an allotted 
amount each month (see plans and strategies section) into our savings account and 
other short-term investments that can keep up with/exceed inflation. Over the 
course of the next 4-5 years, our goal is to save around $75,000 for our home. 
While we are saving for our home, our current housing strategy is to rent from 
Eden's cousins. They have been extremely generous to us and allowed us to rent 
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the 1,200 (approximate) square-foot upstairs-unit of their duplex for $750 a month 
after utilities. 

Plans and Strategics 
Our plan is to save around $1,500 per month for 4-5 years in order to have the 
down payment prepared for the home described in the goals section. After 
purchasing the home, we will need to save about I% of the value of the home per 
year for maintenance and repairs. Using this methodology, the amount will be 
between $3,000-$3,500 per year. As stated in the previous goals section, we will 
need to have saved between $70,000-$80,000 for the down payment, fees, and 
other closing costs related to the purchase of the home. We plan on having the 
home paid off in 20-25 years (when I am around 50-55 years old). We do not plan 
on selling the home and moving until after it is paid off (if desired). We might 
stay in the home for the rest of our lives; however, if the economy is in our favor, 
we might sell after 20 years and move into a different property based on location, 
price, size, or other factors. 

Our buying strategy will heavily rely on the spirit and our own personal research 
when it comes to negotiations and costs. We will be tactful and wise in our home 
purchase. Our plan is to heavily inspect the home, previous owners' history, and 
other factors before buying. Ultimately, we will use the spirit and our intuition in 
determining if the sellers are trustworthy in their home listing. The result of the 
buying/negotiations strategy will determine how we warranty the home . 

Our children will be an integral part of our home purchase. They will assist Eden 
and I in keeping the home tidy, performing the yardwork, and caring for the 
furnishings in the home. The most important duty of our children regarding our 
home is how they behave inside it. Their conduct and invitation of the spirit will 
be our greatest blessing/appreciating influence on our home value. 

Constraints 
The condition of the economy will play a large part in our ability to buy a home. 
The issue is that-even if we do save the $80,000 down payment-if home prices 
continue to rise by over 6% per year, we might not be able to buy a home within 
the 5-year timeframe. This is a very difficult constraint because my wife wiII be 
working full-time until we own a home. My wife and I want her to eventually stay 
at home full-time with our children. The state of the economy could cause us to 
lose our ability to achieve this desired family dynamic. The economy will 
determine our ability to earn money to buy a home. The only things we can do to 
alleviate this concern is to seek the Lord's guidance, follow the promptings of the 
spirit, work hard for our employers, and seek to increase our earnings/fo1low our 
income plan. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable first to the Lord and then to each other. We pray 
over our plans regularly and adjust accordingly. We are also willing to share our 
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home plan with anyone who is willing to learn from our example-and more 
importantly the Savior's teachings. 

4. Auto/Toy Plan

Auto Plan 

Vision 
We will have enough reliable transportation to take me (and/or my wife) to work 
and my children to school/other commitments. Transportation will serve a simple 
purpose in our family-to get us where we need to go. My wife and I want to 
have reasonable cars that are gently used. My wife will receive the "new" used 
vehicle and I will drive the vehicle once it reaches 140,000 miles. We plan on 
driving the vehicles until they are at 200,000 miles, at which time we will sell 
them or keep them until they "die" upon our discretion. We plan to buy vehicles 
with less than 60,000 miles on them and not more than 6 years old. My wife and I 
want a SUV-type vehicle for the family, an economical car, and one day a truck to 
use outdoors, for service, and to haul our future toys. Our vehicles will not have a 
serious impact on our family. In other words, our vehicles will match our budget 
and not the other way around. 

Goals 

We will regularly maintain our vehicles every 3-5,000 miles according to our 
"Car Maintenance" envelope. We also will regularly put aside savings in an 
"envelope" for a new car and will plan the contributions based on when we expect 
to buy another vehicle. We will not be buying a brand-new vehicle until our net 
worth is over $500,000. We will be buying our cars with cash and no more than 
40% financing. The financing portion should only exist upon serious need (i.e. 
our cars unexpectedly die/total). Otherwise, they will be financed with 100% 
cash. Our vehicles will not have a serious impact on our family. In other words, 
our vehicles will match our budget and not the other way around. 

Plans and Strategies 
Currently, my wife and I share one vehicle that is fully paid off. The vehicle is a 
2005 Volvo s80 with 125,000 miles (as of today). The vehicle is regularly 
maintained and is in amazing working condition (because we take great care of 
it). On the vehicle, we budget for liability insurance, maintenance, possible future 
repairs, and an amount for a new vehicle upon sale/extinction of the Volvo. We 
expect our car to be in great working condition for more than 250,000 miles. We 
plan on holding this vehicle until it has 200,000 miles upon which we will decide 
if we want to sell it or keep it until it "dies." 

Before buying a new vehicle, we plan to check it out thoroughly. As stated in our 
vision, we plan to buy vehicles with less than 60,000 miles on them and not more 
than 6 years old. We will look up a Car Fax, history of owners, damage taken, and 
other vehicle and engine metrics to ensure a good buy. We will also use the spirit 
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and intuition when talking to the salesman to ensure we are dealing with a 
trustworthy and honest person. After having the car checked by our mechanic, we 
will attempt to negotiate the best "out-the-door" price. As stated in the goals 
section, we will be buying our cars with cash and no more than 40% financing. 
The financing portion should only exist upon serious need (i.e. our cars 
unexpected total). Otherwise, they will be financed with 100% cash. We will 
never lease a vehicle. Leasing vehicles will only happen upon business purpose 
(i.e. if I own a business one day and can expense the lease payments). 

Constraints 

The only constraint we have is cash flow. We will plan carefully to ensure the 
cash is available for vehicle purchase upon preparing our "car envelope." My wife 
and I are willing to sacrifice comfort for the ability to save more for our vehicles. 
In this sense, it must be an absolute emergency for my wife and I to finance any 
portion of our vehicle purchase. We plan on saving enough to tum emergencies 
into inconveniences. Our order for purchasing a new vehicle is 1) fulfill our needs 
(e.g. SUV to haul children must come before truck/toys), 2) be practical-find the 
very best deal and be willing to buy an older model to save money, and 3) heavily 
consider selling the vehicle upon 200,000 miles. We will only keep our vehicle 
until it "dies" if we are absolutely attached to the vehicle (i.e. it still is a 
tremendous/reliable mode of transportation). 

Accountability 

My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on using our 
auto plan as a regular family discussion/planning tool to include our children. We 
want our children to understand what the true cost is of an automobile-we plan 
on being very transparent with them concerning our budget and what we have for 
buying vehicles. We want our children to help us choose our vehicles and 
participate in planning for the future "teenager car." Our children will complete 
lease vs. buy, auto reporting, and negotiating activities with my wife and I to 
prepare. We also plan on sharing our Automotive plan with anyone who is willing 
to listen and learn. We are also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has 
helpful tips or strategies to improve our plan. 

Toy Plan 

Vision 

My wife and I will utilize toys, vacations, and other non-essential purchases to 
build memories with each other and our children. Our family enjoys cooking, 
reading, talking, playing games, and vacationing. My wife and I want to buy 
outdoor and indoor toys such as camping gear, kitchen upgrades, a truck, gaming 
systems, and anything else to enhance our family experience. Our vision is that 
our toys are blessings and gifts from God to our family. As such they do not lie at 
the core of our family values/needs. 

Goals 
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My wife and I plan on gaining the ability to buy our toys through our income 
plan. Toys are not a priority nor a necessity, as such, we will need to make excess 
income above our needs/primary goals in order to buy them. Toys will not be 
expensive relative to our income. As time goes on, our goal is that our income 
increases and our ability to buy more expensive toys increases as well. We will 
save 20% first, take care of regular expenses, and then set aside amounts into our 
"Family" envelope which can be used for toys. We will never use debt under any 
circumstance to buy toys. Toys-like vacations-will be purchased with I 00% 
cash. 

Plans and Strategies 
When we buy a toy, we will plan on holding it for over 12 years to ensure we get 
our full use out of it. We will not lend our toys to others unless they take proper 
care of it. We will set aside funds to ensure that our toys are kept nice and 
repaired/maintained regularly. We will stay within our annual budgeted amounts 
for toy fuel, maintenance, and insurance, As stated in the goals paragraph, under 
no circumstance will toys be paid for with anything other than 100% cash. 

Constraints 

The only constraint we have is cash flow. We will plan carefully to ensure the 
cash is available for toy purchase, repair, fuel, and maintenance from our "family 
envelope." We will keep close to the Lord, to ensure we are not spending money 
on toys that we could use to serve His purposes. As stated in the visions 
paragraph, my wife and I plan on obtaining the ability to buy our toys through our 
income plan. Toys are not a priority nor a necessity, as such, we will need to 
make excess income above our needs/primary goals in order to buy them. We 
want to first obtain toys for our children (Christmas gifts, games, bikes, camping, 
etc.). Later in life we plan on saving for larger toys such as four-wheelers, kitchen 
remodels, and possibly a boat. 

Accountability 
My wife and I are accountable to each other and the Lord. We plan on using our 
toy plan as a regular family discussion/planning tool to include our children. We 
want our children to understand that toys are not necessary-we plan on being 
very transparent with them concerning our budget and what we have for buying 
toys. We want our children to help us choose family toys and participate in 
planning for future family activities involving toys. Our children will participate 
in Family Home Evening activities and planning sessions where we will discuss 
family needs and opportunities to serve the Lord before buying toys. We also plan 
on sharing our Toy plan with anyone who is willing to listen and learn. We are 
also eager and excited to learn from anyone who has helpful tips or strategies to 
improve our plan. 
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XVI. Service Teaching Experience
Meeting with Eden

Nathan 
September 8, 2019 

I. Who

My wife, Eden D., has recently been asking me about how compounding interest 
works. After speaking with her about how compounding interest is a part of the concept 
of the Time Value of Money, I asked her if she would be willing to allow me to teach her 
for an hour about this topic. After she accepted my invitation, I prepared my lesson using 
the first Time Value of Money slides located on the Personal Finance website. 

II. Results

On the morning of September 8, 2019 my wife and I sat down to discuss the broad topic of 
the time value of money before delving into compounding interest. I used the first few 
slides of the presentation and talked about Albert Einstein's quote that said, 
"Compounding Interest is the eighth wonder of the world." 

We spoke about how a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. We didn't 
spend too much time on the exact details of why that is true {being inflation, 
supply/demand for assets, etc .. ), but my wife began to quickly understand how the value 
of money changes over time. I began to introduce to her the topic of present value and 
how money can be measured in terms of what the value is "at this moment in time." 

Using the foundation of the Time Value of Money and Present Value, we worked through 
the rest of the slides-which consisted of practice problems of real-life scenarios that 
teach compounding interest and the consequences of real life choices (concerning 
compounding interest). 

III. What Worked Well

The PowerPoint presentation that I prepared from the Personal Finance website worked 
great. I had previously gone through the presentation and ensured that the content was on 
topic with what I wanted to teach, the problems used in the presentation were succinct, 
and that the questions were applicable to the topic of compounding interest. I emailed my 
wife the slides after the meeting to ensure that she could reference them in the future. 

During the slide presentation, I also used information posted on our current 40I(k) and 
retirement plus accounts to demonstrate how interest is compounded on the payments 
made regularly to the retirement accounts. This personalized example really helped my 
wife see how interest compounds in our marriage life. 

IV. What I Would Change

1 
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One issue I experienced while teaching was the time constraint of my PowerPoint. It 
took longer for my wife (with my assistance) to work through the problems on the slides 
that I had previously anticipated when I made the teaching plan. This caused us to not 
finish all of the problems in the lesson-we had to skip over two. Also, If I could go 
back and make the teaching plan over again, I would try to not focus on covering all the 
problems/information. Instead, I would focus more on her questions as they come up 
during the lesson. 

With that said, I know that she really appreciated the time we spent together, and she is 
excited to learn more deeply about other topics. It was a great experience to be able to 
share the principles I have learned inside and outside this class and see them benefit a 
member of my family. The PowerPoint Slides I taught with follow this page. I have 
excluded the portion of the lesson I used to relate compounding interest to our marriage 
life. As stated in paragraph III "What Worked Well," I used information from our 
retirement accounts. I have excluded that information from the presentation in the 
attachments because it contains personal information. 

V. Lessons Learned

The key lesson learned is that I actually really enjoy teaching financial principles! It was 
so fun to see the light in my wife's face brighten as she began to understand the principles 
that I was teaching. 

Another lesson learned is that preparation is essential in delivering a good lesson. Had I 
not prepared the presentation and personal examples from our retirement accounts, I don't 
think the lesson would have been as impactful or meaningful to my wife. 

VI. Attachments
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XIV. Individual Experience
Researching and Opening a Joint High-Interest Savings Account 

Nathan 
September 13, 2019 

I. What did you want to accomplish?

To further the Savings Plan my wife and documented in our PFP, I wanted to open a 
high-interest savings account that would earn at least 1 Ox the national average in 
monthly interest. I spend a few hours researching the various options based on interest 
rates, withdrawal allowances, customer service, complimentary checking accounts, and 
A TM reimbursements for withdrawals. I ultimately chose Ally Bank and opened a joint 
high-interest savings account. 

II. What was the result of that experience?

I was able to fill out the application for Ally Bank and go through their easy but thorough 
process to open a high interest savings account. When I opened up the account my interest 
rate on savings was 1.9%. Previous to this experience, I had always done my banking with 
a brick-and-mortar institution. I had never taken the time to calculate/understand that I was 
not earning as much interest as I could because brick-and-mortar banks have to pay for 
their locations {i.e. employees, buildings, the jar of dum-dum lollipops at the front counter, 
etc.). Due to these factors, my previous savings account was only earning 0.01 % APR. 
With Ally, I would be making an average of $32 more per month (based on a variable rate 
that is 1.9% APR today). This was not ultimately the absolute highest rate I could have 
gotten, but I chose Ally Bank based off of the research that I will explain below. 

First, it was important to me that an online bank had amazing customer service ratings. I 
wanted to make sure that I could completely trust an online institution with my funds. Ally 
had the highest customer satisfaction rates and so far, I've called them several times to test 
those ratings. Ally has always picked up the phone quickly and the customer service 
representatives have gone above and beyond to help me set up my accounts. 

Secondly, I wanted to make sure that I had a reasonable number of savings account 
transactions allowed per month (i.e. withdrawals). Wealthfront, CitiBank, and Marcus all 
had slightly higher savings rates than Ally; however, Ally allowed for six transactions per 
month on the account versus lower amounts for competitors. Furthermore, there was no 
required deposit amount to open an Ally account. Due to my liquidity needs as a college 
student, I found that Ally was the right choice. 

Finally, Ally allowed for a $10 reimbursement charge at non-qualified A TMs and offered a 
checking account with 0.1 % APR (0.6% if my checking balance was over $15,000). These 
factors furthered my decision to choose Ally. 

III. What worked well and what didn't?

It was all relatively painless. I just needed to set up the time to do the research and ask 
other people who they were banking with and why. The account opening process took a 
few days because my wife and I had to provide secondary verification for our address-
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ultimately, I was glad that Ally was talcing the time to verify their customers. The most 
difficult part of the process was trying to find our old checkbooks (from our previous 
bank accounts) so we could write a check for our first Ally deposit! Almost everything 
can be done online, so needless to say, our checkbooks were in a comer collecting dust. 

IV. What would you change?

Nothing! The only thing I wish I could change is time-so I could have switched to Ally 
years ago. Everything is going extremely well with our Ally accounts and we are looking 
forward to our first month's interest! 

V. What were your 2-3 most important things you learned?

The following are three key things I learned: 
1. Its much better to receive a higher saving's interest rate than pay for the jar of

dum-durns in the brick-and-mortar banks.
2. In class we always discuss key points when it comes to saving, but there is actually

a lot more to learn. It was easy for me to get lost in the vast amount of information
there is to study.

3. Opening a high-interest savings account is not as hard as it seems. I'm really
grateful that I took the time to open with Ally. My family's future savings plan is
better off because of it.
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XVI. Service Teaching Experience
Meeting with Amy O.

Nathan 
September 21, 2019 

I. Who

My mother, Arny O., has recently been asking me about some tax planning strategies that 
she could use to lower her tax liability. After speaking with her about the basics of the 
individual income tax fonnula (Gross Income, AGI, Standard or Itemized, and Credits), I 
asked her if she would be willing to allow me to teach her for an hour about this topic. 
After she accepted my invitation, I prepared my lesson using the Tax Planning slides 
located on the Personal Finance website. 

II. Results

On the evening of September 21, 2019 my mother and I sat down to discuss the topic of 
taxes and how a person can plan to target their tax rate for the year. After quickly going 
through the introductory slides, I explained that we are to be obedient to the laws of the 
land (pay taxes); however, we are not required to pay a penny more than we owe. I used the 
slide, "Why Tax Planning?" to explain that taxes are an average American's single largest 
expense-most American's work for over four months just to pay their taxes. 

We spent some time explaining the principles of tax management and moved into a quick 
overview of the federal tax process. My mother explained how difficult it has been since 
the 2018 TCJA adjustments-she lost her ability to itemize (due to the larger standard 
deduction) and claim personal and dependent exemptions. Effectively, these changes have 
doubled her tax liability over the last few years. 

My mother and I then spent some time talking about the different credits available to 
students and non-students. My mother was rather familiar with a few of the credits as she 
has claimed them on past tax returns. I also highlighted that some credits (like the 
American Opportunity Credit) are either partially, fully, or non-refundable. Then, we 
quickly overviewed the different types of taxes-my mother was very familiar with them. 
At this point in the lesson, my mother didn't feel that she had found ways to lower to tax 
liability. 

Once we began to talk about the tax planning strategies (especially #1 Maximize 
Deductions), my mother began to see methods she could use to lower her tax liability. We 
specifically spent a lot of time on bunching. Next year, my mother should be receiving 
about $50,000 from the sale of a lot that she has developed for home-building. My 
mother's plan was to use that money to settle her home mortgage. I spoke to her about her 
marginal tax rate (which hovered over the 22/24% bracket), and how she could use the 
$50,000 cash flow to bunch her charitable contributions, itemize her deductions, and 
ultimately gain a greater return than if she settled the mortgage early. 

III. What Worked Well

1 



The PowerPoint presentation that I prepared from the Personal Finance website worked 
great. I had previously gone through the presentation and ensured that the content was on 
topic with what I wanted to teach, the problems used in the presentation were succinct, 
and that the principles were applicable with my mother's tax planning situation. I emailed 
my mother the slides after the meeting to ensure that she could reference them in the 
future. 

IV. What I Would Change

My mother and I didn't have enough time to go through the example at the end of the 
presentation. If I could change my lesson planning, I would have cut out the introduction 
slides and I would have jumped right into the case example. Another change I would 
make is the time I took to explain the different types of taxes. My mother was already 
very familiar with them-we didn't need to spend our lesson time talking about Capital 
Gains vs. Social Security. 

With that said, I know that she really appreciated the time we spent together, and she is 
excited to learn more deeply about how she can donate appreciated investments as her 
tithing. It was a great experience to be able to share the principles I have learned inside 
and outside this class and see them benefit a member of my family. The PowerPoint 
Slides I taught with follow this page. 

V. Lessons Learned

The key lesson learned is that I actually have a good foundational understanding of taxes! 
It surprised me how well I was able to teach my own mother about tax. It was so fun to 
see the light in my mother's face brighten as she began to understand the tax planning 
strategies that could reduce her future tax liability. 

Another lesson learned is that preparation is essential in delivering a good lesson. I think 
that the visual PowerPoints were super helpful and allowed my mother to better visualize 
the different tax planning strategies we focused on. 

VI. Attachments

2 
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XIV. Individual Experience
Researching and Opening a Wells Fargo Credit Card 

Nathan 
September 27, 2019 

I. What did you want to accomplish?

I wanted to open another credit card to increase my credit score over time and earn 
points I can use toward travel or other areas of our budget. About three years ago, I 
opened a student Discover card and built my credit score to 780. Recently, I upgraded 
my student card to their higher-level cash back credit card (this did not impact my credit 
score). According to my credit score (which became stagnant the last 8 months), an 
important factor in determining my credit worthiness was the number of accounts active 
in my name. To further increase my credit, I wanted to research another company/card 
that I could open in order to increase my credit score to over 800 (over time). 

II. What was the result of that experience?

I first spent a few hours researching the different aspects of what make up the overall credit 
score. Personally, I am a convenience credit card user-meaning that I only buy what I can 
pay for and always pay off the balance before the end of the month. I only use my credit 
card to build up a cash-back balance and increase my credit score. After spending time 
researching, I found a few factors that affect my credit score. The first is revolving 
utilization, which is also known as your debt-to-limit ratio or credit utilization. It measures 
the amount of your revolving credit limits that you are currently using. To maximize your 
credit score, you'll want this number to be as low as possible, with l 0% or lower being 
ideal for most consumers. Mine has always stayed as low as 1-4%. Another factor is length 
of credit. The longer you've had an account open, the better your credit score can be. 
Closing a credit card account will negatively impact your credit score and opening a new 
account will also temporarily have a negative impact on your score. 

The final factor of my research that I'd like to discuss is the number of accounts opened. 
Creditors want to see that you can handle more than one line of credit. This piece of my 
research led me to believe that I am ready to open another convenience credit card (with a 
different institution) to eventually increase my credit above 800. I knew that my score 
would take a temporary hit, but it would be worth it in the long run. 

After spending a few more hours researching, I found a credit card that seemed right for 
me. The Wells Fargo Propel card required a high credit score to apply, it included 30,000 
bonus points ($300 equivalent) upon $3,000 worth of purchases within 90 days (this will be 
easily accomplished within the budget my family has already set). The card gave 3x points 
upon certain purchase categories and 1 x points everywhere else. There is no annual fee and 
APR rates were comparable (15.74% to 27.74% Variable)� however, I don't plan on ever 
carrying a monthly balance on this card. 

III. What worked well and what didn't?

Opening the card was rather easy. I first went to a local Wells Fargo (I do not bank with 
Wells Fargo) and asked them about the details of the card (after doing my personal 
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online research). I then filled out an application and waited a few days. An issue I ran 
into was Wells Fargo did not get back to me in a timely manner to inform me concerning 
my application status. After several days of not hearing from them, I returned to the local 
branch and found out that they had an issue with verifying my address. My Discover 
account is a part of my federal credit report and was used by Wells Fargo to verify my 
information. My Discover account was attached to an old address that I lived at before I 
married. My Wells Fargo application contained my new address. I quickly remedied this 
with the local branch and later called Discover to change my personal address. All was 
well after that and I was approved! 

IV. What would you change?

I do not have anything that I would change. I am enjoying the card, its perks, and the ease 
of payment through my Wells Fargo Phone app. However, compared to Discover, I feel 
that the Wells Fargo app and website are more complicated and less user friendly than 
Discover. I wish I would have spent some time looking into that before applying for the 
card. Overall, however, I am really happy with the card and the rewards! 

V. What were your 2-3 most important things you learned?

The following are three key things I learned: 
1. Your credit score is made up of several important factors. If I wanted to know how

to increase my credit score, it was important that I understood those factors and
what credit agencies are looking for in a good score.

2. Take the time needed to research different types of credit cards. There are a lot of
options with different agencies, requirements, and possible fees. Taking the time to
research will help you find the most cost-effective card that is right for your credit
plan.

3. Credit cards are a tool not a gift. This exercise helped me reaffirm how important
it is for me to stay on top of my spending and properly manage my two credit
cards. My vision/goals for our credit plan is to not carry a monthly balance on any
of our credit cards.
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XIV. Individual Experience
Researching and Opening an Ally Traditional IRA 

Nathan D. 
October 2, 2019 

I. What did you want to accomplish?

My wife and I wanted to open an additional retirement account beyond my wife's 
Traditional 40l(k) and Retirement Plus Plan through Brigham Young University. I took 
the time to research our various options and ponder upon how my wife and I will be 
using the retirement funds ( after retirement). The issue that we are facing right now is 
her premature retirement from BYU. There is a good chance that in 8 months, my wife 
and I will move out of state to a new job that l acquire. We also believe that my wife 
might not work anymore-we are in the process of planning when we want to start a 
family (have children). Currently under DMBA policy (Deseret Mutual), if we have a 
total ofless than $5,000 combined between the 40l(k)/RPP (Retirement Plus Plan), we 
will be forced to take withdrawal of the account if we cannot roll it over into a different 
retirement account under Eden's name. We do not want to pay the 10% penalty and 20% 
withholding assessed upon early withdrawal, so we need to research an IRA account that 
we can use to roll the funds forward and plan for our retirement. 

II. What was the result of that experience?

I first spend an hour researching the benefits of a Traditional vs. Roth IRA. Roth is 
definitely the better choice for maximizing after tax spending. However, I wanted to make 
sure the account could take advantage of other tax benefits that are important-mainly 
charitable contributions. Under current tax law, full-tithe payers who are 70.5 years old 
have an advantage of owning a Traditional IRA. The withdrawals from the account can be 
used to donate to a qualified charity tax-free. Furthermore, the charitable donation counts 
towards the required minimum yearly distribution (RMD) on the account. See full 
information below for details. 

Charitable Contributions 

• Gift directly from an IRA (70 ½ Age rule)

• A donor over the age of 70 1/1 moy contribute up to
$ I 00,000 directly from on IRA lo o charity (per yeor)

• The distribution of the proceeds out of the IRA ls NOT
taxable to the taxpayer

•The contribution to the charity is NOT deductible

•So why do ii?

• No AGI increase

• Phase out of exemptions, deductions, deduction
of Casualty Losses and medical expenses.
loxobility of social security benefits

•Moy not be able to itemize .... 
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Essentially, the Traditional IRA has a long-term advantage over the Roth IRA (for full
tithe payers who would pay the tithes in either scenario), and can be labeled as the "Tax 
Sheltered Tithing Account." The return is guaranteed to be the amount of contributions 
made over the life of the account multiplied by the average marginal tax rate you 
avoided by making contributions to the Traditional IRA. 

I then spent the next few hours researching which institution to open the Traditional IRA 
account. I found several institutions such as Vanguard, Merrill Edge, and ArneriTrade 
that advertised positive returns depending on the asset vehicles chosen for the account. 
After researching, I decided to open up an IRA savings account (1.9% APY) instead of 
an IRA Mutual Fund (I want to eventually open a mutual fund for other purposes). I 
chose to open up my "Tax Sheltered Tithing Account" with Ally Bank-I do all my 
banking with Ally. Ally also gave me the option to open up a High Yield IRA CD 
(2.25%), which I might do when/if my wife leaves BYU and we need to transfer her 
40l{k) and RPP. 

III. What worked well and what didn't?

Opening up the account was easy and painless! I am already familiar with Ally and have 
a great deal of trust in them and their process. I was able to immediately see the account 
in my portal and I did not have any issue with depositing an opening amount. I'm 
looking forward to using my "Tax Sheltered Tithing Account" when I reach 70.5 years 
old! 

IV. What would you change?

I do not have anything that I would change. I am really happy with the account and am 
looking forward to earning 1.9% APY on the account. My wife and I now have the task of 
determining how much we should contribute each year. 

V. What were your 2-3 most important things you learned?

The following are three key things I learned: 
I. There are several considerations when opening up a Roth vs. Traditional IRA.

With a Roth, you can maximize after tax spending while a Traditional has
immediate tax savings. Each should be chosen carefully in light of their
benefits/consequences.

2. Take the time to study the tax advantages of Retirement Accounts. You can earn
higher returns if you are planning to use the accounts in a tax-efficient way.

3. Penalties will apply for early withdrawal on retirement accounts. Thus,
consideration is needed when choosing your asset vehicles and contribution
amounts each year .



Personal Finance Journal: Take Aways 

Personal Finance Journal 
MBA 620 Financial Planning 

Fall 2019 

Day 1 Objectives: Building a Strong foundation: Another Perspective on Wealth 
A. Understand how to bring Christ into your finances
B. Understand the importance of perspective and our perspective for this course.
C. Understand our framework for learning: doctrines, principles and application
D. Understand the implications of that learning framework
E. Remember that "Life is Good."

Day 1 Take Aways: 
1. The Lord can be a part of our daily transactions and financial decisions. I am accountable for
every dollar that goes through my hands.
2. Perspective will give me the ability to have a vision, execute a plan, and forecast my life in
order to know what the future might hold for my family and I.

Day 2 Objectives: Your Personal Financial Plan: Planning Your Financial Future 

A. Understand the importance of planning your financial future and the process of
creating your Personal Financial Plan (PFP)
B. Understand how to create your "Plan for Life"
C. Understand how to catch your vision of what you want to accomplish in life and the
different types of goals
C. Understand and apply the principles of effective goal setting.

Day 2 Take Aways: 
1. "Planning can tum emergencies into minor inconveniences." This teaching during the lecture
today hit me in a really powerful away. I now know that if I plan carefully, I can be ready for any
unforeseen financial circumstance.
2. My vision for my life can help me sort out what is important to my family and what is not. We
need to take time to ensure that every important thing is planned for. A vision can help me do
that!

Day 3 Objectives: Saving, Income and Expense Planning: Giving Every Dollar a Name 
A. Understand family record keeping
8. Understand the principles, methods and levels of successful saving, income and

expense planning (budgeting) and its methods and process
C. Calculate your net worth using a personal balance sheet
D. Develop a personal income statement and use ratios to analyze your spending
E. Understand and create your Saving, Income and Expense Plans (budget)

Day 3 Take Aways: 
1. Those who reach their financial goals spend 2-3x more time each day/week/month on their
personal finances.
2. Not only are income strategies critical, but expense, saving, and giving strategies essential to
holistically improve our personal finances.
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Day 4 Objectives: Debt: Avoiding Debt Like the Plague 

A. Understand our leader's counsel on debt
B. Understand the principles of using debt wisely
C. Understand how to develop and use debt-reduction strategies
D. Understand plans and strategies for debt reduction

Day 4 Take Aways: 
1. Utah is the #2 state in filing for Bankruptcy. This is caused by Divorce, Medical Bills, and
other causes. My take away in to make sure that I am NOT overspending and that I only live
within my means.
2. When paying down debt, first pay down the debt that has the highest interest rates. Next, pay
off the debt with the smallest amount so you can see your wins! You want to be able to
consolidate by paying down the smaller loans with the highest interest rate first.

Day 5 Objectives: Taxes: Paying All You Owe and not a Penny More 

A. Understand how tax planning can help you attain your personal goals and the
principles of tax planning
B. Understand the Federal tax process
C. Understand the major tax features of the U.S. tax system and tax strategies to help you
lower your taxes (legally and honestly)
D. Understand and create your Tax Plan

Day 5 Take Aways: 
1. The goal in tax planning is to maximize the after-tax benefits. There are several strategies that
can be used to effectively do this such as bunching and using appreciated investments to pay
charitable contributions.
2. Taxes are an enforced exaction; therefore, it is wise to keep good records. We need to keep
our tax records stored for at least 7 years.

Day 6 Objectives: Cash Management: Making the Little Things Count 

A. Understand the importance and principles of cash management
B. Know the different types of financial institutions the need to spend time each week to

effectively manage your finances
C. Understand the different cash-management alternatives and how to compare them
D. Understand and create your Cash Management Plan.

Day 6 Take Aways: 
1. It's important to diversify your cash investments. Keeping all your money in checking and
savings accounts will not ensure the highest yields.
2. It's important to calculate your after-tax return and use Equivalent Tax Yields (ETY) to
compare types of bond/other investments.

Day 7 Objectives: The Auto Decision 

A. Understand key areas and principles of car ownership
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B. Understand how to buy or lease a new car
C. Understand the lease versus buy decision
D. Understand and create your auto and adult toy plan

Day 7 Take Aways: 
1. In negotiation, use price invoice as your anchor to negotiate the price down. MSRP stands for
manufacturers silly retail price; you can get a lower price if you use proper tactics.
2. Make sure that the car fits your budget and not the budget to fit your car.

Day 8 Objectives: Credit: Understanding and Using it Wisely 

A. Understand credit bureaus, credit reports, and credit scoring and the principles of
using credit wisely
B. Understand the correct uses of credit cards
C. Learn how credit cards work and how to manage open credit
5. Understand and create your Credit Plan.

Day 8 Take Aways: 
1. Your credit cards can be an extremely helpful tool or one of the most destructive decisions
made. Its important to be a 100% convenience credit card user.
2. There are a variety of measurements used to create your credit score: utilization, number of
accounts, and length of credit. It is important to understand these measurements so you can
strategically increase your credit score.

Day 9 Objectives: Loans: Avoiding Consumer and Minimizing Student/Mortgage Loans 

A. Understand consumer loans, principles, characteristics and costs
B. Understand mortgage loan types, characteristics, and costs
C. Understand the key relationships for borrowing
D. Understand and create your Consumer Loans and Debt Plan

Day 9 Take Aways: 
1. If you do not have the money do not take out a consumer loan! Plan for loans that are essential
such as buying a modest home or obtaining a reasonable education.
2. Avoid interest only loans or interest pre-payments. Keep your overall cost of the loan as low
as possible.

Day 10 Objectives: The Housing Decision I: The Process 

A. Understand our leaders guidance and the principles of home buying and ownership
B. Understand the process of buying a home

Day JO Take Aways: 
1. Buying a home is probably the largest asset decision my family can make. We need to save for
at least a 20% down payment and use our funds to buy a modest home.
2. The bank will most likely be willing to lend me more than I can afford-my home should fit
my budget. It's important to take the Lord into my home buying decision and follow the spirit
when choosing a home (after doing the research).
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Day 11 Objectives: The Housing Decision II: Comparing Loans and Creating Your Plan 

A. Understand your options in the housing decision
B. Understand how to compare different types of loans with different fees and points
C. Understand and create your Housing Plan.
D. Answer questions on the housing decision

Day 11 Take Aways: 
I. Its important to calculate your effective interest rate so you can understand the true cost of the
loan. Include in 20% your down-payment the amount of the loan plus fees.
2. Work with at least three lenders so you can get the best rate and lowest loan fees, origination
fees, and other closing costs.

Day 12 Objectives: Insurance 1: Basics and Insurance 2: Life Insurance 

Insurance I : Basics 
A. Recognize the importance of insurance
8. Understand what leaders have said regarding insurance and the key principles of
insurance
C. Understand and create your Insurance Plan.
Insurance 2: Life Insurance
A. Understand the benefits of life insurance and the five key questions
B. Understand the different types of term life insurance
C. Understand the different types of permanent life insurance
D. Determine which type of insurance is best for you and know the steps to buying life
insurance
E. Understand plans and strategies for life insurance

Day 12 Take Aways: 
1. The Life Insurance Plan you choose should fit your financial goals and be used to protect the
right amount of risk you experience in your life situation.
2. Investments do not make good insurance plans and insurance plans are not necessarily good
investments.

Day 13 Objectives: Insurance 3: Health Insurance and Insurance 4 Auto and Home 
Insurance 

Insurance 3: Health Insurance 
A. Understand how health insurance relates to your Personal Financial Plan and basic
health insurance coverage and provisions
B. Understand the key areas of disability insurance
C. Understand the key areas of long-term care insurance
D. Understand how to control your health-care costs
E. Understand plans and strategies for health insurance
Insurance 4: Auto and Home Insurance
A. Understand the key areas of auto insurance and know how to reduce your costs
B. Understand the key areas of homeowner's and renter's insurance and know how to
reduce your costs
C. Understand the key areas of personal liability insurance
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D. Understand plans and strategies for asset protection
Day 13 Take Aways: 
1. Get your Renter's Insurance from your Auto Insurer, it can save you a lot of money in the
reduction you will receive on your auto policy.
2. Always get guaranteed full replacement cost when buying Insurance; check to make sure this
exists in the details of the insurance plan.

Day 14 Objectives: Investments 1: Before You Invest and Investments 4: Understanding 
Bond Basics 

Investments I : What to do Before You Begin 
A. Know what to do before you invest
B. Recognize the principles of successful investing
C. Understand the major asset classes and their risk and return history
Investments 4: Understanding Bond Basics
A. Explain the benefits, risks, terminology and types of bonds
B. Understand how bonds are valued and the costs of investing in bonds
C. Understand plans and strategies for bonds.

Day 14 Take Aways: 
1. Its important to understand your risk tolerance and the risk tolerance of your spouse. This will
help you find the proper asset allocations.
2. The best time to invest was 20 years ago, and the second-best time is today. Its important to
start early and hold for a long period of time.

Day 15 Objectives: Investments 2: Your Investment Plan and Investments 2: Securities 
Market Basics 

Investments 2: Understanding and Creating your Investment Plan 
A. Understand the importance of financial goals and know how to set them
B. Know the importance of your Investment Plan and how to prepare it
C. Identify and be aware of get-rich-quick schemes and how to avoid them
D. Beware of"Get Rich Quick" Schemes
Investments 3: Securities Markets Basics
A. Recognize the different types of securities markets
B. Be aware of the basics of brokers and investment advisors and how to buy and sell
securities
C. Understand how to choose a broker or an investment advisor
D. Know the uses and types of investment benchmarks.

Day 15 Take Aways: 
1. 80% of portfolio success is found in the asset allocations, not the specific stocks invested in.
2. Eliminate Fear and Grief in your portfolio by using trustworthy agencies and being protective
of your investments-don't short sell or day trade.

Day 16 Objectives: Investments 5: Stock Basics and Investments 7: Building Your 
Portfolio 
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Investments 5: Stock Basics 
A. Review risk and return for stocks and common stock terminology
B. Understand how stocks are valued and why stocks fluctuate in value
C. Know stock-investing strategies and the costs of investing in stocks
D. Understand plans and strategies for stocks.
Investments 7: Building Your Portfolio
A. Understand which factors control investment returns and
how to select investment vehicles
B. Understand the elements of a successful investment portfolio
C. Explain the investment process and how to build a successful portfolio
D. Understand plans and strategies for building your portfolio

Day 16 Take Aways: 
1. There is an order in investing. It's important to build your emergency fund first then move into
your core before broadening/deepening your investment portfolio.
2. Watch out for fees. Keep fees low/nonexistent else the majority of your earnings will be lost.
Also, watch out for those without an investment license-ensure they are reported.

Day 17 Objectives: Investments 6: Understanding Mutual Fund Basics and Investments 8: 
Picking fmancial Assets 

Investments 6: Understanding Bonds 
A. Explain the advantages, disadvantages, types and classes of mutual fund shares
B. Understand how to calculate mutual fund returns
C. Understand the costs of investing in mutual funds and how to purchase a mutual fund
D. Understand plans and strategies for mutual funds
Investments 8: Picking Financial Assets
A. Understand why you should wait to purchase individual stocks until your assets have

grown
B. Know how to find information on financial assets and truces
C. Understand what makes a good mutual fund and the big deal about index funds
D. Understand how to pick the mutual/index/exchange traded funds
E. Understand plans and strategies for picking financial assets

Day 17 Take Aways: 
1. Choosing the right mutual fund can save you a lot in the long-term. Using MorningStar to
research the loads, management fees, and performance will help you choose the right fund.
2. Index Funds are a great way for the ordinary person to invest. It doesn't take extensive
amounts ofresearch and knowledge to take the "dumb" out of"dumb money."

Day 18 Objectives: Investments 9: Portfolio Reporting and Rebalancing and Investments 
10: Behavioral Finance 

Investments 9: Portfolio Reporting 
A. Understand portfolio rebalancing
B. Understand the importance of portfolio management and evaluation
C. Calculate risk-adjusted performance measures
Investments 10: Behavioral Finance
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A. Understand behavioral finance
B. Understand learn behavioral finance
C. Understand other alternatives to traditional finance
D. Understand how behavioral finance can help us

Day 18 Talce Aways: 
1. Opening up a brokerage account is easy. You just need to talce the careful time to evaluate
your accounts and periodically rebalance your portfolio.
2. Using the donations method ofrebalancing your portfolio is a great way to void capital gains
tax and use your most appreciated funds. Essentially, you will be buying low and selling high.

Day 19 Objectives: Investments 11: Questions and Answers 

A. Answer additional questions on investing
Day 19 Talce Aways: 
1. Personal Revelation is our number one guide in understanding what our individual needs are.
It's important that we can don't take upon ourselves too much risk and focus on our needs.
2. Asking yourself, "How can I maximize my hourly potential?" will allow you to open up your
plans. People get scared when they see how efficient you can be. Be a leader by increasing your
potential.

Day 20 Objectives: Retirement Planning 1: Basics 

A. Understand why retirement planning is critical and the principles of successful
retirement planning
B. Understand the steps, stages and payout options at retirement
C. Understand one method of monitoring your retirement-planning progress
D. Understand and create your Retirement Plan

Day 20 Take Aways: 
1. Retirement takes discipline; the earlier you start the more your funds will grow. If you do this,
you will be fully prepared for retirement.
2. Consider your debt when it comes to retirement planning. Try to eliminate all debts several
years before retirement. You cannot rely on social security to supplement your retirement.

Day 21 Objectives: Retirement Planning 3: Understand Employer Qualified Plans and 
Retirement Planning 4: Understanding Individual and Small Business Plans 

Retirement Planning 3: Understanding Employer Qualified Plans 
A. Understand employer-qualified retirement plans
B. Understand defined-benefit plans
C. Understand defined-contribution plans
D. Understand plans and strategies for employer qualified plans.
Retirement Planning 4: Understand Individual and Small business plans
A. Understand individual retirement accounts
B. Explain when it is beneficial to convert a traditional IRA to a Roth IRA
C. Describe retirement plans designed for small businesses and individuals who are self

employed
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D. Understand plans and strategies for individual and small business plans.
Day 21 Take Aways: 
I. It is best to roll your Roth 401(k) to a Roth IRA because Roth IRA's do not have required
minimum distributions (RMDs). It is important to track your RMD's else you will pay a 50%
penalty!
2. Using the right mix ofretirement accounts (traditional 40l(k)/IRA, Roth 401(k)/IRA,
Education IRA, etc.) will allow you to target your tax rate in retirement and use the maximum
amount of your funds as tax efficiently as possible. Start by looking at what your employer offers
and make sure you get the company match!

Day 22 Objectives: Retirement Planning 2: Social Security and Retirement Planning S: 
Wrap Up and Q&A 

A. Describe how the Social Security program works and the benefits of the Social
Security program
B. Answer frequently asked questions about Social Security and the future of Social
Security
C. Understand plans and strategies for Social Security
Retirement Planning 5: Wrap Up and Q & A
A. Understand events and impact on finances
B. Answer remaining questions on Retirement

Day 22 Take Aways: 
1. It is important to try and work as long as you can to maximize your social security benefits.
Social security uses your highest 35 years of earnings, which means you need to maximize your
earnings for a long as you can work.
2. Do not let social security be more than 30-40% of your planned retirement income. Save now
and set aside 20% to plan for retirement. Times are changing and so will social security policies.

Day 23 Objectives: Estate Planning: Taking Care of Those You Love 

A. Understand the principles, importance and the process of estate planning
8. Know how trusts can be used to your advantage in estate planning
C. Understand the importance of wills and probate planning
D. Understand how to create your advance plan.

Day 23 Take Aways: 
1. Use Trusts to dictate how you want your assets distributed. Make sure to have clear family
conversations beforehand to prevent arguments after your death. Ensure to include specific
clauses to prevent challenges from children or a 2nd spouse.
2. Estate taxes are not really taxes but penalties imposed on those who neglect to plan ahead. Its
important to plan for death or tragedies. Don't let your work/wealth go to waste.

Day 24 Objectives: Money and Marriage 

A. Understand the key changes in decision making once you are married and the
principles of money and marriage
B. Understand why money may be an issue in relationships and share a few
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recommendations for money and marriage 
C. Understand and create your family financial plan.

Day 24 Take Aways: 
1. We are equal partners in money and marriage. We may not have the same roles as mother and
father; however, we work together to manage our money and family matters in love and
righteousness.
2. Change is important. Nobody will care how much you know until they know how much you
care. We ultimately cannot directly change our spouses, but we can create a council environment
that will foster positive change.

Day 25 Objectives: Family 2: Teaching Children Finance and 

Family 2: Teaching Children Financial Responsibilty 
A. Understand the importance of your family vision and teaching your children
B. Understand the principles of teaching children financial responsibility
C. Know when to teach children financial responsibility
D. Understand some plans and strategies for teaching your children.
Family 3: Preparing for your Children's Education and Missions

A. Decide how education relates to your vision and goals and principles of financing
education and missions
B. Understand the process of selecting investment vehicles for financing education

and missions for your children
C. Understand how to save for your children's education and missions and
how to reduce the cost of education and apply for aid
D. Understand and create your mission and education plans.

Day 25 Take Aways: 
1. Its important to be disciplined in saving for your children's lives. Its also extremely essential
to give your children experiences that will help them learn how to gain financial wisdom on their
own.
2. We may not owe our children an education, cars, missions, or other monetary events;
however, we do owe our children a financial education. They need to understand the financial
wisdom that we have gained.

Day 26 Objectives: Understand Careers in Financial Planning 

A. Understand Financial Planning: Fee only financial planning versus commission
Day 26 Take Aways: 
1. The best advice is to watch what you are spending. If you live like a student for the first ten
years as a professional, you will get to live like a professional for the rest of your life. If you live
like a professional for the next ten years of your life, you will live like a student for the rest of
your life. Monitoring your spending and reducing your debt is your best overall strategy.
2. Stick to an investment strategy that reflects who you are. When the market drops, that means
its time to get into the market so it can rise again. Don't panic and pull your money out or get too
greedy and cause an imbalance in your portfolio.
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